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UK closes police reports 
that list students' names 
"If that opinion were some bril-
liantly reasoned compelling docu-
ment, it might convince us to re-
think our position," said John 
Darsie, legal adviser for UK. "As of 
this moment we have no plans to 
revise our policies just because of 






By Chris Nolan 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
The University of Kentucky has 
clo..<:ed c:impus police repons con-
taining :.mdents' names. in re-
sponse to a financial threat from the 
U.S. Department of Education. 
Failure to comply could cost UK 
millions of dollars in federal funds, 
UK officials said. 
"What we had to comply with is 
any police records that had a stu-
dent listed on it, we pulled from the 
media file," said Wilson McComas, 
UK police chief. "All other records 
that do not involve students remain 
in the media file." 
McComas said crime records at 
UK had been available for "many, 
many years." 
Closing police reports jeopar-
dizes the public safety, said some 
observers in the legal and academic 
communities. 
··1 think the result is fewer 
students know what the problems 
are and how they can protect them-
selves," said Mark Goodman. execu-
tive director of the Student Press 
Law Center, which provides free 
legal advice to student journalists. 
UK closed the records March 4 
after receiving a letter from federal 
education officials saying the re-
cords must be kept confidential. 
The Education Department 
learned from a survey submitted as 
evidence in a lawsuit that 15 uni-
versities, including UK and West-
ern Kentucky University, routinely 
released the names of students on 
police records. The Education De-
partment wrote the schools in Feb-
ruary telling them that they violat-
ed the Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act in doing so. 
That law, passed in 1974, is 
better known as the Buckley 
,\mendment after its sponsor, for-
mer Sen. James L. Buckley, R-N.Y. 
ft-is designed to protect the privacy 
of students and their parents. It 
specifically protects student aca-
demic records. including infonna-
tion about financial aid and scholas-
tic probation. 
Critics of withholding infonna-
tion about student crime argue that 
the law does not include police 
records. 
WKU is continuing to release 
campus crime reports. despite the 
order from the Education Depart-
ment. Paul Bunch, director of the 
department of public safety, said 
Wl\'l..i was reviewing the Education 
Department's interpretation of the 
amendment. The school also is 
awaiting analysis of a March 13 
ruling by a federal judge in Missou-
ri that said withholding students' 
names from police reports was un-
constitutional. 
ln the ruling, Judge Russell G. 
Clark said that campus crime re-
pons were not part of educational 
records. 
That rul ing is binding only in 
the Western District of l'vtissouri, 
but it could be cited as precedent in 
other cases, legal experts said. UK 
is sticking by its decision to with-
hold the records. 
Even before the order from the 
Education Department, the Ken-
tucky attorney general's office ruled 
that schools have the right to deny 
access if they choose to do so. 
The Education Department has 
not decided whether the l'vtissouri 
ruling will affect its order to close 
the records, said Etta Fietek, 
spokeswoman for the Department 
of Education. 
Fielek said the department has 
asked the Justice Department for 
guidance. 
"We've asked them to look at 
the decision in tenns of precedent. 
What legal action is necessary, if 
any," she said. "Right now we are 
telling schools that they need to 
comply with the law." 
Fielek said she hoped that 
schools were not using the amend-
ment to cover up campus crime. 
"We are concerned with keeping 
the safest possible environment on 
campus and as for the mechanism, 
that is all going to be reviewed 
now," she said. 
A case pending in Calloway 
Circuit Coun is directly challeng-
ing Kentucky's interpretation of the 
open records law and the Buckley 
Amendment. According to attor-
neys in the case, a ruling is expect-
ed this summer. 
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Minimum wage increases 






WASHINGTON - The mini-
mum wage increases by 45 cents an 
hour today to $4.25, but labor 
advocates already are pressing for 
more. 
The 14.2 million-member AFL-
CIO has called for boosting the 
minimum wage to $5.75 an hour by 
April 1994. 
Three million Americans earn 
minimum wage, and millions of 
higher-paid workers could benefit 
as well wfien the rate increases 
from $3.80 an hour this week. But 
workers' advocates contend the in-
crease still is far too small to lift 
low-wage workers out of poverty. 
The increase in the mi nimum 
wage is the second step of a two-
pan increase Congress enacted in 
1989. President Bush had vetoed an 
earlier version. 
The first step of the increase 
took effect a year ago, when the 
minimum wage went from $3.35 arr 
hour to $3.80. It was the first 
increase in nearly a decade. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-





By BILL WOLFE, Religion Writer 
Teachers at Southern Baptist Theological Semi-
nary in Louisville have approved less restrictive 
guidelines for faculty employment that may re-
place controversial policies enacted by school's 
trustees last fall, 
The faculty voted 38-5 Thursday in favor of a 
six-page covenant worked out by seven teachers 
and seven trustees in meetings over the past four 
months. The 63-member board of trustees is ex-
pected to approve the document when it meets in 
Louisville April 8-10, said the Rev. Wayne Allen, 
chairman of the board's executive committee. 
The proposed guidelines are less restrictive than 
those adopted last year by the trustees' new con-
servative majority. The current policy, if strictly 
implemented, requires faculty to accept several 
specific conseivative tenets before they can be 
hired, promoted or granted tenure. 
For example, teachers are required to believe 
that Adam and Eve were real people, that all the 
miracles in the Bible truly occurred as supernatu-
ral events, and that books of the Bible were writ-
ten by their named authors. 
Details of .the new guidelines were not made 
public; but seminary President Roy L Honeycutt 
said the document "has a much broader sweep to 
it." 
"The emphases on Scripture are stated in 
broader theological terms," Honeycutt said. "They 
don't take up individual passages ... and say you 
must interpret this passage in this manner." 
Honeycutt said that the new guidelines would 
require Southern to hire only conseivative faculty 
members, but that the seminary was 
already committed to that policy. 
He argued that the employment 
guidelines passed last year actually 
made it more difficult to recruit 
good conservative teachers: "I think 
that responsible evangelical schol-
ars would have been horrified if 
they had been introduced to the 
document last year." 
Conservative trustee John Mi-
chael, a Louisville businessman, 
said he had not seen the proposed 
guidelines because he has been out 
of town but doesn't think they 
would make a lot of difference. 
"I can't imagine that the sub-
stance of our issues would be 
changed. . . . The . trustees are still 
going to insist that conseivative fac-
ulty members are hired," Michael 
said. 
John Watts, professor of Old Tes-
tament interpretation and a member 
of the committee that drafted the 
new document, said it is "a conser-
vative statement," but one that fac-
ulty can work under. 
He said the covenant presents "a 
high view of Scripture, one in which 
we believe that the Scriptures are 
the word of God, that the Scriptures 
are to be used as the rule of faith 
and practice by believers." 
.Last year's guidelines were 
strongly criticized by faculty mem-
bers and by moderate members of 
the board as an unacceptable the-
ological straitjacket. The guidelines 
were also partly responsible for a 
recent decision by two agencies to 
begin an evaluation that could call 
the seminary's accreditation into 
question. 
A staff report for the Association 
of Theological Schools in the United 
States and Canada earlier this year 
said . t_he policy "clearly imposes 
conditions . . . well beyond the ap-
proved academic personnel policies 
and the seminary charter and by-
laws.'' 
The association and the Southern 
Association of Colleges and 
Schools, another accrediting agen-
cy, will send an evaluation team to 
the seminary this spring. 
Watts said he expects the trustees 
to rescind another new policy tliat 
was a sticking point for the accred-
iting agencies: a requirement that 
faculty members allow students to 
tape-record all classes. 
Moderates charged that the re-
cordings were intended to keep 
closer tabs on what professors said. 
Watts said the seven trustees 
agreed to support a move to change 
the recording policy, and "they 
seemed to think they would have no 
trouble in getting it passed." 
Th~ faculty-trustee group gave 
unarumous support to the new 
guidelines in a meeting last Satur-
day, Honeycutt said. Copies of the 
document were sent to j!ll teachers 
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and trustees Monday. 
The meetings began after the fac-
ulty asked the trustees to develop 
"some way of cooperating together 
despite our differences," Honeycutt 
said . 
"Having this kind of conversation 
with faculty is highly irregular, but 
we thought under the circumstances 
justifiable," be said. The meetings 
were "very intensive and confronta-
tional ••. very honest and candid." 
The resulting document "could be 
a way for us to move out of this 
very intense controversy and for-
~ard,,into a more stable period of 
time, Honeycutt said. 
Glenn Hinson, a professor of 
church history, said he voted 
against the new document partly 
because he thought it would "tilt 
the seminary toward the conseiva-
tive, evangelical side," 
However, he said, "We will have 
to live with it. They (conseivatives) 
do have control of the trustees and 
the trustees ·are the policy-m~g 
body." . 
Hugh McElrath, professor of 
church music, said he voted for the 
document, though he considers it 
too restrictive. 
"Since it's nothing that those of 
us who are already here on tenure 
will have to sign, we can live with it 
for ourselves," he said. "I'm a little 
ambivalent about requiring this of 
new people, but I think it's a politi-
cal document and it's probably just 
the best thing we could do." 
"It's not perfect," Watts agreed. 
"We still have the same trustees 
and we· still have the same faculty. 
And we're still different kinds of 
people." 





rising costs explain it 
The writer I• • professor of economics 
at George Washington University In 
Washington, D. C. 
W
ASHINGTON - So you, or 
your teen-ager, are anxious-
ly checking the mail -
looking for the fat enve-
lopes and the thin ones? You're looking 
for that magic letter bestowing acceptance 
to the college of your choice. Take heart. 
This year, academia is a buyer's market. 
Perhaps you've already gotten at least 
one gratifying response. Some colleges 
view the early mailing of admission let-
ters as a competitive weapon on the 
grounds that insecure high school sen-
iors will develop warm fuzzy feelings to-
ward whatever school accepts them first. 
The previously sacred practice of mailing 
such letters only in April is long gone, 
and some regular admissions candidates 
received acceptances as early as Febru-
ary. Some of these letters include pres-
sure, more or less subtle, for commit-
ments and deposits before May I - in 
hopes of locking in students who might 
be accepted later by colleges they prefer. 
Don't jump too fast. 
For American higher education, the 
prosperity of the 1980s ended with a 
thud. Public universities are being hurt 
by large cutbacks in state budgets, but 
the far more serious problems are in pri-
vate institutions, particularly in the 
Northeast. A combination of demogra-
phics, a recession that is concentrated in 
this region and."sticker shock" from tu-
ition, room and board charges that fre-
quently exceed $20,000 per year is caus-
ing declines in applications across a w!_de 
range of schools, and sizable declines in 
enrollments in a few institutions. 
The silver lining in this cloud is that 
many of this year's high school seniors 
are going to be accepted at colleges that 
would have turned them down a year or 
so ago. Even prestigious institutions 
such as Stanford went well into their 
waiting lists last spring, and the market 
seems to be considerably softer this 
year than last. For students whose par-
ents can afford current tuition, room 
and board charges, this is a good year 
to be applying to college, 
The pain being felt in admissions and 
financial offices of colleges in this re-
gion has a number of sources: 
BY ROBERT M. DUNN JR. 
■ Past· birth rates. The number of 18-
year-olds i_s down nationally, but it has 
declined far more sharply (by about one 
fifth) in the Northeast. It will reach a 
low in 1994 and then begin a slow rise. 
Clare .Cotton, president· of the Associ-
ation of Independent Colleges and Uni-
versities of Massachusetts recently said, 
"The demography for the entire North-
east is a disaster. You can't register a 
student who hasn't been born." 
■ The recession. The especially sharp 
economic downturn in the Northeast is 
having unusually severe effects on pro-
fessional and managerial types whose 
children normally populate private insti-
tutions. This has been called the "Yuppie 
Recession," because investment bankers, 
real estate developers, architects and 
even lawyers (not bankruptcy law-:-
yers) are being hurt. Parents who 
could easily write large checks for 
college costs in the past cannot do 
so now. A faculty member· at Con-
necticut College said that for the 
first time in memory a few stude,:i~ 
failed to return to college because 
their parents had lost their jobs. 
■ Frightening costs. College ex-
penses not only rose faster than 
general inflation in recent years, 
they also rose faster than average 
incomes. U. S. Department of Edu-
cation data indicate that the cost of 
maintaining a student at a private 
college or university rose from 22.1 
percent of the average income of a 
family with children in 1979 to 31.3 
percent of that income in !987. 
Families with two children in col-
lege at the same time need "food 
stamps. 
Many parents did not react to in-
creases as costs crept from $17,000 
to $18,000, but at $20,000 alarm 
bells went off. The 1986 tax law 
added to these problems by elimi-
nating the Uniform Gift To Minors 
Act as a way to save for educatioruil 
costs on a favorable tax. basis. Al-
most all earnings on a child's edu-
cational savings are now taxed at 
the parents' higher rate until the 
child is 14 years old, which is a lit-
Ile late to start saving for college. 
•. · As a result, parents· are looking for 
!!_IIY"pos5!hle way to reduce college 
'l:osts; which often means·a public in-
;stittition. Even .at expensive Wash-
"jiigton-area private sch~ts; colle~e 
.counselors report a sharp mcrease m 
Jhe_ number of parents- who want 
•their children to apply .to less expen-
'.live state universities. 
~ A recent study shows an in-
creased economi~ polarization at 
the best private institutions, in that 
the- students are predominantly 
from wealtliy. families who can stilI 
pay the costs,_ or from poor families 
tha.t qualify for scholarship aid. · 
Children· from the middle are in-
creasiljgly \"DI'8,,a development tllat 
is lolown·as "middle.class melt" at 
some colleges. 
Private colleges and universities 
have reacted· to the bad news in a 
· variety of ways, one of which· is to 
restrain further- tuition increases. 
Private institutions as a group 
raised tuition by 8 percent for 1990-
91, -compared to 9._7 percent per 
year during the 1980-89 period, and 
Middlebury has armounced that its 
tuition increase for 1991-2 will be 
held down to 4.5 percent Tuition 
charges are riot going to fall, but 
increases at most private institu-
tions will probably be kept close .to· 
the general rate of inflation for the 
next few. years. 
Stepped-up recruiting is another 
response. Private colleges and uni-
versities are spending enormous 
SUD)S on mailings, brochures and 
admissions personnel in attempts 
to fill freshman classes with rea-
sonably strong students. Case 
Western Reserve University is re-
. ported as having spent $2,400 per 
enrolled freshman on recruiting 
and admissions last year. A recent 
Chronicle of Higher Education arti-
cle said that admissions directors 
are increasingly evaluated like 
coaches - "win or else." When 
freshman classes are smaller than 
desired, they are sometimes fired, 
and a few institutions have con-
tracted· oµt tlieir recruiting and ad-
missions efforts to consulting firms. 
Athletic success is still pursued 
as a selling point, because sports 
remain an absurdly important part 
of -a university's image and of its 
ability to attract students. Few high 
school seniors understand differ-
ences in faculty quality or library 
resources, but they frequently 
lolow which university basketball 
teams have winning records. The 
brief possibility of the George 
Washing_ton University men's bas-
ketball team going to the NCAA 
tournament had long-haired be-
spectacled professors discussing 
point guards on the elevator and 
dreaming of the Final Four. The ad-
missions office was even happier. 
Things have gotten so tough that 
some research-oriented institutions 
have even rediscovered an interest in 
teaching undergraduates. President 
Donald Kennedy of Stanford, a uni-
versity well-lolown for its "research 
first'' (and put the yacht in the 
overhead) management style, recent-
ly announced a series of initiatives 
designed to improve undergraduate 
teaching. Such radical ideas as 
changing the way professors are 
evaluated for tenure are being heard 
in other large universities that have 
suddenly realized that they must 
compete in a very difficult market for 
undergraduate education. 
For the would-be collegian, this 
market crunch means good news -
as -long as they or their parents are 
prepared to foot the bill. College. 
1\11 r, PF ...:;, 
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Graduation rates : 
andthe spin do_ctors 
By Tom Giffen 1_ 
Knlght·Aldder News Service ff. 
AKRON Ohio - Publi~(1ed graduation rates 
that reflect tile progress of one class just don't tell 
the whole story, 
That's not to say the rates published through a 
survey by The Chronicle of Higher Education were · 
not correct, No one has disputed that. 
However, questions remain as to what those 
rates - a snapshot of athletes and all students -
mean and how accurately they reflect the job a 
college is doing, 
And, although that one-year snapshot process 
is over as the NCAA 
moves to a program Commentary 
where, by 1993, gradua-
tion rates will reflect a Tom Giffen is a 
four-year average, it ap-· columnist for the 
pears problems will re- Akron Beacon 
main. Journal. 
' "We'll never get it --------
right," Ohio State athletic director Jim Jones said of 
posting graduation rates. "At least, we'll never get 
it done so that it's fair to everyone." 
"Fair to everyone" - that's the key phrase, 
one that reflects concern with the rates and how 
they are determined. 
For its survey, The Chronicle requested from 
the 295 schools classified by the NCAA as Divi-
sion I (262 responded) copies of the NCAA's 
Academic-Reporting Form for the 1990-91 academ-
ic year. Those forms, being used for the last time, 
tracked freshmen (general student population and 
athletes) entering in fall 1984 through August 
1989. 
Madness to method? 
Opinions vary as to what parameters should 
be included in any compilation of graduation rates. 
Bruce Mallette of North Carolina State University, 
for example, told The Chronicle·he believes the 
current flat rate method -,- how many students 
entered and how many graduated within five 
years - is the most useful. 
"A high school parent wants to know, 'If my 
son or daughter comes to your institution, what 
are the chances he or she will graduate within five 
or six years?' " said Mallette, assistant director of 
institutional research at N.C. State. 
"The institution should do only the pure mod-
el. It's up to the spin doctors on campus to explain, 
if they want to, what happened to the athlete who 
didn't graduate." -
Campus spin doctors (any official trying to 
explain statistics) have been explaining a number 
of things this week, such as: 
• Why athletes are graduating at a better rate 
nationally - 56.1 percent to 47.9 percent - than 
the general student population over the five-year 
period aiia why neither number is higher. 
• Why the five-year rates for football players 
(40.7 percent) and basketball players (33.3 percent) 
are as low as they are. 
Those numbers are an indication why colleges, 
over the years, have resisted public reporting of 
graduation rates. The reasons range from those 
questions of accuracy to the heartbreak_ of academ-
ic embarrassment in numbers the public under-
. stands - how many graduated. . 
Of course, with federal legislation to reqwre 
the publication of graduation rates for all ~tudents 
and athletes alike; NCAA members voted m 1990 
to get serious about publishing such rates, esta~-
Iishing new parameters and a new form that WIii 
be used for the first time this year. 
If the spin doctors had fun with the old form, 
the long-awaited new - and improved - version 
also hit campuses this week. , 
Only 37 pages of instructions 
Reactions to the new version around the coun-
try could not have been much different_from those 
of associate athletic directors Judy Devine at Kent 
State - "It's awful!" - and Rob Fournier at the 
University of Akron - "Would you look at this 
tl,i,,nl" 
Devine and Fournier will be the·ones to fill out 
· this form that is supposed to provide more than 
3,100 pieces of graduation statistics for the num-
bers crunchers. 
Consider: The old six-page questionnaire came 
with six pages of instructions. The 1991-92 NCAA 
Division I Graduation-Rates Disclosure Form re-
quests 50 pages of information and comes with a 
mere 37 pages of instructions. So much for simpli-
fication. 
In addition to overall rates, this procedure will 
break down most sports individually and also give 
rates by race and gender, 
Most importantly, though, the rates will be 
based on six years to graduate, and, by 1993, when 
disclosure legislation becomes effective, the rates 
will reflect a four-year average. Reports completed 
by Oct. 1 this year will be based on a two-year 
average. 
Not all problems are solved with the new · 
version. Perhaps the biggest problem is how to 
report transfers, both those coming in and those 
leaving. 
Although the NCAA now wants class standing 
defined by each school, schools still cannot count 
those who transfer in unless they are classified as 
freshmen upon their arrival; and schools are re-
sponsible for all incoming freshmen, even if they 
leave the school in good academic standing, 
Kent's Devine sees transfers as one of two 
crucial issues, both for the institution and the 
public.• -
"If you cannot handle the transfer issue, the 
statistics will be misleading," she said. "It leaves 
an assumption that athletes are used and abused 
and then cast out of school." 
Responsibility for the annual reports is the 
other crucial issue. 
"These reports depend on who is doing the 
statistics," Devine said. "They'll only be as good 
as the integrity of the people filling out the forms. 
"After all, the only signature on the report is 
that of the CEO (president), and you know the 
CEO isn't ·going to fill out these 50 pages." 
If nothing else, that gives the campus spin 
doctors one more element in their toy boxes. ... 
c 01..Lc<:-i ~ (c ""'"+ 1d_ )- _ 
counselors at local private schools 
say that it was clear· last year that 
those students who were not apply-
ing for financial aid had a much 
better chance of being admitted to 
prestigious colleges than those ap-
plying fcir aid. • 
The recession has sharply in-
creased the percentage o( appli-
cants who need financial help, while 
u!)iversi!Y endowments ,to support 
scholarships are severely limited. 
The result is that many colleges that 
previously could provide funding to 
all admitted -students with dear fi. 
nancial need can no longer main-
tain that policy. Smith College re-
cently announced the end of its 
"need-blind" ad!!iissions policy, 
and the president of Oberlin College 
was quoted as saying that many col-
leges that claim to maintain such a 
policy actually "fudge it." 
And, for ilffluent students, the. 
soft college market is providin~ still 
better news: Not only is it easier to 
get into college, It is easier to stay 
there. A recent study of grade dis-
tributions by Richard Sabot . and 
John Wakeman-Unn indicates a 
pervasive pattern of grade inflation. 
At Williams College, where the au-
thors t!!llch, the average grade for a 
group of introductoey courses rose 
from 2.49 in 1962-63 to 2.93 in · 
1985-86. At a group of seven other 
colleges -and universities, the in-
crease in the average grade for 
such courses was from 2.38 to 2.91 
over the same period. That should 
be enough grade inflation to make 
it difficult to flunk out. 
A judicious selection of course 
work can also smooth a student's 
path toward graduation. The grade 
study revealed striking differences 
among departments, with the 
"softer'' introductoey courses (Art, 
English, Music, Philosophy, Politi-
cal Science and Psychology) having 
average grades of 3.03 at the seven 
instituti"ons while the 'tougher' 
courses (chemistry, economics, and 
math) had average grades of only 
2,67. The study also shows that 
higher grades have the effect of en-
couraging enrollments in other 
courses in the same department. A 
friend with a son at Princeton says 
that he works 60 hours a week to 
get reasonably good grades as a 
physics major, while a "country 
club" existence -prevails for class-
mates In easier fields, 
Of course, even in the college 
market, there are no free 1 unches. 
The problem for students selecting 
departments with soft grading prac-
tices is that the market for college 
graduates reflects employers' intu-
ition as to what grades mean in var-
ious subjects. Very few students 
who have majored in the sciences 
or other demanding fields have dif-
- ficulty finding jobs, whi_ch is not 
true for students who have had an 
easier four years, A recently. retired 
professor cf English at George 
Washington University once ac-
cused the department of economics 
of teaching ''vocational" courses, to 
which a professor of economics re-
sponded, "Perhaps you are right. 
Our graduates do get good jobs." 
Once again, markets work. · 
SDKlal to TM Wndll_._, -
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QK police say U.S. law requires 
closing of records naming students 
Associated Press that they violated the Family Educa-
tional Rights and Privacy Act in do-
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Univer- ing so. ' 
sity of Kentucky has closed campus The 1974 law is better known as 
police reports containing students' the Buckley Amendment after its 
names, explaining that failing to do sponsor, former Sen. James L 
so could cost it millions in federal Buckley, R-N. Y. It is designed to 
money, protect the privacy of students and 
"Any police records that had a their parents. It specifically protects 
student listed on it, we pulled from student academic records, including 
the media file," said UK Police information about financial aid and 
Chief Wtlson McComas. "All other scholastic probation. 
records that do not involve students Critics of withholding information 
remain in the media file." about student crime argue that !)le 
Such crime records had been law does not include police records. 
available for "many, many years," WKU is continuing to release 
McComas said. The change was campus crime reports, despite the 
made March 4 after the university order from the Education Depart-
received a letter from federal educa- ment. Paul Bunch, director of the 
tion officials saying the records university's department of public 
must be kept confidential. safety, said WKU is reviewing the 
Some people in the legal and aca- Education Department's interpreta-
demic communities said 'the new tion of the amendment. 
policy could jeopardize public safe- WKU also is awaiting analysis of 
ty. a March 13 ruling by a federal judge 
"I think the result is fewer sru- in Missouri that said withholding 
dents know what the problems are students' names from police reports 
and how they can protect them- was unconstitutional. 
~elves," said Mark Goodman, exec- In the ruling, Judge Russell G. 
utive director of the Student Press Clark said that campus crime re-
Law Center, which provides free le- ports are not part of educational 
gal advice to student journalists. records. 
The Education Department The ruling is binding only in the 
learned from a survey submitted as Western District of Missouri, but it 
evidence in a lawsuit that 15 univer- could be cited as precedent in other 
sities, including UK and Western cases, legal experts said. UK is 
Kentucky University, routinely re- sticking by its decision to withhold 
leased the names of students on po- the records. 
lice records. " lf that opinion were some bril-
The Ed'tlcation Department wrote liantly reasoned, compelling docu-
the schools in February telling them ment, it might convince us to re-
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think our position," said John Dar-
sie, legal adviser for UK. "As of this 
moment we have no plans to revise 
our policies just because of the Mis-
souri opinion." 
The Education Department has 
not decided whether the Missouri 
ruling will affect its order to close 
the records, said Etta Fielek, 
spokeswoman for the Department 
of Education. 
Fielek said the department has 
asked the Justice Department for 
guidance. " 
"We've asked them to look at the 
decision in terms of precedent -
what legal action is necessary, if 
any," she said. "Right now we are 
telling schools that they need to 
comply with the law." · 
Fielek said she hopes that schools 
are not using the amendment to 
cover up campus crime. "We are 
concerned with keeping the safest 
possible environment on campus, 
and as for the mechanism, that is all 
going to be reviewed now," she 
said. 
Even before the order from the 
Education Department,. the Ken-
tucky attorney general's office ruled 
that schools have the right to deny 
access if they so choose. 
A case pending in Calloway Cir-
cuit Court is directly challenging 
Kentucky's interpretation of the 
open-record law and the Buckley 
Amendment. According to attorneys 
in the case, a ruling is expected this 
summer. 







22 researchers at UK The letter was signed by 22 The search is going on again facultv members who are UK re- the backdrop of an ongoing intern. 
searchers in physics, math, comput• struggle for control of the millior 't' ' h f VP er sciences, education, biological of dollars generated by UK r Crl lclze Searc Or science. chemistry, chemical engi- searchers. Fonner President Davi neering, agricultural engineering Roselle created the post and inves 
Peters withdrew from consider- and law. No one from the medical ed it with strong control of spenc 
By Jamie Ludte ation March 8 in a letter to Weth- school signed the letter. ing. Other administrators have vie 
Herald-Leader education writer ingtQn. He offered no rea:::,m. It is The signers asked for a meeting for more say in research budg{ 
A group of 22 researchers at the traditional in un!versities for l:'nsuc- between a few members of their decisions. 
University of Kentucky has ex- cessful Job ~nd,dates to be gwen a group and Wethington. Instead Peters is viewed as a stron 
pressed disappointment in the cur- chance to withdraw. they were invited to meet with player in UK's internal power stru~ 
rent search for a top research ad- Physics Professor Moshe Elitzur Lexington Campus Chancellor Rob- gle. He successfully directed Ker 
ministrator. said he and other professors were ert Hemenway last Friday. tucky's efforts to secure $16 millio 
In a letter last week, the group '.'~" ~er co~paring the final• Elitzur said yesterday it ap- from the National Science Found, 
urged UK President Charles Weth- 1sts credentials with t~ose of Pe- pea.red the search would not be tion. The competitive grants wer 
ington to consider an internal candi- ters. "There was a feelmg among reopened or Peters reconsidered. aimed at states that have traditior 
date, Leonard Peters, for vice presi- the people I talked to that Len To recruit candidates, Wething- all_y lagged in federal funding fo 
dent for research and graduate Peters' qualifications were far supe- ton hired Lamalie Associates Inc., soence. 
studies. rior to those of the two finalists," the consulting firm employed in Peters and Wethington coul1 
The two finalists are Linda Elitzur said. UK's presidential search last year. not be reached yesterday. 
Magid, 44, executive assistant to Elitzur delivered a letter to That search ended with Wethington Wethington's choice for vici 
the chancellor at the University 0f Wethington that said UK could "ill as president. president is expected to be con 
Tenn~ aJ?d Thon:u3s Swt_ -Y, afford losing the services and lead- An advisory committee appoint- firmed by the trustees today 01 
54, acting v:ice pres,de_nt f?r re- ership of an administrator as able·• ed by Wethington reviewed the vice April 30. 
search at Ohio State Uruvers,ty. as Peters_ It urged Wethington to presidential candidates. The final-
Peters, a longtime UK adminis- ask Peters to ·'reinstate himself as a ists visited UK last week. 
trator and chemical engineering finalist." . . . . 
professor, has held the post since -A service of the Office of Medra Relat1ons-
Wimberly Royster retired last July. 
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U of'L, Knight panel split on athletic group's role 
By ROBIN EPSTEIN, Staff Writer 
When the Knight Commission recently recommended 
ways to clean up college athletics, University of Louis-
ville President Donald Swain was quick to applaud. 
1 Swain endorsed the commission's goal of giving aca-
demics priority over sports, and he asserted that U of L 
was "ahead of the wave" because several reforms touted 
by the commission are already in use or in the works. 
·But one significant point of departure between U of L 
and the Knight Commission report is the university's ath-
letic association, which controls the budget and policies 
of all iiltercollegiate athlel/,c programs. 
'The Knight Foundation's commission - a 22-member 
panel consisting of 16 current or' forµier college presi-
dents, four business execµtives, a congressman and an 
official of the National Collegiate Athletic Association -
criticized independent athletic associations. It supports 
making athletics like any other university department, 
subject to direct control by the president. 
It also favors using general funds to support sports, to 
relieve pressure on coaches to generate revenue - pres-
sure that the commission, concluded can lead to recruit-
ing scandals,·financial improprieties 
and other problems. 
Swain contends that even though 
U of L's athletic association oper-
ates separately from the tentral ad-
ministration and is self-supporting, 
it is not independent of institutional· 
control. 
Swain said he "does not allow the 
athletic department to spin off into 
its own orbit" and "the buck stops 
on the president's desk." 
Nevertheless, Swain says the uni-
veriity should pay attention to the 
Knight report - and last week he 
recommended that the university's 
trustees c.onsider rethinking the ath-
letic association's role. 
Swain said he doesn't want to dis-
band the association, known for-
mally as the University of Louisville 
Athletic Association Inc., but said 
the trustees "perhaps need to look 
at that again." 
The association was created sev-
,, · en years ago, in part to stop using 
the university's general fund to bail 
out sports programs that were 
losing about $1 million a year, With-
in two years, those programs were 
making approximately $1 million a 
year, 
That turnaround was due largely 
to revenue· from postseason wind-
falls such as U of L's 1986 national 
basketball championship, said Ke-
vin Miller, business manager of 
U of L's athletics. 
Swain said he has more control 
over athletics now than before the 
association was created, because as 
chairman of its board he plays a for-
mal role in approving budgets and 
policies. 
His success last-fall in persuading 
the association's board of directors 
to raise academic standards - de-
spite opposition from basketball 
coach Denny Crum, who feared the 
changes would place U of L at a 
competitive disadvantage - is "the 
purest example" of his control over 
the sports program, Swain said. "l 
was asserting that academic values 
are more important to the Universi-
ty of Louisville than athletic val-
ues." 
The athletic board's decision on 
how to spend the Fiesta Bowl pro-
ceeds was not a good test of that 
control, because he acted as a con-
sensus builder rather than recom-
mending specific action, Swain said. 
(Of the $1.5 million in proceeds, 
$200,000 went to a Martin Luther 
King Jr. scholarship fund for disad-
vantaged students, $650,000 to 
scholarships for non-revenue sports 
and the rest to athletics.) 
Swain said another guarantee of 
institutional control over athletics is 
that a majority of the association's 
directors are faculty members and 
administrators, not athletic officials. 
Miller said budgets for sports fol-
low the same guidelines and get the 
same supervision as other universi• 
ty departments. Also, he said, an 
out~ide auditor examines the books 
each year. 
Woodford Porter Sr., chairman of 
th~ university's board of trustees, 
smd the athletic association is 
"maybe a little too independent." 
Porter, who has said he· would 
have liked more than $200,000 of 
. the $1 million or more in net Fiesta 
Bowl proceeds to go to minority 
causes, said that when the associ-
ation's. directors make policies, the 
trustees "can't come around and 
second-guess them. . • . Financially 
it's been a great success. In other 
areas it's lacking." 
Porter said he is concerned about 
athletes' low graduation rates, the 
need for improvements in counsel-
ing and tutorial services and in non-
revenue · sports teams' transporta-
tion and meal allowances for away 
games. 
Asked about the possibility of dis-
banding the athletic association 
Porter said, "I'm thinking about it 
Seriously." 
Told how Swain views oversight 
of U of L's athletic association 
Christ'?p~er, Morris, . the Knight 
Comm1ss10n s staff director said 
there does. seem to be "subsiantial 
presidential ,ontrol" over athletics. 
But he said the Knight Commission 
still would favor bringing associ-
ations "within the umbrella of over-
all university governance and struc-
ture." 
If U of L's athletic association 
were to be disbanded, it is unclear 
whether.general funds would again 
be used for sports. 
Currently, athletic officials ju_stify 
keeping $5 million - an amount 
equal to 50 percent of the operating 
budget - on reserve to safeguard 
against lean years because they 
have no promise of general funds to 
back them up. 
Approximately 80 percent of the 
sports programs in the country lose 
money, Miller said, so there is no 
reason to think U of L is immune. 
~eanwhile, the sports program is 
bemg asked to spend more money 
on academic counseling and on 
non-revenue sports. 
Two faculty leaders - Robert 
Stenger, former chairman of the 
~acuity senat~, and Dale Billingsley, 
its current Vice chairman - said 
th<;Y think it's better to to keep ath-
letics out of the ·university budget. 
Ray Nystrand, Swain's assistant 
for intercollegiate athletics and 
dean of the School of Education 
agreed. "We want to reserve gener'. 
al-fund educational dollars to sup-
, 
port education." 
However, the ract that general-
fund revenue isn't going to athletics 
should not mean that money gener-
ated_ by athletics can't go to aca-
demics, according to Billingsly and 
others. · 
"If we go years and years with 
successful teams, it would be awk-
ward if the athletic association was 
constantly looking for ways to 
spend and the academic side was 
constantly looking for ways to cut " 
Billingsley said. ' 
'Trustee Charles McCarty said 
sports programs should not have to-
tal control over how their revenues 
are spent. "The money should go 
where it best benefits the university 
as a whole," McCarty said. 
Th~ athletic association already 
contnbutes to activities other than 
intercollegiate sports. Several years 
~go, the association put $3 million 
mto the new Student Activities Cen-
ter and has promised $5 million for 
a planned sports park that will in-
clude a fieldhouse, ~wimming pool, 
runnmg track, tennis courts, and a 
soccer and hockey stadium, and will 
be open to all students for recrea-
tion: . 
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tJI ~tOOent presiden 
barring bim from B stees 
By Allg■la Jone• 
Hera~eader staff wrller 
The University of- Kenh¥:ky 
student government president-
elect is questioning a state law 
that makes him ineligible to serve 
as the. student representative on 
the Board of Trustees. 
resident of Kentucky. U be or she 
is not, a special electioo ia re-
quired to fill the tnJsh!e pceidoo. 
Lohman IBid aJthouch- not 
being I member of the board 
would not change the students' 
opinion of Crosbie as a competent 
leader, it might limit Crosbie's 
~ with board members. 
UK has tentatively scheduled 
an election for April 17 and 18 for 
the student trustee. 
Crosbie said the law was ar-
chaic and that it does not reflect 
the multicuJtured community of 
the campus. 
"We should get the same op-
portunities as the other students," 
said Crosbie. junior political sci-
ence major. 
4nia positiffl is the most 
important position a student can 
hold on ~pus,'' Lohman said. 
Scott Crosbie, student govern-
ment president-elect, cannot hold 
the position because he is a native 
of Huntington, W.Va 
Under a state law passed in 
1968, the student president is 
eligible to serve as a trustee only 
if he or she is a permanent 
The position is traditionally 
considered the chief role of the 
student president, said Sean Loh-
man, who has been president and 
student trustee for the past two 
years. 
Crosbie baa endorsed Scott 
Damron, a first-year law student, 
for the position but said he did 
not anticipate any problems 
working with the other candi-
dates if they were elected. 
The two other candidates are 
Cyndi Weaver, a former president 
and trustee. and Sheryl Beasley, a 
student government senator. 
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Wethington fills top-level position~ 
By Jamie Lucke school. would begin work May 1 
-ierald-Leader education writer and Magid July l. 
. . . Byars, associate professor of 
University of _Kentucky Pres1- social work, earned a bachelor's 
d~nt Charles Wethington completed degree in sociology from Morehead 
his ~agement t~ yesterday by State University and a master's and 
~alung two_ appomtmei:its -; the doctorate in education from UK. 
h1ghes_t-rankmg woman m UK s re· The appointments of Magid and 
cent hist~ry and a UK veteran and Byars came almost six months after 
former aide to Lt Gov. Brereton a UK committee reported discrimi-
jonesL: d "Lee" Ma 'd 
44 
nation against women at all levels 
m a . gi , . • ~ re- of the university. Women were 
search cherrust at the Um~~1ry of virtually absent from top manage-
Tennessee and an adrrumstrator ment 
since 1987, was named vice presi- F~culty trustee Carolyn Bratt, 
dent_ for research and graduate chairwoman of the committee on 
studies. the status of women. praised Weth• 
Donll:ld Clapp, 54, who had sev- ington yesterday for working to-
eral UK J?bs fro~ 1966 to 1987, .~s ward solving the problem. He took 
naJ1:ed V1ce _president for a~rus- a "step in the right direction" by 
tranon, a tltle he held for ~ight adding nursing professor Juanita 
y~rs _under former UK President Fleming to his Cabinet as a special 
OtlS Smgle_~· . assistant for academic affairs in 
In addition to . confinnmg the January, Bran said. 
two top-level appomtments y~ter· She said yesterday's actions 
da~, trustees appr~ved Wethmg• showed that talented women with 
tons recommen~auon to name the right credentials were available 
~ ure!ta By3!S vice chancellor f<;>r for top jobs if institutions would 
mmon~ affarrs .. She_ has served 10 expend the time and energy to find 
an acnng capaC1ty_ smce July. . them. 
Clapp, who w_ill be second-~· Bratt said Magid had the "right 
command to_ Wethington, left_ UK m combination of scientific credibility 
1983 t? advise Jones. He assisted a and administrative vision" to lead 
corrumttee . headed by Jones that UK's research and graduate educa-
worked to improve public access to tion 
health care. · 
Clapp returned to UK in 198.5 as Joh!l Quinn, c~n~ellor of UT-
a medical center administrator. He Knmmlle and Magid s boss there, 
was executive vice president of the said that he was sorry to lose her 
3outhern Baptist Theological Semi- and_ ~a~ he thought she would do a 
nary in Louisville from 1987 to ternfic Job at UK. 
1990. 
"I knew I would not be able to 
hold on to her for more than two 
years," Quinn said. "I was hoping 
something would open up that 
would be sufficiently challenging to 
keep her here." 
After graduating Phi Beta Kap-
pa from Rice University in 1969, 
Magid earned a doctorate in 1973 at 
Tennessee, where she became a 
tenured professor. Her research at-
tracted almost $500,00) in grants 
during the 1980s, and she was part 
of research teams that attracted an 
additional $400,(XX), according to 
her resume. 
She moved into administration 
in 1987 as an associate dean over 
research in the College of Liberal 
Arts. She became Quinn's assistant 
in July and was a key player in 
securing $1.7 million from the a-
tional Science Foundation to reno-
vate a chemistry building. 
Magid said she was excited 
about the opportunities at UK, 
which she said was "a very good 
research university" with good fac-
ulty members and students and 
"maybe some potential that hasn't 
been fully realized .... I think there 
is some building that I'd like to be a 
part of." 
Magid succeeds acting Vice 
President Leonard Peters, who re-
placed Wimberly Royster upon his 
retirement in July. 
Wethington, president since 
3eptember, said Clapp, a graduate 
)f the university and the law 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
A group of 22 researchers ask 
Wethington last week to reinsu 
Peters as a finalist for the jc 
Yesterday, Wethington said th, 
request was not criticism of t 
search process or Magid. Inst~ 
he said it was an appropriate she 
of support for Peters, who Wethin 
ton said had done an exceptior 
job for UK in several posts. Pete 
is a tenured professor of chemic 
engineering. 
' 
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.Hera1'il:i:eaclaniilucaticiii\Yi11ir-f' :,:1 personn~l m the Umvers1ty of Ken-
" , ·_.;-,_,•:·-,.•, ·. , · · --- "",#.: .. _ :_'!:-1 tucky - and that has not been said 
'.:1JllJY~~~,,.gf;K~d-~~;\rllth.st-l1 before to my knowledge in that ees : yesu:i=Y • en . - ·, e specifi fa h' " W th' -=! h-,-.s-·-- --,-~_ - •_•-· 1 1 c a s 10n, e mgton nmg t' ,:.vffiffilSSlOnS· !)fm!=_lp es1 'd 
for iefcim\1ng college sports: But 1 sai · . 
t1i ··actic, . · 'll_. t bring mimed· _1. Th~ need for college presidents at! ""c~:" ;ft?.-UK," Presideht, 10 regam control of runaway _athlet-
nc.·.1, ·w -th··-·· - 'd"" - •· J 1c departments was a key pomt the """" es · e ipgton sai -·- · · - , 
·•we:are.irtaicating t!iese·afe,'j; 22Co-me'!lber Knight Foundation 
· · I - h'ch. ·11· .... d. ,., .. ~ - mm1ss10n on Intercollegiate Ath-
prmcip es-w 1 ·Wl gui e usas·, 1· d' d lsedl 
we-deal·w,_'th,.the"athletics·pro- 'j etics ma em a stu y re ea ast 
~,~~!\;_~£1'/~!W,•~~•• i month. 
n =="'•OJl'saiu;, · •' · · ~.-.- · ·• l Among the recommendations 
;- Wethlng!ott'askeo' tiiii:°trust0 i that UK trustees endorsed yester-
'ees 'tci:adop~;:l(f:ipriiicipies "'ad, _i day was one that universities 
y:3-nim:!J"jr:~(lj~piivate ~i should exercise tighter control over• 
s1011,ll$;ll.\.way:to.curb,abuses-m coaches' and athletic officials' out-
big0timiu:ollegiis~.' . ".'' ,, side income and contracts. 
: : .Wethliigtqn _said -the action 
yes!ilf/liiY,,:Wl!S the first . time. 
trustees , liad · publicly affirmed 
the president's control of. UK 
sports. · 
"The president is expected to 
have the same authority for hir-
ing, evaluating and terminating 
athleqc personnel as he does for 
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But Wethington said that would 
not affect the long-term contracts 
that UK has with Coaches Rick 
Pitino and Bill Curry and Athletics 
Director CM. Newton. 
By the time their contracts come 
up for renewal, however, Wething-
ton predicted, tighter controls will 
be required by the National Colle-
giate Athletic Association or South-
eastern Conference. 
Trustee William Sturgill said 
~ was_ taking a ''proper step at 
this ~cular time!' 
UK trustees back report on college 
thl 
-t • "But as a matter of fact, the Univ er- !n,state law students will pay a e lcs sity of Kentucky has in place al- $1 330 a semester, up from $1,190. ready the process whereby all funds O~t-of-state law students will pay 
from athletics flow into the universi- $3,850 a semester, up from $3,640. 
By JAY BLANTON 
Staff Writer 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The Univer-
sity of Kentucky's trustees gave 
unanimous endorsement yesterday 
to the recommendations of the re-
cently released Knight Commission 
report, which harshly criticized.the 
state of intercollegiate athletics.' 
The trustees also ratified · tuition 
increases for next fall. And UK 
President Charles T. Wethington 
quickly rounded out the administra-
tive reorganization that he began 
last month by getting approval to 
name a former longtime UK admin-
istrator as the university's No. 2 ex-
ecutive. 
Knight Commission 
The Knight Foundation's commis-
sion - a 22-member panel com-
posed of current and former univer-
sity presidents, business executives 
and others - criticized independent 
athletic associations. 
It said athletics should be a uni-
versity department, subject to the 
direct control of the president. 
Furthermore, the report recom-
mended that all athletics-related in-
come from non-unjversity sources 
for coaches and athletic administra-
tors be reviewed and approved by 
the university. 
However, Wethington said he 
sees no need to disband the Univer-
. sity of Kentucky Athletics Associ-
ation, a corporation affiliated with 
the university, or change any coach-
ing contracts. 
"We've been reviewing for some 
time the athletic association just to 
determine if, in fact, any changes 
need to be made," Wethington said. 
ty." In-state medical students will pay 
He said that because he is chair- $5,170 a year, up from $4,820. Out-
man of the association's board of di- of-state medical students will pay 
rectors, there is proper institutional $17,100 a year, up from $16,970. 
control over the athletic depart• In-state dental students will pay 
ment. As chairman, be names the $4il!0 a year, up from $4,110. Out-
majority of the directors. of state students will pay $15,690, 
"I do feel very comfortable with the same as this year. 
the intercollegiate athletics program Tuition at Kentucky's eight public 
at the· University of Kentucky with universities is established by the 
the leadership we've got,'' Wething- stat~ Council on Higher Education. 
ton said. 
UK created the athletic associ- Administration 
ation in the mid-!940s to get around Trustees also approved the nam-
a state constitution provision that lng of Donald Clapp as vice presi-
limited state employees' salaries to dent for administration. 
$5,000. Paul "Bear'' Bryant was de-
manding more than that to become 
UK's head football coach. 
But the association has been: con-
trolled by the president. In 1988, 
former UK President David Roselle 
took $4 million over two years-from 
the athletic budget for academre 
programs because of shorta1¢s 'iii 
state funding. · -
Tuition . 
Tuition for in-state, full-time 1111-
dergraduate students will go ui:c-s 
percent in the fall, to $810 a sem~ · 
ter - a $60 increase. Tuition fer 
out-of-state undergraduate studerus 
will increase from $2,250 to $2;430 
a_ s_emester. In°state graduate· stus 
dents will pay $890 a semesternexf 
year, up from- $830; out-of-state 
graduate students will pay $2,670, 
up from $2,490. 
In-state students at 13 of UK's 14 
community colleges will pay $340 a 
semester, a $20 increase. Out-of-
state students will pay $1,020 a se-
mester, up from $960. 
Students at the other one, Lexing-
ton Community College, will contin• 
ue to pay the same tuition and fees 
as students at UK's main campus .. 
Clapp, who served in a variety of 
UK posts for about ~o y7ars, W"!l 
most recently executive vice presi-
dent of the Southern Baptist The-
ological Seminary in Louisville. 
Wethington said ~lapp's exp7ri-
ence in Kentucky higher education 
gave him the edge among the 67 ap-
plicants, · 
Clapp, who received bachelor's 
and law degrees from UK, _will b~ 
the university's chief financial offi-
cer and will begin his duties May I. 
The trustees also approved Weth-
ington's appointment of Linda J. 
Magid as vice president for research 
and graduate studies to replace 
W11J1berly Royster, who retired. 
Magid, currently executive a!'sis-
tant to the chancellor of the Uruver-
sity of Tennessee and a professor of 
chemistry there, will begin work 
July I. 
Also yesterday, the trustees ap-
proved the appointment of Lauretta 
Byars as vice chancellor for minor-
ity affairs. Byars, acting vice chan-
cellor for minority affairs since July, 
.was the top choice of faculty, staff 
and students who screened more 
~•- -- ,nn ......... i;,...,.nh: fnr thp nosition. 
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tJK:-end·s •i nternational~;fae~~-sefs tuitior 
. . ' ,. 
Herald-Lead~r .staff report .j:;. 
up 7 percent. $2,430 a semester, up ~ percent University of Kentucky trustee§' 
yesterday agreed to abolish a COIF,; 
troversial $50-a-seniester fee for in_. 
ternational students. ·· 
• Law - $1,330 a semester, up 
. 12 percent . • Graduate - $2,670 a semes-ter, up 7 percent. 
UK first charged the fee in 1989 
to pay for special support services 
for foreign students. The fee was 
suspended last August amid con-
cerns that it invited lawsuits by 
discriminating on the basis of na-
• Medicine - $5,170 a year, up 
7 pecent. -
• Law - $3,850 a semester, up 
6 percent . 
• Dentistry - $4,410 a year, up 
7 percent 
• Medicine - $17,100 a year, 
up 1 percent. 
tional origin. · 
• Community college system, ·. 
excluding LCC - $340 a semester 
up 6 percent. '· 
• Dentistry - $15,690 a year, 
no increase. 
· The trustees also approved a 7 
percent increase in mandatory fees 
for all full-time students. Officials 
said the increase of $14.50 a year 
would maintain the Student Health 
Service's current offerings. 
For non-residents of Kentucky: 
• Undergraduate and LCC -
• Community college system, 
excluding LCC - $1,020 a semes-
ter, up 6 percent 
That increase will bring the 
mandatory registration fee to $112 
a semester.in 1991-92. 
Trustees approved the follow-
ing tuition rates set earlier by the 
state Council on Higher Education. 
For Kentucky residents: 
• Undergraduate and Lexington 
Community College - $810 a se-
mester, up 8 percent. 
• Graduate - $890 a semester, 
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UK plans dormitory 
with foreign flavor 
By Chris Nolan 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
The University of Kentucky 
plans to open an educational coed 
dormitory that will not close during 
semester breaks and that will be 
geared toward international stu-
dents. 
The International Learning Liv-
ing Center, to be in Jewell Hall on 
n,orth campus, is designed for stu-
dents who are unable to go home 
during academic holidays. Resi-
dence halls usually close for the 
Thanksgiving, Chrisnnas and 
spring breaks, forcing students to 
vacate their dorm rooms. 
"We have long wanted to have 
some kind of international center," 
said Bob Clay, director of UK hous-
ing. "We think we have sufficient 
interest, both staff and student 
wise, to make it fly." 
The center will open in the fall 
semester. 
If the university studies com-
mittee gives approval, UK plans to 
allow American students who live 
at Jewell Hall the option to receive 
academic credit. 
Louis Swift, dean of undergrad-
uate studies at UK, said the plan 
would allow them to live with a 
foreign student and use the experi-
ence to fulfill a cross-cultural re-
quirement. 
"It's even better than taking a 
course in the classroom," Swift said. 
"It is a truly cross-cultural experi-
ence." 
-The program would allow the 
American student to learn first-
hand from an international student 
about that student's culture, society 
and social strucure. 
In addition to living with an 
international student, attendance at 
a weekly seminar and assignments 
would be required, Swift said. 
"The seminar primarily will 
draw on the resources of living in a 
multicultural environment," Clay 
said. 
Living in Jewell Hall, which 
houses 101 students, will cost an 
extra $52 a semester in dorm fees. 
The extra charge will cover utilities 
and staff over the holidays. 
If the progam is successful, Clay 
said, it might be expanded to a 
larger form and extended through 
the summer. 
By TODD MURPHY 
S~Writer , 
. . 
· Eugene V. ·Petrik, the former Bellar-
mine College.president who, during the 
1970s, ene~ the financially troubled 
college, expanded its presepce, in Louis-
ville and eventually built it into one of the 
leading private colleges in· the region, 
died yesterday evening at Methodist 
Evangelical Hospital. He was 58. 
He had been a patient at Methodist for 
about two weeks. 
Petrik, president of Bellarmine from 
1973 until his retirement last May, had 
become one of the city's most consistent 
community leaders, leading groups rang-
ing from the 1982 commission on merg-
ing Jefferson County and Louisville gov-
ernments to the Leadership Louisville 
Foundation to the Louisville Rotary Club. 
But his focus was always Bellarmine. 
And his presidency moved the Catholic 
college from the troubled times. of 
declining enrollment and operating 
deficits he encountered when he ar-
rived to the doubled enrollment, fi. 
nancial health and expanded urrder-
graduate and graduate programs 
that he left. 
"He came in and, really more 
than anything else, :,vas a ~reath of 
fresh air and enthusiasm with a new 
hopefulness - and the credentials 
and vision to make that hopefulness. 
seem doable," said J. 0. "Jack" 
Kampschaefer, executive vice presi-
dent at the college. 
Said state Sen. David Karem, who 
served with Petrik on the merger 
commission and whose family h_as 
been active at Bellarmine: "I think 
he will be remembered as the indi-
vidual who artfully took a very local 
Roman Catholic institution and ... 
expanded and widened its scope 
greatly and re-created it as a much 
larger more important community-
based' - even regional - institu-
tion." . 
When Petrik left the vice presi-
dency of Mount St. Mary's College 
in I:,os Angeles to take the ·Bellar-
mine'. job in 1973, he came to a 
school whose enrollment had 
dropped 40 percent in five years,_ to 
1,30&. The school had an operating 
deficlt of $1 million and had recent-
ly la!d off two-fifths of its-faculty. 
"At that time, it was pretty. shaky 
aro!lfld here," said Robinson 
Brown former chairman of the 
board 'of Brown-Forman Distillers 
Corp. and chairman of Bellarmine's 
bollf(I of overseers when Petrik was 
hired. "He came on to not a sinking 
shiji; but one that was taking on a 
little-water." 
; During Petrik's administration, 
enrollment doubled to 2,600, mak-
ing, Bellarmine the • largest private 
college in Kentucky. Its operating 
budget tripled, and its. endowment 
grew from $134,000 to nearly 
$7 million. 
; "He ... brought it to a consider-
able degree of expansion ... (and) 
through a remarkable period of de-
velopment through his 17, years," 
said Msgr. Alfred Horrigan, Iiefiar. 
miiie's first president and P,etrik'.s 
predecessor. Horrigan has conttn, 
ued serving as a Bellarmine trust8!l. 
· Petrik was born May 25, 1932, in 
Little Ferry in northeastern . New 
Jersey, about 10 minutes from New. 
York City. . . 
He received his bachelor's. degree 
in physics from Fairleigh _Dickinson 
University in 1955, then his·master's 
and doctorate in science-education-· 
physics from . Co!umb~. ~e taught 
physics at Farrle1gh Dickinson. an~ . 
general science at New York Uru--
versity before becoming a professor 
of physics and chairman of the 
physics department at Seton Hall. • 
University for eight years. 
Petrik - who, using trigonometry 
to figure the angles, designed and ' 
built the first house he and his wife, 
Helen, lived in - seemed always Ul· 
fluenced by his scientific back-
ground, even in administration, col-
leagues said. 
"He approached problems in 
what I would call a scientific way," 
Brown said. "By looking at the 
problem and divining the potential 
answer ... with pluses and minus-
es so he clearly could come up with 
a 'recommendation or decision on 
his own." 
Petrik became vice president at 
Mount St. Mary's, a school for 
"'.Omen, in 1968, before succeeding 
Horrigan as Bellarmine's second 
president. Horriga'! h~d been p~i-
dent since Bellarmme s founding in· 
1950. ' 
By 1976, three years after Petrik· 
started the college's enrollment had 
increas'ed 19.5 percent and it was 
operating without a deficit. 
Under Petrik's leadership, the 
number of undergraduate programs 
at Bellarmine eventually doubled, 
and five graduate programs, includ-
ing a widely respected master's in 
business administration, were add-
ed. 
The campus added five buildings 
and, one year before he retil'ed, Pet-
rik unveiled plans for four others. 
Meanwhile, as Petrik led Bellar-
mine's rejuvenation, he became ac-
tive in community leadership. 
By 1979 he was a member of the 
boards of the Louisville Rotary Club, 
the Louisville Chamber of Com-
merce, the Leadership Louisville 
Foundation, Louisville Central Area 
lnc. (a central-city development cor-
poration), and the Old Kentucky 
Home Council of Boy Scouts of 
America. 
1n 1982 Louisville Mayor Harvey 
Sloane and County Judge-Executive 
Mitch McConnell appointed him 
chairman of the government reor: 
ganization charter · colillllll!sion, 
which developed and·· campaigned 
for voter approval of a charter merg-
ing Louisville and Jefferson County 
governments. Voters rejected the 
id~a by about 1,000 votes. 
"The thing that singularly im-
pressed me was that he was willing 
to do it," said Karem, D-Louisville. 
University presidents pften .steer 
away from controversial issues, 
Karem said. "You.chaired some stel-
lar thing. that nobody could criticize, 
but you didn't chair the kinds of 
things where there was a lot of heat. 
"I think it was a pretty gutsy thing 
for a guy to have done." 
Said Wilson Wyatt Sr., who served 
as chairman of Bellarmine's board 
while Petrik was president and 
worked with him on other communi-
ty issues: "I think Gene (was) very 
responsive to the public interest and 
very responsive to human better-
ment. He really (wanted) to see a 
better community, and dedicated 
· himself to that 
"I've said to others, and I've said 
to Gene, that he would (have made) 
an ideal mayor of this city.I' 
· But Petrik's quiet personality was 
not a politician's. 
, "He's not a flashy individual," 
Karem said shortly before Petrik 
died. ''You'd be more inclined to lis-
ten to him and think, 'Here's a 
thoughtful person. Here's a person 
who has some street sense about 
him.' 
"He does not come off at all as an 
eli'!5!. He comes across asjust really 
solid." 
A few years after coming to Louis-
ville, Petrik had already developed a 
feeling for the city and what it ex-
pected of its leaders. . 
"Peop,le in this community appre-
ciate somebody who is aggressive 
but not too aggressive," he said in 
1976. "Somebody who makes things 
happen but is not obnoxious about 
it. Somebody who can ask for a gift 
or an involvement in a straightfor-
ward way, without being self-serv-
ing." 
1n May 1989, Petrik announced he 
would retire from Bellarmine the fol-
lowing year. (He was replaced by Jo-
. seph J. McGowan Jr.) He wanted to 
quit as his boyhood hero, Joe Di-
Maggio, did, 
"Joe went out when he was bat-
ting .285 and could still play," Petrik 
said. "I've always wanted to do that, 
too - not when people are looking 
at you and wondering when you're 
going to go.'' 
After his Bellarmine retirement, 
Petrik began working four-day 
weeks as vice chairman of The Cum-
berland Federal Bancorporation 
Inc., parent company of The Cum-
berland Federal Savings Bank: He 
had served on The Cumberland's 
board of directon; since 1978. 
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Morehead State search committee' 
starts process of finding president 
~-1, 





Wayne Martin said he would like to No date was set for when the con- ~ 
receive more than 100 applications. sultants would be hired for More-
MOREHEAD, Ky. - A search 
committee yesterday began the slow 
process of finding Morehead State 
University's 12th president. 
The nine-member committee is 
seeking a replacement for C. Nelson 
Grote, who has been at Morehead 
since 1987. 
Cautious committee members head's search, although Martin said 
yesterday declined to lay down spe- It would be as soon as possible. 
cific criteria for the president, say- In an effort to gather public opin-
ing they wanted to keep an open ion, the search committee will hold 
mind and allow for public input. up to six public forums throughout 
"The only general criteria that I Eastern Kentucky between now and 
am going to really insist that we fol- early June. The forums tentatively 
low is that we are looking for the are slated for Morehead, Ashland, 
best-qualified candidate for this in- Hazard/Whitesburg, Maysville, 
stitution," said Martin, former Mount Sterling and Pikeville/Pres-
men's basketball coach at More- tonsburg. Dates have not been set. 
head and an executive with Lexing- _ The university will advertise for 
ton television station WKYr. "And candidates nationally - in publica-
that sounds so simple that unfortu- tions such as the Chronicle of High-
nately I think sometimes we go out er Education - beginning in Au-
and look for the best-qualified gust. 
Grote announced his retirement 
last spring. His contract expires 
June 30, 1992. 
The committee hopes the univer-
sity's board of regents can name 
Grote's successor by March I. The 
new president would begin work 
July l, 1992. 
The deadline for nominations and 
applications is Oct. 4, and commit-
tee members plan to submit. the 
names of six candidates to the re-
gents by mid-December. They want 
to narrow the search to 20 candi-
dates by Nov. 1. 
presidential candidate ... and to me Martin said he had already re-
there is a distinction." ceived one unsolicited application, 
Following a trend, the committee but he declined to say if that person 
has decided to hire an executive was affiliated with the university. 
search firm to help in finding and During Grote's tenure the school 
screening candidates. has experienced significant growth, 
The University of Kentucky has with enrollment jumping 46 percent 
used such finns in its last two presi- to 8,622 students, according to fall 
Search committee Chairman dential searches. 1990 figures. 
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MSU to hire consultant 
to help find president 
By Todd Pack 
Northeastern Kentucky bureau 
MOREHEAD - A Morehead 
State University panel agreed yes-
terday to conduct a series of town 
meetings and to hire an outside 
firm to help it find a new school 
president. 
The search committee also gave 
itself 11 months to find a replace-
ment for retiring MSU President C. 
Nelson Grote, who will leave in June 
1992. 
Those moves may avoid the 
kinds of problems that plagued 
recent presidential searches at other 
schools, said MSU regent Wayne 
Martin, panel chairman. 
The 10 members of the panel 
also received a copy of a 377-page 
book with advice on choosing a 
president. 
"I think you can tell we seek 
and welcome e.very bit of infonna-
tion we can have on previous 
searches," Martin said. "We hope 
we can take the best ... and avoid 
the worst." 
The school will hire a consul-
tant that will have a network of 
contacts and be able to do some 
work that the committee could not 
effectively do, such as locating oth-
er candidates, screening and con-
ducting sensitive background 
checks, Martin said. 
Martin said he did not know 
how much the school could pay. 
But he said. ·'We're going to be 
prudent and reasonable." 
To find out what qualities peo-
ple think the next president should 
have, the panel will try to schedule 
town meetings in Ashland, Mays-
ville, Morehead, Mount Sterling, the 
Pikeville-Prestonsburg area and the 
Whitesburg-Hazard area. 
The panel also set up a time 
table for find a replacement for 
Grote, who will retire June 30, 1992. 
Applications and nominations 
will be taken through Oct 4. The 
list of candidates will be pared to 20 
by Nov. 1, and the committee will 
recommend six finalists to the full 
board of regents by Dec. 13. 
Martin said the board would 
select a new president by March 2, 
1992. That person will take office 
July 1, 199'2. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
(!'8~__µT0t{81;ML_[l;~l;e,D_ER, LEl<INGT,QN,KY-. Fl!IOA)'.~Rlb&l~l, 
Stale}aWards ~~ ~d- between June l and 
,:.;~·,,- i;,:;-,~(-·'\'t:-·- ;·-.. . The deci~ton to grant the $132 
cbntract for.~::.. :in:·:~~~~ilis~}~;~: 
-:..- · · ·~, revelations about' how the b1qdmg, 
NKU: dorm t - ~ :a~lrj:.n::t=f: 
· · ... ., - .,. - •• · Turner Developments of Lexington, 
to,.. o·u 111· am the either finalist for the con1:rnct. _ '. F . based on a second round of bids. 
-, ,,__ Pulliam, 'however, accused 
By Kit. Wagar. Graves/Turner of using political• 
Herald-Leader staff writer influence to get the contract and 
··. 1!1 a.' sharp about-face, . state later accused the company of pla-
officials,yesterday awarded the con- giarizing Pulliam's bid. Those alle-
tract to build a dormitory complex gations sparked newspaper articles 
at Northern Kentucky University to that questioned the impartiality of a 
Pulliam Investment Co. of Spartan- committee that analyzed the pro-
burg, S.C. · posals. 
The d_ecision, after allegations Later articles reported that 
that the other finalist tried to win memos and other records showed 
the contract through plagiarism and that government staff members al-
political influence, was greeted with most universally preferred Pu]. 
cheers at Nl<U. liam's proposal, which-also was less 
"We:re expensive than Graves/Turner's. In 
extraordi- a second round of bids, Graves/ 
narily happy Turner's price was slightly. lower 
and than Pulliam's. 
pleased," . Gov. Wallace Wilkinson dis-
Nl<U Presi- qualified Graves/Turner after the 
dent Leon company admitted obtaining a copy . 
Boothe said. of Pulliam's confidential bid before 
"It's important to the university submitting its own proposal. 
that these dorms get built, and it's In February a federal grand 
nice to get it on track .... We think jury in Lexington began investigat-
it's going to be a very, very impor- ing possible bid rigging in connec-
tant part, a hallmark, in the history tion with the contract. Pulliam 
of this institution." asked to be awarded the contract, 
Pulliam Vice President John but Wilkinson said he would not 
Easterling ill said he had been award it until after the grand jury 
assured that state officials would investigation was finished. 
begin working out the details on a Wilkinson changed . his mind 
formal lease agreement right away. Wednesday after Finance Secretary 
"We are very excited and we're L. Rogers Wells Jr. said the contract 
looking forward to getting started," had to be awarded now for the 600-
Easterling said. "Assuming timely bed complex to be ready by the fall 
execution of the lease agreement 1992 semester, Finance Cabinet 
and the bond issue, we're looking to spokesman Mark Marraccini said. 
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.Controversial contract 
for NKU dorms given 
to Pulliam Investment 
By TOM LOFTUS 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - After a controversy 
over alleged bid-tampering and political in-
fluence delayed a decision for almost three 
months, state Finance Secret!IIY Rogers 
Wells decided yesterday to give the North-
ern Kentucky University dormitoiy contract 
to Pulliam Investment Co. 
"Weworked 
hard on it, we 
eamedit ••• 
andnowwe 
finally got it.1• 
Norman Pulliam 
Wells' decision comes amid a federal 
grand juiy investigation of the process the 
state used in picking the contractor - a 
process that led to Wells' selection on Jan. 
14 of a Lexington company called Northern gation was over before making any ded-
Kentucky Venture One. . sion. But he said that if the investigation 
· Pulliam, of. Spartanburg, S. C., protested dragged on too long he might start over and 
that selection, charging that Venture One seek new bids. 
had obtained Pulliam's first-round bid and Moreover, Wells and Wtlkinson have 
had exerted political influence to help win raised concerns about Pulliam's back-
the contract. ground. 
· The controversy prompted Wells to sus- At one point last month Wilkinson was 
- pend the award of the contract to Venture · quoted by The Kentucky Post as saying 
One. An_d when _Ye~~ _on1: admitted it without offering specifics that Pulliam had 
had ~eived Pulliam s 1D1tial bul, Wells dis- "a l)istoiy of litigation and' bankruptcy." 
qua)ified Venture ~ne. , Pulliam attorney Don Ruberg strenuously 
. S~ce then, Pulliam has pressed Wells to -denied that the company had ever filed for 
gtve 1t the contract. 
Gov. Wallace Wtlkinson has said he 
wanted to wait until the ~nrl imv invPfm .. 
. . "The governor's priority was 
J,for the· ~o~$;.~,be.,;~i:IY by 'll;i,''. 
,. MarraCC1J11.,.s;ud.n,"$(i;at:, that pmnt 
the govel"!lc\r-'released:the secretary,,i 
to award ilili"'l:ontrac'fif he1saw fit.'t~ ,.. ,. r~t_,,-,..-i '.,.°1-~'!l-;--1 . - "'>- ~ 
Wells ,Jlitet;met witli:NKU offi'!,: 
cials, who·~~~,,Jiimgthat they;; 
could work,.withH'wliai,1; Marrac!·: 
cini saitl· · -~:?::·~ -~~frf,?{ ·ir: · 
In the ~eeting', We!Js'suggesfiid · 
that the university bypass Pulliam 
and seek,. new bids using conven' 
tionaI·bond_financing'to j)ay for the 
buildings. Under the current pro-
~;Pulliiun will own the complex 
and'. lease it to NKU for 20 years, • 
then turn the buildings over to the. 
university; , . _ . · · 
( , ~ .- ., 
. "We, reiterated that we had 
already considered· .t!Jat,• but be-
cause of our high debt" .. ·the board 
did'. not wann,:,-use our (bonding) 
capacify in this regard,'.' Boothe 
said. The lea~ plan ''was ~lly the 
only way, both .. financially and in 
terms of our..'debt capacity, that we 
felt we could build the residence 
hall. I think•he' understood that." 
' 
Boothe said the university, 
which has gi:own rapidly in recent 
years, also was building a fine arts 
center and a library this year. He 
said the school had to limit its debt 
so it could afford to build class-
rooms and other buildings. 
Wilkinson's decision to allow 
the project to proceed -despite the 
grand jury investigation was a 
radical change' from his position 
last month, when he told reporters 
he might eliminate Pulliam from 
contention because the company 
"had a history of litigation and 
bankruptcy." 
Outraged Pulliam officials said 
the allegation was not true. They 
ca\led on the governor to produce 
evidence and threatened to sue him 
for defamation. 
bankruptcy' and said that every 
large company is sued at one time 
or another. 
On March 15, finance officials 
sent Pulliam a letter asking, among 
other things, if the company stood 
by its December bid. Wells said yes-
terday the letter's purpose was to 
clear up some gray areas. · 
However, the letter did include a 
question about Pulliam's involve-
ment in a project in Barbourville, 
Ky., to produce low-cost steam for 
heating, which Ruberg said had not 
been asked before. 
Wells said yesterday that he un-
derstood that project had had some 
financial problems; in its response, 
the company said that a Pulliam 
vice president, T. W. Edwards Jr., 
had been an adviser on the project 
but that the company had no finan- · 
cial involvement. ' 
Wells also said that he under-
stood that Pulliam President Nor-
man Pulliam had been involved in a 
company that went bankrupt in the 
1970s. · 
Ruberg said yesterday that Pul-
liam had been a minority sharehold-
~r and president of a company 
called Abbco Inc. but resigned his 
post and sold his interest in the 
company three years before it went 
bankrupt. 
Ruberg said Wells had never. 
raised that question with the com-
pany and that "I don't see any rea-
son for concern whatsoever." 
· NkLL 
~(}K,f Y.) 
· •Wellli:eitemtlid''yesteiday that he 
a~','.with th~· governor's sta~e-
merit;aboul; .J>ulliam's financial his-
to ··:andstill had questiollS aboutit 
w~.lie'.awarded the bid. . 
·Birt "lie-said that Wilkinson had ~would get no more business in Ken-
told him recently. that he wanted to ;, tucky if Schuyler did not retract lhe 
make sure the dorms would open by :Jetter. ft was retracted Jan. 30. 
the fall .of 1992. Wells said that that Charges of political influence in 
meant a decision on the contract the awarding of the contract have 
would need to be made quickly, and stemmed from the fact that Venture 
thilt Wilkinson told him to go ahead One officials, employees and family 
and make it members have given $58,000 to 
"The governor's priority from causes of Wilkinson and his wife, 
Day One was to build the dormi- Martha, a candidate for the Demo-
toiy," Wells said. cratic gubernatorial nomination. 
Wells went to NKU on Wednes- In mid-March Pulliam officials 
day and was assured by university said that if the c;ntract were award-
o!'fl.cials that they would_ suppo_rt ed immediately, the company could 
gmng the contract to Pulliam, said begin construction June I 1991 
finance spokesman Mark Marrac- and have .the dorms ready f~r occu'. 
cini. We~ made his decision yester- pancy by July 31; 1992. 
day mormng. The Pulliam bid calls for a 600-
NKU President Leon Boothe said bed dorm complex that will cost 
yesterday, "We_'re extremelr $9.8 million to build. Over the 20-
ple~ed because this _allo_ws the um- year life of the project the university 
vers1ty to P~ ";~ its plans !0 would pay $22. 7 million in lease 
grow an~ diversify. Boothe said payments to Pulliam. After 20 years 
that despite !he del~y he ~xpects a NKU would take title. 
ground~reaking ~ . spnng ~d Pulliam's was one of six propos-
completion by the angina! deadline als submitted and the cabinet 
of the fall semester 1992. . named a sev~n-member panel to 
NKU strongly favored fylham evaluate them. 
over Ventu~e One and ~ther b1dde~ That panel narrowed the list to 
on the basts of a detailed analyslS Pulliam and Venture One by mid-
by the NKU staff. 
Asked if he felt vindicated, December. . . . 
Boothe said: "I don't look at it that . But a~ ·NKU ~fficials were _await-
way. we scrupulously did our job in mg .a fmal cho!ce ~y the Fm~ce 
analyzing the details of the propos- Cabmet, the ca~me(lnstea~ decided 
als and we feel all parties are satis- t~ as~ the two finalists for improved 
fled with the final result." . bids m a second round, due Dec. ~8. 
Norman Pulliam said he was 1:hat opened th~ _door for th~ plagia-
"elated" that his · company was nsm and. favontism allegations. 
awarded the contract. . In addition to the federal gi:and 
"I think it's good for the com- JUJ:Y, a Fayette County grand JUJ:Y 
monwealth of Kentucky, NKU and will b~gin hearing testimony nef 
our team We worked hard on it we week m a state attorney generals 
earned it we deserved it and ~ow office investigation that is apparent-
we finally got it," he said. ly focused on P?litical c~mtributions 
Pulliam also acknowledged that of people affiliated wtth Venture 
Smith Barney, the original under- (?ne as well as those of people 
writer, is no longer providing finan- linked to firms that ~on ~ recent 
cial backing for his company. He contract for a state pnson m Muhl-
declined to comment on why Smith enberg County. 
Barney had been replaced by Mc- Subpoenas were served Wednes-
Donald and Co., a Cleveland-based day on officials with the various 
underwriter. companies and on Finance Cabinet 
Early in the controversy, Pulliam lawyer Charles Wickliffe, who was 
officials said that Kevin Schuyler, a asked to supply records. 
vice president in Smith Barney's Yesterday, another subpoena was 
Philadelphia office, told them he served on Danny Shearer, the Fi-
was forced to retract a Jan. 25 letter nance Cabinet's facilities manage-
supporting Pulliam's contention nient commissioner, who was in-
that Venture One had plagiarized its valved in the contract process. 
bid. Shearer said he also was asked to 
A Pulliam lawyer said that Schuy- supply records. 
ler said the pressure came from Information for Ihle ~tory was also 
someone in the Wilkinson adminis- gathered by staff wrltera Richard 
tration who said that Smith Barney WIison and Fran Eners. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL. FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 1991 
Union College to dedicate facilities 
BARBOURVILLE, Ky. - The Myrtle Cole Minton Cafeteria and 
the Frances Patridge Student Center at Union College will be 
formally dedicated at 4 p.m, today, according to a college press 
release, 
Patridg~ and Jane Blair, Minton's daughter, are expected to 
take part m the ceremony. A reception will follow. 
Gf?ll!1d was broken last April for the project, which cost nearly 
$2 million. 
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By ROGER ALFORD 
O F T HE D AILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - John Hall 
set a Morehead State Univer-
sity record last week and was 
told he could have a spot on 
the school's baseball team if 
he wanted it. 
Instead. Hall. chairman and 
chief executive officer of Ash-
land Oil Inc., was satisfied 
with a Morehead baseball cap. 
a token of gratitude for the 
record - a $750.000 donation 
his company is making to the 
school. 
"It's the largest donation in 
the h istory of Morehead 
State," said President C. Nel-
son Grote, who was only jok-
ing when he said Hall quali-
fied for a spot on the team be-
cause of the gift. 
Grote announced the gift at 
Morehead State 's annual 
Founders Day celebration on 
Friday. Hall was on stage with 
h im in Button Auditorium 
when the announcement was 
made. 
The Ashland Oil Founda-
tion, the company's charitable 
- arm, has pledged to donate 
$150,000 a year for the next 
five years, Grote said. He said 
half the yearly donation -
$75,000 - has to be matched 
by contributions from others 
to the university. 
Over the five years, More-
h ead will h ave to raise 
$375,000 in matching dona-
tions to bring the total to 
$1,125.000. A faculty and staff 
committee is already in place 
to begin the fund-raising ef-
fort. 
"They've made a million-
dollar gift possible by provid-
ing $750.000. ·· Grote said. 
Morehead raises about $1 
million a year in private do-
nations. Ashland Oil is always 
a large contributor. having 
given $500.000 over the past 
three years. 
"For more than a century, 
the people of eastern Kentucky 
have looked to this university 
to educate their children.'' 
Hall said. "The businesses of 
th is r egion h ave long de-
pended on Morehead to pro-
vide a steady source of tal-
ented. resourceful people. The 
school systems have relied 
upon Mor ehead to provide 
well-q u alified, dedicated · 
teachers. And you have not let 
them down." 
Grote said the money would 
be used for faculty and staff 
development. equipment pur-
chases, scholarships and staff 
research. 
And some of the money will 
be used for Morehead State's 
efforts to advance education 
reform in the region, which 
was the only stipulation to the 
contribution. 
Hall boasted about the qual-
ity education at Morehead, 
and said his company employs 
more than 200 of the univer-
sity's graduates. 
"Morehead's graduates have 
gone on to become educators, 
business leaders, doctors , 
lawyers and accountan ts . 
They have made their pres-
ence felt not only in this re-
gion but well beyond the 
boundaries of Kentucky." 
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,e Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Saturday, April 6, 1991 Morehead gets S-year Ashland grant 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State University yesterday an-
~ounced a five-year grant from Ashland Oil worth up to Si50 000 
The gift is __ the largest· in the school's 69-year history. It t~ps the 
t>Jvious high, of S500,000 over·the past four years, also from Ashland 
Prices may Jump, 
~ays AOI chairman ~•If the gift is unrestricted lads, Ashland Oil Chairman John Hnll 
said. The other half will be in' Si5,000 "challenge donations" which 
each year require the universiiy to raise a matching amount. 
:, ROGER .ALFORD 
!F THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Oilman 
ohn R. Hall warned Friday to 
xpect gasoline prices to jump 
s much as 50 cents a gallon at 
he pump if Congress imposes 
, S10-a-barrel fee on imported 
rude oil. 
The chairman and chief ex-
•cutive officer of Ashland Oil 
1ic. said congressional leaders 
re trying to reduce oil im-
-orts and - make the United 
,tates more dependent on it-
elf for petroleum. 
"In doing so, they may call 
or a big fee on oil imports, a 
harp increase in gasoline 
axes, tougher fuel economy 
tandards or mandated use of 
.lternative fuels," Hall said at 
he annual Founders Day cel-
·bration at Morehead State 
faiversity. 
Hall said the $10-a-barrel fee 
vould have some advantages. 
t would generate about $30 
iillion a year for the U.S. 
rreasury, he said. And it 
vould result in a $10 increase 
n domestic oil prices, which 
vould provide added incentive 
or more domestic oil-drilling. 
"However, it would also 
nean that gasoline prices 
.vould go up from 30 to 50 
:ents a gallon, which the con-
;umer would not like," he 
;aid. -
Hall outlined President 
3ush's national energy strat-
1gy, which is designed to re-
luce dependence on foreigii 
iil by increasing domestic oil 
~roduction, encouraging con-
servation and increasing · the 
use of alternative fuels. 
Bush seeks to open up nat-
•.rral areas to oil drilling and is" 
proposing scrapping gas-
sUZzling cars. He also wants to 
~rovide more tax dollars for 
:-esearch and development into 
more efficient industrial 
processes. 
"Many members of Con-
gress, most from the other 
party, do not believe that the 
president's proposals go far 
enough," Hall said. "They 
seek a strategy that would re-
face oil imports more dra-
matically. --_ "Regardle!i!l~ of the outcome 
of this debate, we expect oil to 
be the major source of trans-
portation fuels in the United 
States for years to come, even 
though there has been some 
discussion of mandating the 
use of such alternate fuels as 
compressed natural gas, eth-
anol, methanol or a methanol 
blend. 
However, Hall said there is 
mi ·vfable alternative to pet-
roleum for fueling all modes 
of transportation. The !'!fining 
and marketing infrastructure 
are in place and to change 
them takes time and money. 
' 
"The existing truck and 
auto fleet is mostly dependent 
on petroleum products. Pet-
roleum products are more ef-
ficient - providing twice the 
mileage of some of their fuel 
competitors." he said. 
At the founder's day cele- _ 
bration, Roscoe H. Playforth, 
retired dean of the School of 
Social Sciences, was honored 
for service to the university. 
"And most importantly in a 
free-market society, petroleum 
products are priced more 
competitively. The simple fact 
is that oil is. still by far the 
most economical alternative." 
Wayne M. Martin0 vice 
president-general sales man-
ager for WKYT-TV in Lexi-
ngton and poet Ray Allen of 
Clifton Forge, Va., were in-
ducted to the Alumni Hall of 
Fame. 




81 JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University formally 
began its search for a new 
president Thursday, a process 
that will be aided by a profes-
sional consulting firm and 
include several public forums 
in eastern Kentucky. 
The executive search firm 
and "the public meetings are 
both firsts for the school in a 
presidential search. 
The only member of the 9-
member committee to have 
served on previous search 
panels, Charles D. Wheeler of 
Ashland, called the new proc-
ess "more open." 
The university's current 
president, C. Nelson Grote, 
has announced he plans to re-
tire when his contract expires 
June 30, 1992. 
Search committee chairman 
Wayne Martin said he hopes 
to attract more than 100 can-
"!lida tes, fro.m which the 
committee will present six 
names to the school's board of 
regents, which will select the 
new president. 
Martin said the 15 months to 
find a new leader is "the 
greatest thing we have in our 
favor -- (so) that- we can be 
thorough." · 
The committee did not dis-
cuss names or qualifications 
of potential candidates at the 
BO-minute meeting. 
Martin said Grote has re-
ceived one unsolicited appli-
cation for the job, but he 
would not reveal the person's 
name. 
Martin said the committee 
decided to hire a search firm 
to "expand the pool (of candi-
dates) and increase the per-
ception of confidentiality" as-
sociated with the selection 
process. 
He said the search firm will 
"have a network of contacts" 
and "be able to do some work 
the committee couldn't do," 
such as sensitive reference 
checks. 
The committee's timetable 
shows the field to be narrowed 
down to 20 candidates by Nov. 
1, to six by mid-December and 
Grote's successor to be chosen 
by March 1992. 
. The commitee agreed to be-
gin formal national ad-
vertisements for the job by 
mid-August and allow a 45-day 
period for acceptance of ap-
plications. Unsolicited appli-
cations will be accepted im-
mediately. 
The public· forums will be 
conducted between now and 
June 7. They are tentatively 
scheduled to take place in 
Ashland, Hazard, Maysville, · 
Morehead, Mt. Sterling and 
Pikeville, said-William Seaton, 
chairman of the board of 
regents, who attended Thurs-
day's meeting. 
"( don't believe you can 
overexpose this committee to 
public comment," Seaton said. 
· Martin· would not-say how 
long the committee would take 
to hire a search firm. Seaton 
said "if it costs 50 grand ... 
we'll find it" 
No one spoke against the 
public forums or hiring a firm 
to help in the sear~h: 
M S LL S eu..A'c.L 
(c:c,,..l'~) 
William Cofield, the com-
mittee's only black member, 
reminded the committee to 
comply with equal ~P-
portunity laws in conductmg 
the search. 
Afterwards, university 
spokeswoman Judith Yancy 
assured reporters that ad-
vertisements for the position 
would be printed in pub-
lications that targeted women 
and minorities. 
In addition to Martin, Cofi-
eld and Wheeler, the search 
committee is made up of fac-
ulty regent Alban Wheeler, 
who was elected as the com-
mittee's vice chairman, stu-
dent regent Chris Hart, Ted 
Coakley, president of the MSU 
Alumni Association, Robert 
Lindahl, chairman of the 
Faculty Senate, Teresia 
Parker, chairwoman of the 
Staff Congress, and Madge 
Baird cif Pikeville, an at-large 
representative. 
The Daily Independent, Ashla~d. Kentucky Friday, April 5, 1991 
Brock a 
candidate 
for job of 
president 
1 
Succeeding Grote "might be 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Su-
perintendent of Public 
Instruction John Brock's 
name has surfaced again 
as a· candidate for the 
president's job at More-
head State University, 




chairman Wayne Martin 
and committee member 
Robert Lindahl both con-
finned that Brock's name 
is circulating. 
"Anytime an opening 
like this occurs, there are 
names that will float 
around," said Martin, 
former basketball coach 
at MSU and now general 
sales manager at WKYT-
TV In Lexington. "At 
this point. he has had no 
formal contact with me 
or with any representa-
tive of the committee or 
the board of regents." 
Brock was vacationing 
this week in Florida and 
couldn't be reached for 
comment. 
Martin refused to rev-
eal other names he has 
heard in connection with 
the job. 
Brock, a Bell County 
native and former super-
intendent of Rowan and 
Montgomery county 
schools, expressed inter-
est in the job when 
Morehead State hired 
Grote in 1987, according 
to Dr. Warren Proudfoot. 
chairman of the Rowan 
County School Board and 
a close friend of Brock's. 
something (Brock) would con-
sider," Proudfoot said. · 
Martin said he didn't know 
if the committee would con-
sider Brock if he applied for 
the job. 
But Proudfoot said Brock 
likely would have to overcome 
political interference if he 
were to seek the job. 
· Under Brock's administra-
tion, Rowan County joined 
with 65 other Kentucky school 
districts in filing a lawsuit 
that prompted a state Supreme 
CoUrt r:uJing that Kentucky's 
school funding system was 
unconstitutional. 
In response, the General 
Assembly passed the Ken-
tucky Education Reform Act 
last spring and a $1.2 billion 
tax increase to fund the 
changes. 
Ironically, Brock himself 
was one of the casualties of 
school reform. 
Legislators stripped the 
· power from the office of" Su-
perintendent of Public In-
struction and transferred it to 
the new Commissioner of Ed-
ucation. 
When Brock's term expires 
at the end· of the year, the sal-
ary for the office will be re-
duced to $3,000 a year. 
THE cpuRIER-JOURNAL SUNDAY, APRIL 1, 1991 
Scpool-refom) 
' . laf receives 
mixed grades 
I . 
for first year 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - When the cake and 
ice cream are. dished out and the children at 
Second Street Elementary School in Frank-
fort sing "Happy Birthday'' on Tuesday, no 
one should expect the celebrants to dwell on 
the blemishes of the I-year-old in the lime-
light - the Kentucky school-reform law. 
''We have many accomplishments this 
first ye.ar, and it is appropriate that we 
pause to rejoice," Kentucky Education Com-
missioner Thomas Boysen said in announc-
ing the birthday party for the law, Gov, Wal-
lace Wtlkinson signed the act, the nation's 
most sweeping overhaul of a state public 
school· system, -last Apt"J 11, and it became 
law three months later. 
Statewide, the birthday chorus is more 
ambiguous. The reform law's history to date 
betrays all the complexity that seasoned ob-
servers of educational change, Boysen in-
cluded, warned Kentuckians to expect 
Inequities in school funding prompted the 
lawsuit that led to the reform law. 1n its first 
year, the law's financing process has started 
to close the gap, with 81 districts receiving 
state aid in~ of at least 20 pen:ent 
School operating budgets have grown by 
about one-fifth, with more than half of the 
new ... - money ($150 million of 
$270 million) going for instruction, 
Much instructional money went into 
teacher salaries, which for the aver-
age teacher rose 10. 7 percent to 
$29,109. 
Districts that charged student 
fees have dropped them, schools 
have reduced class sizes, and the 
number oi elementary school coun-
selors is up 21 percent. 
· Most school districts raised their 
local tax rates above a new required 
minimum. That produced more than 
the anticipated number of claimants 
to supplemental state funding. As a 
result there's not enough state mon-
ey set aside, so each district will get 
only about 45 percent of the so-
called "Tier I" money it originally 
could have expected. 
Legislative leaders say they in-
. tend to fully fund the "Tier l" plan 
next year. The superintendents' or-
ganization whose lawsuit led to the 
reform law wants full funding to 
take place sooner, but the group's 
recent demands have drawn scant 
support frpm legislators. ·, --
Kentuckians shouldn't assume 
the reform law· cures funding in-
equity, said Robert Sexton, execu-
tive director of the Prichard Com-
mittee for Academic Excellence, a 
. citizens group. There will have to be 
continual adjustments of the fund-
ing formula, with a goal of uniform 
per-pupil spending, he said. 
. lf revenues grow as predicted, the 
state should be able to complete the 
six-year reform process without tax 
increases beyond those that accom-
panied the law's passage, said Edu-
cation and Humanities Cabinet Sec-
retary Jack Foster. 
The most fought-over provisions 
of the reform law included those 
aimed at limiting the scope of poli-
tics and favoritism in school affairs. 
Teachers and board members who 
saw their interests threatened have 
filed lawsuits. 
In response, Franklin circuit 
judges have temporarily restored 
teachers' right to campaign for 
school-board candidates and the 
right of school employees' ·relatives 
to serve on school boards. 
In two school districts, teachers 
also have challenged their boards' 
policies on school-based decision-
making. Those lawsuits claim the 
boards reserved more powers than 
the reform law allows. 
Even where the law's measures 
are carried out. some complain of 
politics as usual in school hiring. 
Sexton said the ultimate cure for 
political patronage in schools might 
come only when school-perform-
ance measurements show that poor-
ly led schools are faltering. When 
that happens, the public v.ill "rise 
up and demand more," he said. 
The most notable lost cause of the 
reform effort has been Boysen's 
failure to get the legislature to re-
move the Department of Educatio:i 
from the merit system. Boysen ar-
gued that the merit system, a set" of 
job rights covering most state em-
ployees, would hamper his efforts to 
reshape the department 
. Despite that rebuff, the law guar-
antees Boysen a one-time chance to 
make any changes he wants. All 
400-plus department jobs tertninate 
on June 30, giving Boysen the 
chance to restructure his domain 
and to rehire, reassign or replace 
current employees; 
Boysen has pledged to keep em-
ployees abreast of his plans and to 
let them know as soon as possible 
what their fate will be. Boysen ls 
"doing his best to be as fair as he 
can under the circumstances, 11 but 
the uncertainty ls starting to fray 
employees' nerves, said Don Dam-
pier, a Department of Education 
employee who sits on the state Per-
sonnel Board. 
Sexton and Foster, despite some 
concerns, agree with Boysen that 
there is cause for celebration. 
"I think we have made remark-
able progress in such a short period 
of time on such a broad agenda," 
Foster said. "I don't think there is 
any parallel for it." 
There have been other accom-
plishments during the act's first 
year, as well as causes for concern: 
■ Preschool enrollment nearlv 
doubled, with 5,600 more needy ,j. 
year-olds starting preschool in 130 
districts than there were in 1989-90. 
Sexton called the state's $18 million 
preschool program "one of the lead-
ing indicators" of progress. 
■ All 176 districts began offering 
extra instruction to struggling stu-
dents outside school hours. Sexton 
said some of the time added under 
this $21 million program might 
amount to little more than an extra 
study hall, however . 
■ In June, a §!ate task force will 
approve plans 'for 125 centers -
each at a school with a high propor-
tion of needy students - that will 
coordinate health and social serv-
ices for children and their families. 
Some legislators fear that setting up 
so many centers, and allowing them 
to serve all families rather than just 
the poorest, will spread available 
dollars too thin. Private child-care 
providers complain the centers may 
put them out of business, but legis-
lators say that's unlikely. 
■ The Council on Education 
Technology has finished a plan for 
supplying modern instructional and 
management technology to all 
schools by 1996, but it probably will 
miss a fall deadline for installing a 
statewide data-reporting system. 
School technology is "a tremen-
dously complicated area" and prob-
ably requires more planning time 
than the law allots, Sexton said. 
■ Teachers at more than 150 
schools in 50 districts have voted to 
set up councils that. will make deci-
sions about instruction, staffing and 
other aspects of school manage-
ment. The number of schools en-
gaged in self-governance will ex-
pand to about 250 next school year, 
when at least one school in each 
multischool district must take the 
plunge. Sexton said officials in too 
many school districts appear to lack 
enthusiasm for the process, known 
as school-based decision-making. · ~ 
■ The Council on School Per-
formance Standards and a network 
of 450 educators and citizen~ have 
finished a cru~ial first step in devel_-
oping a set of learning goals and 
tools for measuring school perform-
ance. Standards for what students 
should be able to do when ~they - -· · · 
complete the fourth, eighth and 12th 
grades should be in place by year's 
end. 
■ An Education Professional 
Standards Board is off to a shaky 
start. By summer's end, it must 
clear a backlog of cases in which 
teachers are accused of misconduct 
that could cost them their teaching 
certificates. That chore will make it 
hard for the teacher-dominated 
board to turn to its main mission of 
setting standards for teacher train-
ing and certification. 
■ Kentucky's universities are 
striving to help with school reform, 
as the legislature asked them to do. 
Proposals include a Western Ken-
tucky University plan for a doctoral 
program patterned on the reform 
law, creation of a school-reform in-
stitute at the University of Ken-
tucky, and Eastern Kentucky Uni-
versity's sponsorship of a consor-
tium that will upgrade the skills of 
teachers in 22 school districts. 
l,- 13 If P'r1 I 1491 .lJ ,. './, 
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Tormer dean generous with time 
3y JIM ROBINSON 
) F THE DAILY INDEPENDE~T 
MOREHEAD - With time 
in his hands after he retired 
1s a dean at Morehead State 
:niversity in 1976. Roscoe H. 
1 la yfo rth bega n m a k in g 
·locks. 
Ten grand.father clocks and 
1 half-dozen or so w.all clocks 
ater. the Sl•year-old Play-
·orth is bt?ing honored for his 
dmeless contributions to the 
.miversity. 
Named the recipient Fri-
day of the school's Founders 
Day award for un iversity 
service, the fonner Lincoln 
County high school principal 
said he's "flabbergasted" at 
the recognition. 
"I don't know of anything 
I've done that warranted this 
distinction." he said. "I just 
filled my position at More-
head and they paid me. In 
fact. I'm not sure I deserved 
all the promotions they gave 
me.·· 
The award has been given 
each year since 1978 to 
someone who has served the 
school in "superior fashion" 
but has gone largely un-
recognized, said university 
spokeswoman Judith Yancy. 
Playforth's "always around 
when someone needs him. 
and we just felt that his con-
tributions and service after 
he retired warranted some 
special consideration," said 
J .E. Dun can, chairman of the 
committee that organized 
this year's Founders Day 
celebration. 
Playf orth was unanimously 
chosen for the award 'by a 12· 
member cor.:mittee. accord-
ing to Duncan. 
MONDAY PROFILE 
' ' A s ch ai rm a n o f the 
committee. f excluded myself 
from \'Oting," he said. "But if 
they hadn 't voted my wa y, I 
would have been very upset." 
After retiring as dean of 
the fonner School of Social 
Sciences in 1976. Pla yforth 
has continued to serve on the 
univers ity 's athletic fund-
raising committee. the Eagle 
Athle tic Fund. 
In addition. he has conu·ib-
uted thousands of dollars of 
his own money tO the univer-
sity. said Duncan. 
Playf orth joined the school 
as an assistant professor of 
sociology in 1957. After bec-
oming a full professor in the 
early 1960s, h e was named 
dean of the School of Social 
Sciences in 1966. The schooi 
has since become the College 
of Arts and Sciences. 
Jack Bizzel. a pr ofessor of 
government who served under 
Playforth and was one of 
several people who nominated 
him for the award, describe 
him as "tremendously under-
standing.·· 
"He was very kind and 
generous with his time." Biz-
zel said. "He always had his 
door open to faculty or stu-
dents. He's really a remark-
able person." 
In addition to helping raise 
money for athletics. Playforth 
served as chairman of the 
university's committee on 
athletics for nearly 15 years 
and as the university's repre-
sen tati ve to the executive 
committee of the Ohio Valley 
Conference, to which More 
head State belongs. 
But it is academic programs 
in which he would like to see 
changes. 
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Morehead State cheerleaders take title 
Playforth said he'd like to 
see the school r eturn to a 
mo re s tructured core c ur-
riculum. He's also concerned 
that some professors are let-
ting students slide through. 
"We need to be a little more 
careful about student eval-
uation." he said. 
Still, he's satisfied with the 
overall academic progress of 
the university. 
"It's gradually getting to be 
a stronger university year and 
year, not only in tenns of en-
rollment ... but we're getting a 
better caliber of students 
now." he said. 
These d ays. Pla yforth 
spends much of his time !n his 
basement woodworking shop 
building clocks and furniture. 
a hobby he picked up after his 
retirement. 
"Anybody can cut a board 
in two." he says . "The secret 
to woodworking is ma k ing 
joints." 
The house he and his wife. 
Sibbie. live in on Knapp Ave-
nue is filled with the clocks 
and furniture he's built in the 
15 years since he stepped 
down from the univers ity. 
Playforth began his educa-
tion career teaching element-
ary school in a two-room 
school house in his native 
Lincoln County in 1931. 
The youngest of eight chil-
dren born to a farming couple, 
Playforth went on to serve as 
principal and basketball coach 
at Waynesburg High School 
and principal and superin-
tendent a t Barbours ville City 
Schools. prior to joining the 
Morehead State faculty. 
He earned his bachelor's 
degree from Eastern Kentucky 
University and went on to 
receive his doctorate in ed-
ucation from the University of 
Kentucky in 1959. 
" I owe (MSU) a lot," he said. 
'TU never be able to pay all I 
owe back to the university." 
MOREHEAD - M?rehead State University's varsity cheerleaders 
last weekend won their ~econd Divi~ion I national title in four years 
at the College Cheerleadmg Championships in San Antonio, Texas. 
,:Oe MS~ sq~ad competed against five other fina lists: James THE COURIER.JOURNAL, TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1991 
Mad1:><>n U~1v~rs1ty, George Mason University, Universitv of North M h 
~hna-Wilmmgton. University of Alabama-Birmingham and ore ead wins cheerleading title 
Wnght State University. MOREHEAD Ky - Varsi·ty h l d T u · • • · c eer ea ers from M h d s 
wo membe~ of the squad - Suzette Hignite. a senior from ruvers1ty_ won the national title in Divisi ore ea tare 
Flatwoods, ~nd Michael Pare. a :>°Phomore from Southbury. Conn. - Cheerleading Championships in San AntoniinT~x~ the College 
~on the national partner stu~t ntle. The partners competition. now in Hi ~o m~mbers, Michael Pare of Southbury 'CoM · d S tt 
its_ ~~d year at the national level. featured pairs from seven grute. ~ Fla~oods, took the national parmer ~t a:tl duz~ e 
umvers1nes. . competition Fnday and Saturday. e unng 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-







By ROGER ALFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - Ashland 
Community College students 
who have been avoiding two 
campus parking lots would 
be left little choice but to use 
them if the city commission 
goes ahead with a measure to 
ban on-street parking around 
the school. 
On school days, parking is 
bumper to bumper in a resi-
dential area adjacent to the 
college while two auxiliary 
lots - including a $315,000 
lot opened last. fall off Oak-
view Road - are seldom 
more than half full. 
But that could change if 
the commission goes ahead 
with an ordinance that would 
essentially ban parking on 
Ramey·· and Cypress streets 
and on all the side streets in 
between. The commission 
gave preliminary approval to 
the measure last Tuesday. 
Residents of the area asked 
city officials last month to 
make the streets no-parking 
zones. 
"When you get to where 
you're ·worried that you can't 
get a fire truck through, it's 
getting scary." said city 
manager William H. Fisher 
Jr. . 
The proposed ordinance, 
which must be approved a 
second time on April 16 be-
fore going into effect, bans 
parking: 
, ►On both sides of Gum Al-
ley. -
►On both sides of Ester 
Street between Ramey and 
Cypress and on the east side 
of the street to where it dead-
ends. 
► On the north side of Cy-
press Street. _ . 
► On the the south side of 
Ramey Street between Harlan 
and Ester streets. 
The ordinance sets a fine of 
$10 to · $25 "for people caught 
parki!1.g_\!l_tl)~ areas. __ . _ 
"That sounds great," said 
Betty Jo Suttle of 1500 Ester 
St., one of the residents who 
proposed the no-parking 
zones. "You go out of here 
many times on tight squeezes 
between cars." 
Ashland Community College. 
President Anthony Newberry 
said the college has enough 
parking spaces to ac-
commodate the students who 
park in the neighborhoods. 
Newberry sent letters in 
March to students urging use 
of the two parking lots, but 
they went largely unheeded, 
Suttle said. 
"I think the college realized 
that sending out their letters 
didn't help at all," Suttle said. 
"The parking lots are still 
empty at both ends every day 
and the streets are full." 
Unless or until the city out-
laws the practice, students 
have a right to park in the 
neighborhoods. 
Students prefer the resi-
dential areas because the walk 
to the hilltop college is level 
from there. Parking in the 
Oakview Road lot requires a 
five-minute walk up a steep 
hillside. A second parking lot 
off Ramey Street requires an 
uphill walk that's not quite as 
demanding. 
· Fisher. along with several 
other city officials including 
Police Chief Ron .McBride, 
recommended the no-parking 
. zones to the city commission 
after meeting with the resi-
dents last month. 
"We listened to all their 
complaints and wrote up an 
approach," Fisher said. "We 
then sent it to all the people in 
the affected area and asked 
them if they had any dis-
agreement with what we were 
going to do." · 
Before approving the first 




"Dutch" Berry asked if the 
residents realize that the no 
parking-zone affects them as 
much as the students. 
Fisher and McBride sugges-
ted that residential parking 
only might be the best option. 
However, at the public meet-
ing at the community college, 
the residents rejected that 
idea. 
The problem. Fisher said, is 
that students have been park-
ing on private . property and 
not allowing enough room for 
residents to pull out of their 
driveways . 
"You see this problem any-
where you have high intense 
use," Fisher said. "At the· 
hospital, we've had this prob-
lem for years." 
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Students at public colleges 1nay get tuition sticker shoe!<: 
: NEW YORK - Tuition hikes this year at 
state colleges and universities will average 
a hefty 10 percent to 12 percent, predicts 
Arthur Hauptman of the American Council 
on Education In Washington, D. C, 
: At the same time, education budgets will 
be slashed In many slates, class sizes in-
creased, staff dismissed and courses con-
solidated. 
· The upward push on costs comes just 
when students from middle-class families 
are starting to nee high-priced private col-
leges and enroll In state schools instead. 
Many private institutions received fewer ap-
plications for the 1991•92 academic year, 
while public institutions are reporting ln-
1:renses of as much as 15 percent, the 
Chronicle of Higher Education reports. 
: To a refugee from private education, stale 
schools will look cheap even after a double-
digit-percentage price hike. In 1990 the 
average four-year public institution cost 
$-1,970 per year for in-state students, Includ-
ing room and board, compared with $13,544 
at a-private _school. 




who is already in the public-education sys-
tem, a $500 price hike may sound prohibi-
tive. The best advice is don't get scared un-
til you see ~ow much of that increase will 
be covered by state and federal financial 
aid. Students with low family incomes 
should still. have most of their expenses 
paid. 
Middle-class families may not like to hear 
this, hut they're in the best position to pay 
that extra $500 or so. For them, public edu-
cation is a bargain. If it takes higher tuition 
to help maintain the quality of the school, 
they shouldn't object. 
Behind rising tuitions lie shrinking state 
budgets, especially in the economically de-
pressed Nort'1east. In 1987 the budget for 
the University of Massachusetts was $816 
million, says spokesman Walter Littell. This 
year it's down to $586 million and next year 
may fall another 18.2 percent. Tuitions will 
probably rise about 20 percent. 
Many schools are still fighting to keep 
costs down - for their own residents, at 
least. Al the University of Maryland, tuition 
for In-state students will rise 4 percent this 
year, says Chancellor Donald Langenberg. 
Out-of-stale students will be charged as 
much as 15 percent more, . 
These Increases "won't come anywhere 
near making up for the cuts" in slate fund-
ing, Langenberg says. Funding dropped 8.2 
percent at the midyear point. Next year, it 
will fall another 2 percent or more. 
Arizona's state university system original-
ly planned to charge In-state students an 
additional 3.3 percent this fall (a rise of 
only $50 in tuition), and out-of-state stu-
dents 6.94 percent more (a $450 rise). 
But the state just chopped $16 million out 
of its funding and may take as much as $26 
million more. If that happens, says system 
official Stephen Jordan, fewer classes 
woulcl be available, which would "probably 
for the first time force us to restrict admis-
sions." Budget cuts are espedally troubling · 
In states like Arizona and California, where 
enrollments are expected to boom, 
Here's the big question facing state col-
leges and universities: Can they learn to 
restructure themselves to deliver a quality 
product at a lower price? : · 
A leader in this effort is the University of 
Michigan, which is re-examining its entire 
organization and approach. For example, 
"there will be a hard look at how technol-
ogy can Improve education,''. says Gilbert 
Whitaker Jr., provost and chair of the uni- • 
versity's Task Force I on Costs in Higher 
Education. Another idea: Require profes-
sors to do more teaching at some point to 
balance the lime allowed them for research. 
"Business as usual won't do,'' agrees the 
University or Maryland's Langenberg, who 
is also undertaking a restructuring study. 
"What we're undergoing is not unlike the 
efforts undertaken by some American com-
panies to regain competitiveness." 
" The Washington Post 
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Marciani 
is named AD 
atWestern-
with red. towel 
By JIM TERHUNE 
Staff Writer 
Dr. Louis Marciani was introduced as the 
new athletics director at Western Kentucky 
University yesterday, squeezing into a rap-
idly revolving door about which he knows a 
great deal. . 
The associate AD at Southern Mississippi 
walked into this situation at WKU: The Sun 
Belt Conference to which all Western ath-
letic teams except football belong falls apart 
• • • then it comes back together by merging 
with the American South •.• and while this 
is going on Western's independent football 
team moves closer to joining yet another 
league, the Gateway. 
Enter Marciani, who saw the shifting 
tides from the exact opposite perspective: 
Southern Miss is a member of the Metro, 
which lost four schools (at last count) to 
other conferences but picked up three from 
the Sun Belt 
How confusing, or maybe depressing, is 
this? 
"I don't feel any of that," Marciani said. 
"I've found a lot of excitement with it all 
· Musical chairs have been going on ·ever 
since Penn State Goined the Big Ten last 
year). It's a sign of the times." 
, Yesterday morning jiresidents of the four 
remaining members of the Sun Belt voted to 
accept a -merger with the American South. 
An hour later Marciani was armounced as 
... Westeni's new athletics chief. After the 
press conference, Marciani said, he was in-
formed of the Gateway possibilities. 
'Tm excited with the merger, and any 
lime ygu can get into a conference (like the 
Gateway), it's good," Marciani said. 
"I researched this job pretty hard. rm 
very fortunate to come in as the fifth athlet-
ic director (and first with no WKU ties). 
You look back on history, and a lot of 
things have been passed down here. I plan 
to build on their great tradition. _ . 
.,q,got' my towel today (a trade-
mark red towel dating back to E.A. 
D!dclle's ·days as basketball coach). 
That spirit says something that a lot 
of '.schools don't have. 
~ri.you tlnnk of Western, the 
first thing that comes to mind is tra-
dition;· and that's important The 
o~r thing is spirit; the spirit here 
is.alive.''. 
.At'Southern Miss Marciani direct-
ed';ali::memal activities, including 
fuod:-nising, marketing, promotions 
and. broadcast media coverage, and 
sup,:rrised the Eagle (boos,er) Club. 
\'ff',f my cup of tea,"_ he said. _ 
"Tl!ere'-,•no question that externally 
rrii vei-j strong ... 
Marciani was chosen after a list 
of [jlf Iipplicants was reduced to five. 
!•.We were looking for integrity in 
an· individual wbo would run this 
program in a lirst<lass way in com• 
pliance with NCAA rules," said 
W~~ president Thomas C. Mer-
edith.· ,"We wanted somecne com-
mitrel to the student and the stu• 
dent-athlete that we talk about all 
the.lime. We wanted our graduation 
rato to be among the highest in the 
nation. - .. 
''We wanted somecne with good 
atllletic managerial skills, a motiva-
tor;· a, good business person, skill in 
mattleling and promotion. a fund-
raisl!!'7who desires to run a firn. 
cla:ss·athletic program. We wanted a 
J>eee!" person. somecne with high 
en~:-. 
t.We found all those things in our 
new athletic director." 
~ Feix, the fonner Western 
fOOlball coach who has served as 
AD-lor live years, retirel June 30 • 
Marciani officially begins July I, but 
he said he will be coming to Bowl-
ing Green in "four-day clusters" be-
tween now and then. 
Marciani has been associate ath-
letics director at Southern Miss for 
two years, but it was his second 
tour of duty there. He was director 
of recreauonal sports ar the school 
from 1974-84 and earned his doctor-
ate in physical education. specializ-
ing in sports management, at South-
ern Miss in 1984. 
The native of The Bronx. N.Y., 
f:ias been active in many areas. He's --
been a member of the NCM Com-
munications Committee since 1987, 
was a member of the Sugar Bowl 
Committee from 1978-88 and in 
1985 worked for the U.S. State De-
partment ·as a sports specialist in 
the Persian Gulf and southwest Pa-
cific. 
He lettered in soccer and wres-
tling in high school. coached both 
sports at Gannon (Pa.) University 
and soccer only at New York State 
College in Buffalo. Marciani and his 
wife, Sandra, have four children -
Todd, 20, a junior at Southern Miss; 
Chris, 18; Jennifer, 15; aud Justin, 8. 
Ii Feix said athletics directors 
from the Sun Belt and American 
South will meet in Atlanta April 19 
to formulate "schedules, constitu-
tional by-laws, revenue-sharing and 
sites for the men's and women's 
basketball tournaments" for the 
1991-92 season. 
Remaining Sun Belt members are 
Western, South Alabama and Jack-
sonville. Arkansas-Little Rock had 
earlier been accepted in the Sun 
Belt and remains. American South 
schools are New Orleans, Louisiana 
Tech, Arkansas State, Lamar, Tex-
as-Pan American and CeNral Flor-
ida. 
■ The Gateway, said Feix, is ea-
ger to make Western the eighth 
member of its football league. 
"I feel very comfortable with the 
conversations I've had," Feix said. 
"If we make a formal application. it 
will be enthusiastically accepted. If 
our board of regents approve, it 
could move very fast We couldn't 
play for the championship until 
1992, but we could be admitted by 
this July." 
The Gateway includes Northern 
Iowa. Southwest Missouri, Eastern 
Illinois, Illinois State. Western Illi• 
nois, Southern Illinois and Indiana 
State. Western has played five of 
them over the past three season!. 
But Western coach Jack Har-
baugh is worried about what may 
happen to rivalries with Kentucky 
teams. ·An apanded Ohio Valley 
Conference is already causing seri-
ous scheduling programs. 
He said that Eastern and Western 
were unable to get together on a 
1992 date, which would stop a 67-
game series that has been unbroken 
since the end of World War Il. The 
schools did. however. sign an eight-
year contract from 1993-2000, Har-
baugh said. 
"I really hope we can hang onto 
these Kentucky rivalries," the coach 
said. 
Are there better opportunities to 
make the NCAA Division I-AA play-
offs as a league member or as an 
independent? 
"Last year there were 12 inde-
pendents," Harbaugh said, "and 
they took two. We'd be in a confer-
ence with seven other schools. The 
chances are about the same, one in 
six versus one in seven." 
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Morehead team earnsM<;-u A.RcH1v12s 
cheers by capturing 
second national title 
By Ameet Sachdev 
Herald-Leader staff writer 
Morehead State University senior 
Suzette Hignite did a whole lot of 
whoopin' and hollerin' down in San 
Antonio. Texas, last weekend. 
So much so that she lost her voice. 
But all her yelling brought her and 
the rest of the \forehead \'arstty 
cheerleaders a Division I nat10nal title 
at the College Cheerleading Champion• 
,hip"-. In addition. Hi_g-nne and her 
pannt:r. \lic:hael Pan:. a -..ophomore 
from Southbury. Lonn .. w<,n the na• 
uonal partnt:r ,runt title 
The school. wh1i:h also won the 
championship m ; 9 . fini ·hed ahead 
of five other finali,:ts: James \ ladison 
lmversity. George \lason Cmversity, 
the lJnl\·er ity of Alabama-Binning• 
ham. the Cni,·ersity of North Carolina-
Wilmington and Wright tate Univer• 
sity. 
"I felt we had the most talent 
we've ever had." said Myron Doan, 
coach of the team and assistant dean 
of students. "I felt like this was going 
to be our year.'' 
For Doan. that feeling is nothing 
new. His squad has appeared in the 
finals the last four years, finishing 
fourth in l 989 and third last year. 
Robert Eskridge. a senior from 
Phelps, was also a member llf the 
championship team in 1988 and com-
pared the two squads. 
"The past four years, you can tell 
that the routines are getting a lot more 
difficult," he said. "We have really 
advanced a lot since we won in '88." 
"All our practice was worth it." 
said Karis Cooper. a junior from 
\forehead. ··we had the most difficult 
stunts in the division." 
One of the stunts is called "toss 
one-arm extension." in which the male 
cheerleader lifts the female off the 
ground and holds both feet in hand 
wnh his arm extended. 
Doan attributed the team's success 
to lb improvement m partner stunts. 
But he also said the squad became 
super tit1ous before the competition. 
"\Ye wore the same blue uniforms 
that we wore in 1988," he said. "We 
also pulled out the old cheer signs 
from that year." 
Other members of the squad are 
Kelly Barco) of Covington; Wayne 
Bowman of Hillsboro, Ohio; Candi 
Brown of Clearfield; Mike Cooper of 
Mount Olivet; Michele Fannin of Van 
Lear. Pam Franklin of Paris; Dan 
Gillenwater of Columbus, Ohio; Kris 
Holbrook of Morehead; Kandi Johnson 
of Catlettsburg; Stacy Mercer of South 
Shore: Brad Ross of Morehead; and 
Tony Rutledge of Robards. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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for Econ.omic G~wth and. ll'!(?or, of !he Systems analysts, 3.6 per~r)l. ..;;/· .. -:C\ · ~as;hlgh_.!!8·~.~QRQ;,lo,el!ttce:!1urses,. l.ill,"!'elt,.l!:i pbj 
stµdy,:§mcj the overall econonn~ expans10n Therapi~ts, 3 ~ercent. . . :; r 
1
,ICl!:\•therap~im,<!,m~cal:~ratoryt~)lni~~n~ 
o~ the 1_980s:~ncealed•~.ccupational trends Corr.ecUons offlcers,2.9 percent: ··•·i·7- 1£1i!~;~;y,,'O!ft(o!::tl!~!ll.:J,!l,~ ,' · ,., - .: .:\',';''."'.~ t _ ·. 
now evid~nt ~ the curre11t slump;··,. . Registered ~urse.s, 2.8 percer)l. v•··;·'r.,;:_ l,1,;:,(~:yo~,11!W.Jl!l!.~.!l vaca~l!11.,. :~.~4 
.
"A rising. ti.d. _e. tended to obscure such. Flight .attendants, 2.8 per~Qt, ~1\?;1.,"""_i.~ .-o~;adve .. ~ .. : .!11.ent .. ,.bY __ J9_~.,Memo~· HoS!lital · 
tre.nds, en.couragmg some to pursue occu- Management consultants, 2.6 perce~tc, ~e,,IriiL--Tlie:hospitiilwas offenng,a ~.tr 
pations tqat are unlikely to provide good LOSERS · .. ,··: ~ 1(9r;~i>,t<i°'il,.i!~tio!l,j;of the nurse's clioice. : 
opportunities over the long term," Hum- . . : :; ~nt ~~ .. jt,llisp ... lµ!Ji,.offered' to repay up , 
phreys said yesterday. Electronics asse~.blers. -4.6 percent. ... $6,(JOO·ofa'iltfrse'ifstiiderit loans or a $2,500 bonu 
Demograpbii: changes and technological · BroadcaSt technicians, - 2·9 percent. !. .• Th_e bonuses and otljer inducements are signs th 
advances are the major influences on the Farm workers, - 1.-5 percent. 1 a shortage of nurses - and some other medic 
job market, and the study found the best Grinders and polishers, - 1 · 1 percent. · workers - continues despite gains in the number , •r 1 t d t tt· d Hand packers, -1 percent. . du fro . opportuni 1es are. re a e o con nue Textile machine operators, --0.9 , gra ates m nursmg pro~. 
growth m the sernce sector. percent The Kentucky Board of Nursmg reports that a re 
Humphreys Pl'l:dicts overall annual em- Meter readers, --0. 7 percent. ord number of nursing school graduates are expec 
ployment growth m the 1990s to be 1.2 P.er- Proofreaders, --0.5 percent. ed this year - 400 more registered nurses and 3C 
~ent, with. the most. r.obus( growth com!ng Welders, --0.4 percent. more licensed practical nurse~ than in !990. Sin< 
m execulive, adnnmstrative, managenal, Foresters and loggers, --0.4 percent. 1980, the number of nurses with active hcenses hi 
~rofessional specialty and technical occupa- '-===-----====--=--~ increased by about 10,000 to more than 45,000. 
lions. . forcing more construction and ex- "That's a pretty steady increase," said Mary 1 
He P.red1cte~ _belo~-average growt~ or pansion. Romelfanger, deputy executive director of the nur. 
losses 1.n adnumstrat1!'e support, clen~al, The aging population will shrink ing board. "1t's averaging a thousand more licensE 
production, craft, repair, operator, fabnca- the pool of people available for such a year over 10 years, Where have they all gone?" 
tor, agriculture and forestry jobs. jobs as bartenders and waitresses, 
The strongest field, according to Hum- he said, predicting that emplc;,yers 
phreys' study, is that of medical assistants, will be forced to offer bett.er~:pay 
which should experience 4.5 percent annual and conditions for those positions. 
job-growth during the 1990s. ·•"· 
Aging baby boomers will need more .Among the employment ;1&ers 
health care as they enter middle age,. he are electronics assemblers, ·.'a;job 
said, and the rapidly expanding elderly pop- Humphreys predicted will degine 
· ulation will c;reate. a huge demand_ 4.6 percent a year: in. !h~ .. IW<ls-
• edical Th will b Such jobs ~ be increasmgly:~to-,or m ·.care., ere also e· ted h d. • 
strong demand · for therapists and; ma • e sai : ..i-.i 
~red nurses, according to Other big losers in the '909~ ac-
Humpbreys,,, . . cording to Humphreys, include'farm 
· Another growth occupation will workers (down 1.5 percent),;t~e 
be· corrections officers. increasing machine operators (down ();9::per-
by 2.9 percent a year. Humphreys cent) and meter readers (down• 0.7 
said growing.prison populations are percent). '"~i THE.COUAIEA✓OUANAL, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10, 1991 
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Edwards to be recommended as UK dean 
Richard Edwards, chairman of the economics department at the 
University of Massachusetts, will be recommended for dean of the 
University of Kentucky. Col\fge of Arts and Sciences. · . 
UK President Charles Wethington will submit Edwards' name 
with the approval of Lexington campus Chancellor Robert Hemen-
way at the school's Board of Trusrees meeting April 30. 
ii of:f. bomb scare -forces evacuatio1 
A bomb scare yesterday forced evacuation of about 100 Unive 
sity. of Louisville students, faculty members and staff for abo1 
two hours from a building on the Health Sciences Center campu: 
Responding to a call at noon, campus police searched the Med 
cal Dental Research building but didn't find a bomb, said univers 
ty spokeswoman Denise Fitzpatrick. She said the caller warne 
that an "explosive agen.t'' was in the building. 
About a month ago, a bomb threat was made at Sackett Hall, 
mechanic;!I engineering ~uilding on the south edge of the Belkna 
campus, but campus police don'.t believe the incidents are relate< 
said Daniel P. Keller, the lllliversitv's. director of n11hlir sPrnrih 
' 
:0 • · 1 . d the worst shortages were for psychi- care" said Mary Jo Timmer-0Splt3 S nee atric nurses. At Ce!lll'l!l State ~Ios~i- man' house supervisor at 
,. • J. · . tal a state psych1atnc hospital m HuU:ana Hospital-University ,,fi~o"r''"e·' n' urse·s J_efferscin County, 23 nursing posi- of Louisville. "We may not 
MORE NURSES, 
STILL A SHORTAGE 
• ,, ;.71 , C-l , • · · · , , - • , , , lions·~ 20 perceht - are unfilled. fluff the pillow as much as 
¥ft.- • · ' ; ' ' · ·· ' · · But the Veterans Affairs Medical we would like or rub as 
Even though the number of ~urses has 
risen In Kentucky, there Is still a shortage. 
:cgiitinued·· . . • . • .. ! ·, n · ')•Center iri' I:.ouisville has filled all its many backs as we would I';:;:· --~" ' · . · 1 openings· for psychiatric nurses, like." . 
rn%n«r·11t8iitii1•Ni&i$'.·•·.·.•··,n:~· 
~~,!11~~~ \s,-t!\l\t,~~ill:l;~dJf'?r, <sald"Claude:ZRigdO"h;•cliief of the Kentucky's nursing 
m~~' li.M·.ll1'9'Y!1l,as ,~11.c~,1 i!\11~
1mhursintservice.• ;, · • , · · schools have reported to the 
~lf:~~M.R~•!Jli!,:_1!.ffi,t1;t!!ijlg;,J!!Cthl{lirr,,f:JtJ11iiiuniiiig hDIJl!)S~Qie shortage of ·nursing board that they ex-
~atientii on average,muay th9!1 ey _ nurses has worsened - because of peel a record _ number of 
1(11d.:Jo·.)'i?ars.ago ... Patients. lll'e.n°cw ... federal ·requirements starting last graduates this spring. The 
~cJ!BQ;ed.~~ ~osp}\~ ~bile,~ October that all n11rslng homes have number of register~d nurs-
isicl<,,,socnursmg·.home,s, and.:~~me·. a licensed'nurse o'li!dlily,24'hc)urs a ing graduates is proJected to 1
~health agencies n~rm!l.~ '!un;e~ .. : day and an RN ori;'cluiy;llt liiast ~ighf be 1,651, up from 1,254 the 
:. ~ct,!lr,/l.O~~_es:an~ lll$Ul'll1lceta>~· .. houl'S·a ~a:y, ·. ,'':,',\. :. " . . previous y~ar, and the n~m-
~s also are hlring•nurses;_; .. L' ,t. . .'.'In.some:a&as.of the state 11 has ber of licensed practical 
1 /~o)eiinl"agofheK~n\iicky·'!f.~f:'•,p. roven.'tol,be~extrefu.ely difficult to nurse graduates is expected 
t ltill.~ot!ation found 'that ~ per.- .,IIy•tiJ7 ifieef;t!ilr'require'tl staffin~,''· to increase to 1,072 from 717 ~*t of registered nursing .po,s1tto,ns h'said John ·UnderwQOd, a nursmg· last year. 
tfi!.~eritucky hospitals.were., Y!IC\lllt.f home BS!l~ati/!n.otficial '!11,d. chair- Romelfanger said the irl-
\~ ~~87 the Kentucky Assocmtton of/ man of the .Kentucky Coiliihon on creased number of gradu-
ifl~ip. ·Cm-e ·Facilities ~Port~ t~ar: the Avai!abili\f of Nurses. The pr~b- ates are the frui)s of new 
l!rtP~~h~ '.of RJ11 positions m its lem is worst m ':°ral areas, he said. programs started m the past 
!(ipjnes,were va.cant. . · The state Cabmet for ~uman Re- several years. . . 
WNo more recent statewi~e data 'sol!r!=!l~ .has,granted wruver;, to 33 Lincoln Memonal Uruver-
iavai· .. ·. !able, but some ho~p1tals. re- nursing homes !hat couldn .t meet sity's Corbin extensi?n 1>ro-ed that the shortage 1s easmg. the staffing reqwrements, said Brad gram is graduating its first RN vacancy rate.at SS. Macy & Hughes, a cabinet spokesman. RNs this year, and the first · izabeth Hospital in [,ouisville has The impact of the shortage has LPN classes are graduating 
~i>ped from 14 percentlast year to been hard to gauge. this year from Humana 
)!O percent this ~ear. "We'~e.see'! an In the hospital ass?ciation _survey, Health Institutes in Louis~lle and 
tf!!qrease·in apphca!lts,'' said M~hssa 53 perce!lt of hospitals said they the Elizabethtown extension pro-
~i\lesp/~, the hospital's professional had consistently staff_ed_ below rec- gram of the Glasgow School for 
ltec!twter; ·. . . ommended norms w1thm ~e past Health Occupations. 
)1)i'111)an~•s f'ourhosp1~als ~ Jef!er- six m.?n~hs, 24 percent_ s~1d they Romelfanger said the number _of 
~Q~ County have 60 more mpattent ~ad elimi~at<:<1 lower-pn?nty nurs- graduates should continue to m-
•liursing employees today than a . mg care with!n the past S1!( 1!1°nths, crease next year, with three other 
\yeat-: ago; and 134 more than two 18 perc.ent srud th~y had lin_ute~ a?- RN programs graduating their first 
y~iµs •ag(!, ~~ok~smail Tom ~oland missions ~o a particular urut withm classes. 
~ai,d. ''1'ffe• n'!Irsmg sh?rtage 1s. not th~ .past SIX mont_hs, a.nd 10 pe~cent Barbara Dermody, executive di-
:9v~r;" he srud. "But 1l's modern!- · srud they had. discharged. P~tients rector of the Kentucky Nurses' As-
.~·'.' . . . . . .. . . from !he hospital elll'ly withm the sociation, said nursing schools' en- • 
;, ~~holarships and loan _paybac~ P/15I. SIX months. . rollments have increased and all but 
:J;t,ve helped Clark MeI!,\Qn,al,f~l'll_II:} .1r.'!1chael ~- Ru~h, a ho~p1tal ass?d· two have waiting lists of qualified 
a dozen . new RN1 ~dua!es:c•tJtis, iaation seruor. vice pres1de!1I, sru . 
'' ,.. which will redlice<ifs''vacan,i"tthat·'while hospital's somehmes do apphcants. . . ~~~ from 14 .... ercent rn eats' nbt I/ave 'optimal 1(u~ing staffing, Derm_ody said schools would hke :f cl t 4, ·?1:-. keswlman::they do:meet at least minimum lev- to admit more student~, but manr 
'dro1 i · peW ' spo · :·e!S'lteeileil ·.fo1Uafety. ' can't pay faculty salanes compeh-
·:j ;.'~be 1::\S:spita1 survey found.'·•. ''We/ still give. the ·good patient live with the wages nurses can get 
STAFF CHART BY STEVE DURBIN 
in hospitals. Registered nurses with 
no experience start at $12 to $13 an 
hour, and veteran nurses can earn 
as much as $20 an hour, not includ-
ing the exira pay for night and 
weekend shifts. 
Underwood said the Coalition on 
the Availability of Nurses plans to 
lobby legislators to earmark money 
in the state's 1992-1994 budget for 
expanding nursing programs and 
improving nursing faculty salaries. 
More immediately, the annual 
Nursing Expo '91, an event to pro-
mote nursing as a 1career, will be 
held Saturday from 10 a.m; to 9 
p.m. at the Jefferson Mall'. 
A IL :2 1 MSU ARCHIVE~,)~ ~ 
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As states'· budgets dip, schools:. tuition jump~ 
Second of two parts 
NEW YORK - Some of the 
nation's steepest price increases 
this year will be found at state 
colleges and universities. The aver-
age' increase in tuition will be 10 
percent to 12 percent, said Arthur 
Hauptman of the American Council 
on Education in Washington, D.C. 
At the same time, education 
budgets will be cut in manr sl'.1tes, 
class size increased, staff d1sm1ssed 
and courses consolidated. 
The upward push on costs 
comes just when students from the 
middle classes are starting to flee 
high-priced private colleges and en-
roll in state schools instead. Many 
private institutions have received 
fewer applications for the 1991-92 
academic year, while public institu-
tions are reporting increases of as 
much as 15 percent, the Chronicle 
of Higher Education reported last 
month. 
. To a refugee from private edu-
cation state schools will look cheap 
even ~fter a double-digit price in-
crease. In 1990, the average four-
yr.ar public institution cost_ $4,97~ a 
year for in-state students, mcludmg 
room and board, compared with 
$13,544 for a private one. 
To a student of lesser means, 
however already in the public edu-
cation s;stem, a $500 price increase 
might sound prohibitive. 
Best advice: Don't get scared 
until you see how much of the 
increase will be covered by state 
and federal financial aid. Students 
with low family incomes still 
should have most of their expenses 
paid. It's the middle-class students 
in public universities who will foot 
the rising bill. 
Middle-class families might not 
like to hear this, but they are in the 
best position to pay that extra $500 
or so. For them, public educatiqn is· 
a liargain. If it takes higher tuition 
to help maintain the quality of the 
· school, they should not object. 
Behind rising tuitions lie 
shrinking state budgets, especially 
in the recession-wracked Northeast. 
In 1987, the budget for the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts was $816 
million, spokesman Walter Littell 
said. This year, it is down to $586 
million, and next year it might fall 
an additional 18.2 percent. Tuitions 
proba_bly will rise about 20 percent. 
The State University of New 
York is facing a budget gap of $160 
million. Of that, $60 million will be 
met by tuition increases of up to 
$500 a person (on top of a $300 
increase this spring); the rest will 
come from budget'cuts, Chancellor 
D. Bruce Johnstone said. That 
might cost the school as many as 
1,500 faculty and staff members. 
lvlany schools are fighting to 
keep costs down - for state resi-
dents, at least. At the University of 
Maryland, tuition for in-state stu-
dents will rise 4 percent this year, 
· Chancellor Donald Langenberg 
said. Out-of-state students will be 
charged as much as 15 percent, , 
more. 
These inCTeases "won't come 
anywhere near making up for the 
cuts" in state funding, Langenberg 
said. Funding dropped 8.2 percent 
at midyear. Next year, it will fall an 
additional 2 percent or more. 
Arizona's state university sys-
tem planned to charge in-state slu· 
dents an additional 3.3 percent this 
fall (a rise of $50 in tuition), and 
out-of-state students 6.94 percent 
more (a $450 increase). 
But the state just cut $16 mil-
lion from its funding and might 
take as milch as· $26 million more. 
If that happens, said the universi-
ty's Stephen.Jordan, fewer classes 
would be available, which would 
"proliably for the first time force us 
to restrict adm1ss1ons." Budget cuts' 
are especially troubling in states 
like Arizona and California, where•, 
enrollments are expected to boom .. , 
Here's the big question facing ! 
state colleges and universities: Can, 
they learn to restructure themselves 
to deliver a high-quality product at 
·a lower price? 
A leader in this effort is the 
University of Michigan, which is re-. 
examining its organization and ap-
proach. For example, "there will be, 
. a hard look at how technology can 
improve education," said Gilbert -
Whitaker Jr., provost and chairman. 
of the university's Task Force on . 
Costs in Higher Education. Another-
idea: Require professors to do more' 
teaching to balance the time al-
lowed them for research. 
"Business as usual won't do," : 
agreed the University of Mary- '. 
land's Langenberg, who is also do::· 
ing a restructuring study. "What ' 
we're undergoing is not unlike the 
efforts undertaken by some Ameri'._ 
can companies to regain competi- , 
tiveness.'1 • 
Washington Post Writers Group 
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Groundbreaking set for NKO dorm 
HIGHLAND HEIGHrS; Ky. - Ground will be broken in early 
June for a much-delayed dormitory project at Northern Kentucky 
University. 
Council gets final read of college plan 
FRANKFORT - The first strategic plan for higher education in 
Kentucky emphasized opening college doors for more Kentuckians. 
Now that the doors are open, a new plan sets out to improve the 
programs. 
The draft of the.five-year outline for higher education received its 
final read yesterday by the executive committee of the Council on 
Higher Education. It will be distributed to the public for comment. 
The general goals in tJ\e new plan emphasize the abstract items 
of better planning and cooperation among the institutions and more 
concrete topics ,such as easing transfers of credits, imprc>·;ng the 
quality' of teaching and adopting more advanced techno; 
0
f. 
Tlie· plan does little to change the missions of the individual 
institutions. 
A public hearing on the plan is scheduled for May 1. 
During a specia) meeting Tuesday, the school's board of regents 
authorized President Leon Boothe to enter into a contract with 
Pulliam Investment Ca. of Spartanburg, S. C., to build the dorms. 
After much cpntroversy and months of delays, the state last 
week awarded Pulliam the $9.8 million contract to build the 600-
bed dormitory; -
Gravestrumer Developments Inc. of Lexington was originally 
awarded the contract, but the company was disqualified in Febru-
aiy when it conceded tt·had obtained a copy of Pulliam's first bid. 
Pulliam.had contended that Graves/rurner copied its bid and also 
benefited from .political favoritism. 
People involved with Graves/fUrner and the subcontractors it 
proposed to use have contributed at least $58,000 to political 
causes supported by Gov. Wallace Wtlkioson. 
A federal grand jury in Lexington is investigating the process. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
/ 
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-U,K~istudent leader 
c_<· • • - •• '~ 
se·eks residency; vote 
·for trustee canceled 
By Angela Jones 
Herald:~!3ader staff writer 
. An election for a student trustee 
on the · University of Kentucky 
Board of Trustees has been can-
celed because the student govern-
ment president-elect is trying to 
claim residency in Kentucky, 
Scott Crosbie was elected presi-
dent of the student body two weeks 
ago. 
The student body president is 
an ex-officio member of the UK 
board, so long as he is a Kentucky 
resident. A 1968 state law requires 
that the student must be a legal 
resident of Kentucky to be a mem-
ber of the board. 
Because Crosbie is a legal resi-
dent of West Virginia, a special 
election had been scheduled for 
next Wednesday and Thursday to 
elect a student trustee. 
Crosbie, a native of Huntington, 
W.Va., registered to vote in Lexing-
ton and obtained a Kentucky driv-
er's license last week to claim 
residency in Kentucky. 
Crosbie said he thought he had 
a good chance of becoming a trust-
ee. 
"Kentucky is my home, and I 
think I've proven that by living 
he;e for the past two years," he 
said. 
Crosbie, a junior majoring in 
political science, has until July 1, 
when assumes the presidency, to 
become a legal resident. 
Sean Lohman, the current stu-
dent president who canceled the 
special election for a trustee, said 
Crosbie seemed "to be as much a 
citizen of this state as anyone else." 
Carolyn Bratt, a professor of 
law and also a trustee, said she did 
not understand why a non-resident 
student could not be a trustee. 
"~e's taken steps toward being 
a resident; we should treat him like 
one," she said. 
Raymond Betts, also a trustee 
and a professor of history, said 
Crosbie had acted to satisfy the 
residency requirement and said he 
had no problem with Crosbie being 
a trustee. 
Betts said the law defining resi-
dency for a trustee was unclear. 
"Any student who has been a 
part of the university community 
should be considered a citizen of 
Kentucky,"' he said: 
Betts said it would be awkward 
for the student trustee and the 
student body president to be two 
separate students. 
"A student who has been here 
has proven that he has an apprecia-
tion for the university and its prob-
lems," Betts said. 
10 students at UK 
named Gaines Fellows 
Herald-Leader staff report 
Ten University of Kentucky stu-
dents have been named to the 
Gaines Fellowship program. 
The two-year program in the 
humanities provides each recipient 
,vith $2,000 the first year and 
$3,000 the second year to study in a 
special multi-disciplinary seminar 
and prepare a major undergraduate 
thesis. 
The program was established in 
1984 with a _$500,000 gift from John 
R. and Joan B. Gaines pf Lexington. 
The fellowships are awarded on 
the basis of personal interviews and 
on essays describing how the study 
of humanities will improve the stu-
dents' lives. 
The new Gaines Fellows are: 
• Arvind Bhatt, a sophomore 
majoring in electrical engineering, 
son of V.S. and Eavita Bhatt, New 
Delhi, India 
• Emily Ann C;m-ico, a sopho-
more majoring in pre-physical ther-
apy, daughter of Robert and Bever-
ly Carrico, Madisonville. 
• Joe Compton, a senior major-
ing in philosophy, German and 
English, son of Joe and Carol Comp-
ton, Louisa. 
• Nora Cummane, a junior ma-
joring in English and Spanish, 
daughter of Daniel and Karyn Cum-
mane, Louisville. 
• Gina Harris, a sophomore ma-
joring in horticulture, daughter of 
Larry and Sylvia Harris, Murray. 
• Thomas Jones, a sophomore 
majoring in architecture, son of 
Warren and Mabie Jones of Battle-
town. 
• David Pace, a sophomore ma-
joring in agricultural economics, 
son of Wilton and Jean Pace, Wood-
burn. 
• Alan Purcell, a junior major-
ing in political science, son of R.D. 
and Betty Purcell, Brodhead. 
• Laura Sauer, a sophomore ma-
joring in English, daughter of 
Thomas and Judy Sauer, Owens-
boro. 
• Keith Williams, a junior ma-
joring in German and physics, son 
of Joey and Sylvia Williams Lex-
ington. ' 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., FRIDAY. APRIL 12. 1' 
U of L panel opposes 
end to urban prograrr 
Associated Press 
LOUISVILLE Dismantling 
the College of Urban and Public 
Affairs would undermine the Uni-
versity of Louisville's commitment 
to its urban mission, two panelists 
told the Louisville Forum. 
"Dismantling the centerpiece of 
our urban mission is risky indeed," 
said Tom Ryan, a member of U of 
L's board of overseers. "Diffusing 
responsibility for the urban mission 
is an honorable idea, but one that 
won't happen." 
He said yesterday that there 
needed to be a "lightning rod" - a 
role the College of Urban and Public 
Affairs serves - for the universi-
ty's efforts to study and teach about 
urban problems and forge commu-
ni_ty links. 
Ryan is also industrial relations 
manager for Ford Motor Co. 
Ben Richmond, president of the 
Louisville Urban League, said that 
without the college, "no one will feel 
compelled to move forward with the 
urban agenda." 
The third panelist, university 
provost Wallace Mann Jr., said U of 
L would not shy away from its 
urban mission. Without the college 
"we'll do it, but we'll do it in ~ 
different way," he said. 
The proposal to disband the 
college, which was created in 1983 
and place its diverse programs i~ 
different schools and colleges was 
presented in February. The Plan-
ning Advisory Committee, a group 
of faculty and administrators, made 
the proposal. 
The committee's recommenda-
tions are part of a university-wide 
restructuring process designed to 
find $5 million to reallocate. The 
prooess began last fall. 
U of L President Donald Swain 
is expected to release his draft 
proposal for restructuring and real-
location Monday. 
' '. r _ _ ' ~ • "l' •:'l:7 
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,~---Truckin' 
High school dropout leaves 
i~-wheelers for at1tlrrop~~~~--
By' JiM WHITE · 
_Staff Writer 
-·: ··LEXINGTON, Ky. - It's a long 
way from· truck stops and load-
ing docks to· the ivocy tower. 
· - ·But Rebecca Noonan has-made-
the trip. . - . 
The 32-year-old University of 
• Kentucky anthropology major is 
• one of the most non-traditional 
students you'll find. 
Once a high school dropout, 
she's now on the dean's list at 
UK. Once at home in the front 
seat of a tractor-trailer, she now 
spends time working as an un-
dergraduate assistant in UK's an-
thropology department. 
For Noonan, it's been a pecu-
liar evolution. 
"I spent my 30th birthday in a 
truck stop, drugged," Noonan 
said of a time in Sacramento 
when carpet she was hauling 
toppled over on her and com-
pressed two vertebrae. Noonan 
got a prescription for painkillers 
and got back on the road. "That 
seems like a different life." 
Now, she said, she's learning 
so much that "I live in a constant 
state of total amazement." 
Raised in a lower-middle-class 
family in Louisville, Noonan says 
her life until 1988, when she first 
enrolled in college, was typical of 
that of most of her peers. 
She dropped out of high school at 
16 and earned her General Educa-
tional Development certificate two 
years later. 
Then she spent 10 years going 
from one job to the next, working 
as a bartender, waitress, sales rep-
resentative and insurance sales-
woman, among other things. She 
even spent' four years in Germany, 
working on a militacy base and 
waiting tables in a pub part-time. 
"It's all been to make a little mon-
ey here and a little money there," 
she said. "Then on to the next ad-
venture. I never really thought 
about the long term." 
In 1987, following a divorce from 
her husband of four years, Noonan 
enrolled in a truck-driving course 
and was trained to drive tractor-
trailers. For the next six months, 
she crisscrossed the countty. 
''There was SOl!letiiijig appealing . 
about being small; 110'.pounds, and 
being in control of an 80,000-pound 
ck,". sh said. . : . -.. ·: tru e .-. =~ ... 1 • .;.-;.: •• :. ,. 
But Noonan ran Into trouble in . 
Sacramento, wlien· s{Jj\e'i;~fc thQSe-
80,000 pounds, em~~ up on_ ~OP, ._of . 
her. While she ~; ~!)!ld\_og :~-
pet from her trailer, .. a, roll_-{ell, on . 
her, pinning hei: to_ the gr11un_d and 
injuring bet back. · : ---,- _ · 1 
She managed to finish t!le trip, 
but it was the last time she could 
drive a truck. She still does thera-
peutic exercises to help the injucy 
heal. 
It was then that Noonan had both 
the time and motivation to go to col-
lege. With money she receiyed 
through workers' compensation, 
grants and loans, she enrolled for 
the spring 1988 semester at UK. 
After transferring to the University 
of Louisville for a year, she returned 
to UK and enrolled in the anthropol-
ogy program. 
So far, Noonan, a junior, has 
maintained a 3. 7 grade-point aver-
age and made the dean's list each 
semester. 
She shifts conversation topics 
from diesel engines to physical an-
thropology as easily as she did into 
fifth gear on the open highway. 
"She's an aggressive learner,'' 
said UK anthropology professor 
Ken Hirth, who offered Noonan a 
student work-study position after 
having her in a class last fall. "She's 
a self-starter. It really is an example 
of how somebody can overcome a 
difficult beginning." 
But Noonan rejects applying the 
stereotypical hard-luck ·stoty to her 
life. Instead, she would rather have 
people know how -easy it was for 
her to enroll in college and do well. 
Her aims now include working in 
the Peace Corps and eventually pur• 
suing a doctorate in anthropology. 
"I'm average," Noonan said.· '1 
couldn't be any more average." She 
said she and "most of the people 
who I grew up with ..• thought you 
had to be so mtelligent to go to col-
lege. 
· "My concern is that not enough 
people see the options that are 
available to them.'! 
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Right approach 
Morehead State's presidential search 
committee promises to involve public 
, .. :or: 
For a number of reasons, a 
nine-member committee is 
taking the right approach in 
seeking a replacement for 
Morehead State University 
President Nelson Grote: 
ville. Mt. Sterling, Hazard 
and Pikeville to get input in 
what the public expects of 
the president of the region's 
srate university. 
" I don' t believe you can 
o\·erexpose this committee to 
public comment." said Wil-
liam Seaton of Ashland . 
cha irman of the board of 
regents. Neither do we. In-
deed. the worst thing the 
committee could do would be 
to limit its work to closed 
meetings. 
►There is plenty of time to 
be certain the most qualified 
applicant is selected for the 
pres idency. Grote will not 
retire until June 30. 1992. 
That gives the search com-
mittee more than e ight 
months to advertise for ap-
plications, review them , 
carefully screen the top can-
didates, and narrow the field 
to six. The MSU board of 
regents will then have sever-
al months to select a new 
president from that field of 
six. 
►Th e committ ee ha s 
agreed to hire a private 
search firm to actively re-
cruit the best candidates. 
Executive search firms - of-
ten referred to as " head-
hunters" - can add a degree 
of professionalism and help 
remove politics from the 
selection process. 
►The committee has prom-
ised to involve the public in 
the selection process. The 
committee is planning a 
series of public forums in 
Morehead, Ashland, Mays-
It is important that the 
people of the university's 
service area feel a vital part 
in the selection of the new 
president, and we hope the 
a r ea's input is so ught 
throughout the selection 
process. 
Not only must the presi-
dent of Morehead State Uni-
versity be a well-respected 
educator , but he or she must 
be an outgoing, articulate 
personality who can be an 
effective spokesperson for the 
university whether address-
ing the people of this region, 
students. faculty, the gov-
ernor or legislators. The MSU 
search committe is doing the 
right things to find the best 
person to replace Grote. 
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students win sectional academic title 
FRANKFORT - Students at Kentucky State University combined 
intellect and quick reflexes last weekend in Nashville and won the 
sectional title in a college bowl-type competition for historically black 
colleges and universities. 
Members of the AB-Star Challenge Team, an academic team, will 
travel to Los Angeles in May for the national finals. They will 
compete for $50,000 in scholarship funds for the university. 
Members of the team are Jancinta Bailey of Hopkinsville, Julian 
Bond of Owensboro, Ralph Davis of Prestonburg, Reginald Davis of 
Memphis and Andrew Mutiso of Nairobi, Kenya. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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COLUMBUS, Ohio - The Oh10 
Board of Regents has approved a 
college tuition agreement for re,-1-
dents of southwest Ohio and ~orth-
em Kentucky. 
A similar agreement may ~ 
reached by institutions m Oh10 and 
Indiana. 
The reciprocity agreement. 
which the regents approved Fnday. 
will allow undergraduates from 
four counties in southwest Ohio to 
attend Northern Kentucky Universi-
ty without paying higher fees nor-
mally charged to non-Kentucky res-
idents. 
At the same time, residents of 
eight Northern Kentucky counties 
may enroll at the University of 
Cincinnati and Cincinnati Technical 
ColJege. They would pay the lower 
fees charged to Ohio residents. 
Elaine Edgar, the regents' ad-
ministrator of program authoriza-
tion, said 400 Ohioans were expect-
ed to attend Nonhem Kentucky. 
and 356 Kentucky residents were 
expected to enroll at the Ohio 
schools. 
"This agreement really broad-
ens the opportunities for residents 
in the designated counties to obtam 
access to more educational pro-
grams," Edgar said. 
"The University of Cincinnati 
has had self-imposed enrollment 
caps for roughly about the past six 
years, and many associate degree 
graduates from that southern Ohio 
area are really denied entrance to 
some baccalaureate degree pro-
grams as a result This is especially 
true in business and education," she 
said. 
About 1.4 million people live in 
the four Ohio counties; population 
of the eight Kentucky counties is 
333,710. 
"The potential here really existc; 
for more Ohioans to take ad van· · .-
of the reciprocity agreement," Ed-
gar said. 
Preliminary negotiations are un-
der way for an ..g:rt£llM1t amoog 
Indiana University East and Miami 
and Wright State universities. 
- ~ -__ ...._ .... . . 
1"1(;.\,: •• a~c~, .. -=-"~ 
t C•-+•l 
f\'~~Siiifilar,-~ements· exist: be,. 1:tween:Ohio'coneiies· · d- '11' ~., .. ,," 
.-'~cliigiiii!aii.cl West'~ii' PJ.e.!l~;lf, 
t . _ _ ._.,.-., _ ._ gIJl!a.~,.; t:k,'1 •i 
ils\--LT.!1fl~-•~- ptthe.l)ew:a~· 
m~(res1c!etits of Butler; Clennoat, · 
-.Ha!niltoii' and Warren counties who.: 
have an' associate degree from ilif 
University_ of Cincinnati or Cincfu; 
nati' Tecltiiicai Coli - · - -., .. .... .. ege may pursue 
batjielor's degrees atNorthem Kenc· 
rucky U~yersity. . . 
_,'.!Jni~ity · of Cincinnati and 
Cm~!ji,'r~ical College would 
accept,. m $!Ir two-year associate 
degree·· prom-ams students from 
Boone, Bra!=k~ Campbell; Carroll 
G!!lliitiil, Grant, Kenton, and Pendle'. 
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lfuK. community 
. . colleges plan 
graduation dates 
Herald-Leader staff report 
The University of Kentucky 
will have commencement for 
more than 2,600 graduates at 
the 14 community colleges from 
May 3 to May 6. 
The locations and program 
schedules are as follows: 
• Lexington: 7 p.m. May 3 
at UK Singletary. Center for the 
Arts for 258 graduates. 
• Ashland: 2:30 p.m. May 5 
at the Ashland Community Col-
lege auditorium for 199 gradu-
ates. 
• Elizabethtown: , 7 p.m. 
MaY,;3.at Pri~chard_\)lmm.1;1rnty 
Center.Jor SQ.graduates.:• ".;; 
· • • Hazard: 7 p.m. May 4 at 
the Hazard Higli School audito-
rium. for 107 graduates; 
, • Henderson: 7 p.m. May 3 
· ~t the South Junior High_Sc~ool 
aud!torium for 133 graduates._- . 
• Hopkinsville: 2 . p.m. 
May 5 at the Hopkin_s~le Com-
munity College .aud1tonum for 
17 4 graduates. 
• Jefferson: 6:30 p.m. May 
6 at Memorial Auditorium in 
Louisville, 970 South Fourth 
Street, for 598 graduates . 
. • Madisonville: 7 p.m. 
May 5 at Rizpah Temple, U.S. 
41 North, for 125 graduates. 
• Maysville: 7 p.m. May ~ 
at Maysville High School Audi-
torium for 95 graduates. 
• Owensboro: 7 p.m. ~Y 
5 at Daviess County High 
School for 95 graduates. · 
• Paducah: 7:30 p.m. May 6 
. at Paducah Community College 
"gymnasium -for 224 grad\Jlltes. , 
. · _, ·• Prestonsliurg: 2:•,,p.m., 
)4Y!i at .!he _Jenny .Wiley, _5-tate 
, Park ,;\Jriphitheatre, for.,; 228 
~:~_dP:a~:\·~:i•.:fi.-_ .i·/·· ?,l~~~ : 
By Todd Pack 
Northeastern Kentucky bure.au -·-- _ . . _, 
RUSSELL - Two stildent 1 
groups - with different things to _ •j 
say - held rallies yesterday at the· 
headquarters of Ashland Oil Inc. 
About 50 students from the 
University of Kentilcky and schools 
in West Virginia and Ohio criticized 
what they said was the company's 
history of air pollution. 
A few hours earlier, about 150 
elementary pu-
pils from Boyd 
County had 
thanked Ash-
land Oil for 
$500,000 in do-
nations since 
1981. The visit 








if you can't 
breathe?' 
-.John Machnlc 
director of the 
Kentucky chapter 
of Citizen Action 
Appreciation Day. 
The activists acknowledged 
Ashland Oil's reputation as a com-
pany interested in education but 
said Ashland was still a big source 
of air pollution in the region. 
"What good's an education if 
you can't breathe?" said John Mach-
nic, director of the Kentilcky chap-
ter of Citizen Action. 
Machnic and some stildents car-
ried paper air filters in protest. 
; :, ~"'The'one-'liour rally, which · the 
1. coii)pa1_1y allowed 'to be held on its 
\ proP:fFtY;i,rwas · organized · by the 
l regional: chapter, 'of the Stildent 
( EtivironmeJ\taJ,, Action Coalition· 
; .and.s the .. UK ·chapter of; Stildents 
/."~gainst' Violation ·of· the Environ-
.,. me·· n··t .. 19'<~•- $.-;-,-.- --i:: ! •. ··-::- -;,:,I •.• ,. . 
; .Ji''The'purj)ose of'our being here 
: .is to make Ashland Oil accountable 
: for its. actions," said Julie Black-
bllnli' president cif the UK group 
and 'a Frankfort junior. 
Ashland .. Oil spokesman Roger 
Schrum later said accusations made 
· against the company by the stildent 
demonstrators were untrue . 
After the rally, Blackburn and 
other students met with Ashland 
Oil chairmanJohnJall and a compa-
ny environmental engineer, Ann 
Griffin. 
Griffin said the students agreed 
to retilrn and tour the refinery. 
Ashland Oil's environmental re-
cord has been debated since :\!!av, 
when a West Virginia circuit court 
ordered the company to pay $10.c 
million to four people suing over 
alleged health and property dam-
age. The case has been appealed. 
There are at least five pollution 
lawsuits against Ashland Oil ask-
ing for a total of $2.8 billi~n in 
damages. 
Schrum denied the company 
asked the Fairview school district 
to make yesterday Ashland Oil 
Appreciation Day to draw attention 
from the college stildents' rally. 
"The main purpose of this day 
is to let our children know what a 
great friend they have in Ashland 
Oil," Fairview school Superintend-
ent Paul Reliford said in a letter 
released by the company, 
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UK introduces job-extension program 
The University of Kentucky yesterday unveiled a program aimed 
at making it easier for needy stildents across the state to get work m 
their home counties. 
UK's financial aid office and the extension program in the College 
of Agriculture will ~ork. together to pr?vide job _opportunitie~ in 
extension and 4-H offices m all 120 counties, the uruvers1ty said m a 
news release. The jobs will be open to students in the UK wor~-stildy 
program, which gives students whose ~ilies ~eet the mcome 
requirements a chance to earn part of the1t educational expenses . 
Bob Halsey, interim ,director, of ti}e UK srudept finan_cial aid 
office said some students would• be,'"ab)e to: work in therr home 
counties where full-time summer. jobs lillght not be attained easily. 
' ✓~~~ ' ··, 
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u OT["·heaaNGurg·es"'Sh'itt to liberal art~ 
h 
1 
• Pha e out undergraduate de- administrative structure and make em P as I S grees in the School of Business with "us more responsive to the people some excepnons. Business students and groups we serve." 
would pursue an expanded minor in He stressed the document is not 
B)f Gl~nn Rut.herford 
r r·, rfS\11LE - The Lmtversi-
ry of Lowsville would shift empha-
sis from job-oriented undergraduate 
degrees to a broad liberal ans 
education under ·'A Strategy for the 
1990s" announced yesterday by 
President Donald Swain. 
The proposal calls for phasing 
our mo t undergraduate degrees in 
education and many undergraduate 
degrees 111 the --ch1w1l •>i bu:;in~. 
·The !ate:-t th:nkinj[ in t.-duca-
tum b 
lltKkr,_• 
·h:11 q•r 1 <t\ ... K' 1U(ed 
Jon'• t :nk. 
,,, ·:te r • ,,', t· · ,-n ., .-1 • , 1,1111 
--..ud \'1:,·1 • !.i, t, 'it.· , t' • ·!w 
~:2-pagt• : >l'illlkt'l 
fhe . •~-• ., .. u1ci pu!ll;• -::-:ri. I 
million mro high pr,11rit• pr ,~•r;.rn,-
u,·er the next thrt't" . ci:·, 
Of thar amount. -~Y ti million 
\\'Ould come from re::-tructunng and 
reallocanon. 
tudents and outside sources 
would provide the remaining S6.8 
million. The plan calls for requiring 
-rudenr to pay a non-refundable 
S25 application fee and a SS0-a-
semester library and computer serv-
ice fee. 
Schools and deparnnents within 
the university would be encoura~ed 
to seek outside funding more ag-
gressi,·ely. 
Among the proposals: 
• Phase out low-prionry pro-
grams. including all two-year de-
grees excepr those in paralegal. 
dental hygiene, racholo1t1c rechnol-
ogy and respiratory therap, tech-
nology. 
• Eliminate the Gm·emment 
Law Center: ~v,rem:- Sc1en..:e Pro-
gram: geology ·department and ma-
jor: and programs in food and 
nutrition. dance and undergraduate 
guidance and counseling. 
• hift the emphasis in educa-
tion to graduate studies. 
Education students would have 
to complete a five-year program 
resulting in a bachelor's degree in 
liberal arts and a graduate degree 
in education. 
Future students would be ex-
pected to complete an undei:gradu-
ate minor in teacher educatlon be-
fore enrolling in the graduate 
program that would result in teach-
er certification. 
"Every state university in Ken-
tucky has a School of Education," 
Swain said. "This will give us a 
different approach." 
business that would complement final and invited comments from 
degree programs in liberal arts, students. faculty and .:mployees be-
engineering or other fields. fore it goes to :he boarc of trustees 
Swain said the business school on May 20. 
would ·'increase its commitment to ·'Obviously, we'll be phasing 
graduate level business educa~ion," out some programs over a four-year 
including tt Master of Business period and, yes, jobs will be affect-
Education program. And the school ed," he said. "But our hope is that 
would offer a new doctoral degree most of the job loss will come from 
in collaboration with one or two attrition. and in the shon term the 
urban c1m,-ers1ue::- abroad. impact on jobs wi ll be ,·ery ,mall." 
• Rt•cruit doctoral students The program~ being d1~conrin-
:rn ,rl' 1.;g•·l",::-1,vly. ued. Swain said. "are 'ho~ \\hert· 
• i'h.i,e out •he rt'ntral admims- •here ,, H'TY -:m,dl •,cu 1, ,1m1e 
.... 1w,n m •ht· L, !eg-e ,,i l·rban and lime.; JU::,t 11ne. when: 'ht•n• ,, 
l'ubltt \t<.11h ·ranft:rring most of ,mall r.;.1mbt·r or ,-.tudent;., ,r ~ 
•, · r 1.;• :n, ,, ,ther ..:rh1w1b ·rnd ,, fft" l.l"t" ,,hert• the prr 1..!:r 11, 
., _1, • I , ,u d ..:un::nue It:- '.\'t•ren'r \ .:r:, ._,. ~l. ·•·1nhl:, .. 
' •,-: j ;·11t11!h ;t ne\\ llllt:r- Tht' !Jot[, T'l illlt: ,fl 'fit' r,, r(!a• ! 
, '\ r -·1 ure ,if I ·rb,m and 1at1nn plan . ..:aid ·wain. 1:-. ,tc t:tJ11· r 
• \ 1"·, ·, ":-1mpltty. ,:mplify. ,tr'ipl::\· · 
• flt: ,ch1Jol ,1t mu,K w 11uld ·\\ t' nt'ed to i;:-er away !Tom th: 
fx-cumt I c'ln:-en ·n,)n iocu:-.111g on ·endenc> at t · of L toward unnece, 
pr11il':--.111nal in,-.trucuon and offer- ::-ary complexity,'' he ,;aid. "\\'e need 
mg 111111, r, to liberal 1rt$ :;rudents ro ..:ut down on paperwork. cut 
not pur:;umg a profe::-sional car~r down ,m the number of hoops we 
111 music. make students jump through."' 
Swain said virtuall,• all tudents ''This is an attempt to make it 
would be ,.equired to have access to easier for 'tudenrs to be stude:nrs:· 
a personal computer. he said. "and easier for u.;; ro rin 1111r 
He said the plan would Job." 
:-trengthen top programs. :;implify 
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Words of praise 
A generous gift 
Oner again Ashland Oil 
l1w ha--, put its money where 
it:, mouth is when it comes to 
supporting quality education 
in this region. The company's 
S,50 ,000 gift to Morehead 
State University is the largest 
s ingle donat i on in the 
:,r.hool's history. 
But in a sense it is more 
than that. The company has 
stipulated that at least half of 
its $150,000 annual gift to the 
university over the next five 
years must be matched by 
donations from others. Thus, 
if the college is successful in 
raising funds from other 
sources, the gift will result in 
generating at least $1,125,000 
over the next five years. 
- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Much like a large donation 
Ashland Oil gave :vtorehend 
State a few years ago. this 
gift provides an incenti:·e for 
the school to increase n ef-
forts to attract private dona-
tions from companies. foun-
dations, area residents and. 
in particular, alumni. The 
thousands of MSU graduates 
in this region have an added 
reason to give somf'lhmg 
back to the university that 
provided them with a quality 
education. 
Critics who claim Ashland 
Oil's emphasis on education 
is just public relations aimed 
at improving the company's 
image simply don 't know 
what they are talking about. 
No other entity has done 
more than Ashland Oil 1o 
advance the cause of educa-
tion on all levels in th is re-
gion . 
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reacnersc.;slto~railie··1auiftI~ 
· ·. · ·. . ;_ ;:-.;.-{ .~ ,r:: ~:;:.,. '!S~V ,.,_ Ri~"""! . . •nu:.f:--t. -
to··become leaders first·-•rr:'.'~::j,~~ 
. • • . ·--. -- -- . ~:.-~, .- .,~;; -~~·.:, '-._..,, . '~.'. i' ~-.:;~ 
~£hoo.l-refon.n e;xpert says,~;~·\ 
•·, ~-n .• ,.,., _,., . ., , --~---- ··_ J .._ J - • •• ,,')I" 
ByrMICHAEL IBNNINGs°.; .·~-;;,-_j' -While teachers can 'oniy:1~; 
Staff,Writer-.,: ·:.: · • ., ,_s. __ ·_--,- ,,,,:•., how to teach on the job, Schlechty.,1 
--_ .• ·-~·-.: • •. i:<:;,,_ •,,'l ,-~·-:r,,f!° ,:• said,.,colleges can help by giving __ 
· LEXINGTONr,;Ky. --"The best·, students the basic skills theylll needt 
thing that colleges can.do for future· to master the teaching art. He'said'1 
te.~hers is to hone the same leader• those include the ability to study ·a., 
siiip skills needed for any other job serious subject well, apply ethics to, 
tliat involves managing people, a · a subject, analyze thought processes, 
school-reform specialist said yester• and group dynamics, and apply ba.: 
day. sic psychological measurement 
Speaking at a regional meeting of Teaching those skills is the prop-
members of states' higher-education er mission of an entire college or 
boards, Phillip Schlechty, president university, not just the school of 
of the Louisville-based Center for education, he said. 
Leadership in School Reform, said If colleges will provide their stu-
this view of teacher preparation dents with that groundwork, public 
sharply reduces the role of tradi- schools will gear up to turn them 
tional teacher-training programs. into instructional leaders, Schlechty 
"I'm not sure what role schools of said. And "the more teachers begin 
education have in teacher educa- to think of themselves as leaders, in 
tion," Schlechty said. my opinion, the more productive 
"You cannot teach a teacher how our schools will become." 
to teach in teachers college," he But Western Kentucky University 
said. "You ·can only learn how to President Thomas Meredith said 
teach in schools." colleges are aiready turning out 
In earlier decades, Schlechty said, able teacher graduates who quickly 
teachers were viewed as technicians become disillusioned and change 
or as service professionals, and careers. That problem is so hard to 
those views shaped teacher training. deal with, however, "that we just 
But to continue preparing teachers pick on the one we can take care 
along those lines, he said, would be or• by criticizing teacher-training 
"i,iagnificently inappropriate." colleges, he said. . 
.In current school-reform theory, Schlechty said colleges, public 
hEi said, teachers are regarded in• schools, teachers unions and school 
st~ad "as leaders, as executives" administrators should federate to 
who "get somebody else to do the establish clear accountability for the 
work." He said that makes. their success of all phases of teacher 
work akin to that of any other pro- preparation. 
fessional people-managers, except More than 60 higher-education 
that teachers manage children and officials from the South and Mid-
their work is learning. west are attending the regional 
'.'It's the work the kid does from meeting, held Sunday through to-
which they le.am, not the work the day. It's sponsored by the Southern 
teacher does," he said. Regional Education Board. 
,@ii'i<fToN]iERAID:IDoER;-t:.EXINGTON;:15'(,~ 
r01lSDAY:OAPRlwt6r10011 -.......~~..;--
• • .... ~f•':',;i:,; -,r•~"f;i~.-::~-.JJ ',. -~.;;.;-~1-,;-,•t ; 
::0 earcfi beg· ins/!'.i.-
---~~- ·-····. , ........ •·'-•• ~,'1 j• ilor. .. "dministrators~ .. ·.-~ ..... -... sl ..... ~. ··•-:·: . .,. ' ...... t~,J-
; ttf!r~,~~e~a:g!lr~pJ~!! r~p9rt · - / · 
1,,b·,c;,FRANKFORT -:The··state 
:.'•Educationvi½,Department . has 
,fauncbed·•·a,. national' search for 
·, 1'(top :administrators to lead a 
''completely_ rev!imped <jepart-
.... ment;,~,--. ----·--- - -·- _ ,,.,_ --
! 
Hundreds of applications are 
~ed'! from": education'" and • 
• administraticin,~'experts around 
. the , couritry, said Lois Adams, 
,,tjJ_jp .Qt,st/lff• for the department. 
:,,,.31_J,11eJOO,Q,(;eneral Assembly 
demanded · .. a shake,up of the 
,agency,,-a_bolislmig all 850 jobs 
in1 the:department and giving 
.Education Commissioner Thom-··as. lloysei:i broad discretion in 
redesigning it. 
The department will adver-
tise the top jobs in two national 
education magazines this week. 
Current employees can ap-
ply for jobs, but only clerical 
and support workers will be 
given preferential treatment for 
past department work; Adams 
said. The reorganization must 
be completed by July I. 
. ' . 
;.tEXINGTON•HERALD·lEADER,,LEXINGJ_ONtl5)';;;(\.(~§R~,,!\P.Elll·,16,:c!~/ljl 
By.Tom Giffen 
,.,, r ·~ • . 
Knight-Ridder, News Service 
AKRON.-.Ohio -1:he promise 
of touglier. academic requirements 
for athletes at Division I schools by 
the mid-1990s has been taken-one 
step closei"lo reality. · 
If the NCAA Academic Require-
ments Committee has its way: 
• High school student-athletes 
will be expected to compile a higher 
grade-point average for an in-
creased number of required courses. 
• College athletes will be re-
quired to meet for the first time 
grade-point minimums as well as 
semester progress standards for 
continued eligibility. 
The academic committee pre-
sented a series of stringent recom-
mendations to the NCAA Presi-
dents Commission in San Diego 
April 3-4. 
"We received a very_ positive 
reaction from them," said Jerry L. 
Kingston, athletic faculty represen-
tative at Arizona State University 
and a member of the academic 
committee, 
The Presidents Commission, 
which has pledged to sponsor aca-
demic legislation at the 1992 NCAA 
Convention in January, spent its 
time in San Diego receiving com-
mittee reports and discussing the 
Knight Commission report and pro-
posals to tie graduation rates to 
Division I membership, No deci-
sions were made on specific legisla-
tion, 
"There's no doubt the Presi-
dents Commission membership is 
going to push for comprehensive 
and stringent improvements on aca-
demic standards," said Ohio Wes-
leyan University President David L. 
Warren, who chairs the Division Ill 
subcommittee of the Presidents 
Commission. 
"We're looking at recommenda-
tions to strengthen the standards 
for entrance, progress and keeping 
students on track for graduation," 
he said. 
The Presidents Commission will 
meet May 9 in Dallas to conduct 
hearings. Decisions on legislation 
will be made during a meeting the 
last week of June in Kansas City, 
Mo, 
The recommendations for stron-
ger entrance standards would re-
quire students to have a 2.5 GPA 
over 13 core courses, an increase 




e Now: High school recruits ef.e required to act;feve 8 
minimu!n 2.0 grade-point ·average.I0~11.core classes, 
plus a score of 700 on the SAT or 18 on the ACT. 
"Rfl:commendeUon: 2.5 GPA in 13 ccre c!Bsses, plus the. 
development of a sliding scale ror.ti'thlet8s'Who'do riot· 
achieve the 2.5 GPA but Score higl18r on· a, 
standardized test~ 
• Now: The NCAA requires no minimum at Division I 
schools. Athletes at OIVision II schools must have at 
least a 1.6 grade-point average after their first season, 
a 1.8 after the.second and a 2.0 after the third and 
subsequent seasons. 
• RecommendaUon: All athletes musl achieye at lea~t a 
1.9 accumu..lJltive GPA by the end of their third year and 
a 2.0 GPA by the end of their fourth year 10 remain 
eligible. 
• Now: Athletes, including mid-term transfers, must meet 
academic eligibility standards once a year. · 
• Recommendation: Require athletes lo pass eight 
quarter or semester hours each term to be eligible the 
next term. 
• Now: Athletes &ust pass 24 semester hours per 
academic year to remain eligible. 
• Recommendation: Require athletes to earn a minimUm 
of 27 hours per year after their first year. The first-year 
requirement would remain 24 hours. 
• Now: An athlete who !ails to meet freshman eligibility 
standards, commonly known as Proposition 48, and 
attends a Junior college, can be eligible at a four-year 
school if he attains a junior college degree. 
• Recommendation: Make junior college transfers, who 
failed to meet freshman eligibillty requirements, 
ineligible their lirst year at a four-year school. 
from the current 2.0 over 11 
courses, to be eligible for competi-
tion as freshmen. 
quirements would strengthen initial 
eligibility -standards, which are 
commonly known as Proposition 
48, In addition to minimum GPA 
and core requirements, that stan-
dard calls for minimum .scores on 
the SAT (700) and ACT (18) tests. 
The added core courses would 
be one unit from either English or 
math and one unit from either 
physical or natural science. 
The Knight Commission called 
for a core of 15 high school units 
but did not suggest altering the 2.0 
GPA minimum. 
"It should be noted that our 
recommendations were developed 
before the Knight Commission's re-
port was issued," Kingston said. 
"However, I believe our proposal is 
consistent with that of the Knight 
Commission. 
"There was some discussion 
that we would go ·beyond 13," he 
said. "We asked the NCAA staff to 
talk with the national high school. 
federation about whether high 
schools could meet the 15-unit- re-
quirements, but we did not- have 
enough information." 
The increase in entrance re-
That has created controversy, 
with foes of those minimums call-
ing standardized tests culturally 
biased, particularly against minor-
ity groups. 
Attempting to avoid political 
ramifications, the academic commit-
tee did not increase the test mini-
mums. -But the committee did rec-
ommend a sliding scale involving 
both the GPAs and test scores. 
For example, initial eligibility 
standards could be met with an 800 
SAT and 2.25 GPA or a 900 SAT 
and 2.0 GPA. Discussions of 1000 
SAT and 1.75 GPA, for example, 
continue but are not a part of the 
current recommendations as too 
many college presidents_ are on 
record as favoring the 700 and 2.0 
minimums. 
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Lees_<goU~~e;faculty Nine Lees College teachers sue 
suing president 1 _ school, president over contracti 
By Frank.Langfitt 
Southeaste~n Kentucky bureau 
A running dispute between the faculty of Lees 
College and its president William B. Bradshaw 
landed in court yesterday. 
Eight professors· filed a suit in Breathitt 
Circuit Court against Bradshaw and the Jackson 
college charging a breach of contract. 
Faculty members say they have been offered a 
new contract for the 1991-92 academic year filled 
with grounds for their firing. James M. Wilde, an 
associate professor of communications, said he 
and other faculty thought they were being set up. 
"The majority of the ·contract' is concerned 
with giving (Bradshaw) full rights to dismiss 
people at whim," said Wilde. 
J. Phil Smith, chairman of the Lees B"ard oi 
Trustees, said yesterday that the contracts were 
valid and said they were not designed to get rid nf 
faculty. 
"We have 26 full-time facultv 
and 24 of them will be rehired,'· 
said Smith. The two who are nor 
being rehired are not parties to the 
suit, Smith said. 
Bradshaw declined to discuss 
the matter. "Professional ethics and 
academic protocol would prohibit 
me from commenting," he said. 
The suit comes a little more 
three weeks after a majority of the 
school's faculty - 23 members -
expressed a vote of no confidence in 
Bradshaw. 
Wilde said yesterday that 250 
Eastern Kentucky school employ-
ees, including county superinten-
dents, principals, teachers and 
clerks, signed a petition urging the 
president to reach an accord with 
the faculty. 
"We wish to continue recom-
mending Lees College to our stu-
dents, but we strongly feel that the 
Lees C0llege faculty must hm·e 
professional working conditions. 
free from harassment and intimida-
tion," the petition said. 
The six-page contract implies 
that the president could fire faculty 
for things such as disloyalty and 
binds them to college rules and 
regulations that do not exist, Wilde 
said. 
One section says that employees 
must agree to work with the uttnost 
loyalty and advance the best inter-
ests of the employer. Another sec-
tion requires professors to abide by 
sections of a handbook that Wilde 
says has not been published. 
Wilde 'laid he hoped the differ-
ences c _., be resolved and he and 
other faculty could get on with 
teaching. 
"Right now (Lees) is a.miserable 
place to be," he said, 
By ALLEN G. BREED 
Associated Press 
Nine faculty members sued Lees College 
in Jackson, Ky., and its president yesterday, 
claiming breach of contract and threats of 
unlawful termination. 
"We're suing the school to give us con-
t_racts that are identical to last year's," said 
James Wilde, one of the plaintiffs. "It's not 
about more pay or anything like that at all." 
The suit, filed in Breathitt Circuit Court, 
claims that President William Bradshaw 
violated school policy on contracts, Wilde 
said Bradshaw appears to be rewriting the 
faculty handbook, which sets out rules for 
evel)~hing from tenure to academic free-
dom. 
The allegations are identical to those in a 
February letter to Bradshaw from several 
'Jculty members at Lees, a junior college. 
The policy in the handbook says the 
president must send contract renewals to 
. faculty members no later than Feb, 15. Fac-
ulty members must return those signed con-
tracts by April I. 
Bradshaw asked for and received an ex-
tension until March l, according to Wtlde, 
an associate professor of communicatiol)S, 
The suit claims Bradshaw delivered a 
five-page "employment agreement" on 
March 15, But Wtlde said the document was 
not in line with past contracts. 
"What has been given us is not a valid 
contract," Wtlde said, 
He said the agreement Bradshaw circulat-
ed was a document "spelling out the legal 
rights the president has to dismiss faculty 
members. . . , By signing it, you sell off 
some First Amendment rights," 
Wilde said that under the contract, facul-
ty members would lose a month's pay this 
· year and not get it back until the next aca-
demic year. 
The suit says Bradshaw gave the faculty 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
until May 1 to sign the contracts or 
face termination by the end of the 
school year. Wtlde said no one he 
has talked to would sign the agree-
ment 
"Right now, no faculty member at 
Lees College has a contract for next 
year," he said, 
The 108-year-old Presbyterian-af-
filiated school has 300 students, and 
28 full-time and six part-time facul-
ty members, 
Bradshaw, who has been presi-
dent for three years, refused to 
comment on the suit, saying "aca-
demic protocol and professional 
ethics" prohibit him from doing so. 
J. Phil Smith, chairman of the 
school's board of regents, ,:,,, re: 
fused to· comment, except ·,· soy 
that the contracts had been crown 
up by a Lexington law firm 
The suit also claims ch:ir '.':eu-
shaw failed to give untenurea ,a.:-u-
ty proper notice that their contracts 
were not being renewed. 
Wilde claims that two teachers 
were notified that their contracts 
were not being renewed because 
one's bulletin boards displeased 
Bradshaw and the other had moved 
a storage cabinet without the per-
mission of Bradshaw's wife, 
Wtlde said those reasons were 
"so specious" that the notices were 
later rescinded, 
The lawsuit asks for a court order 
blacking Bradshaw from firing any. 
faculty member who does not sign 
the contract. It also seeks unspeci-
fied damages that may result from 
Bradshaw's action. 
Other faculty members named as 
plaintiffs are Don Brashear, Wi!liam 
Brown and Marcia \1iller. oi! ": 
whom are tenured: and Randy Jr 
ant, Joyce Hardyman, q ·- '1 -!,r-
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• • _ ·:m~uci- o , _ e- m epen en ics association. 
conumss1on that recently. pre- • · -· . ,. 
scri~ reforms. for big-time college, Black sa1~ he "'.as unsure what. 
sports said-yesterday- in Lexington the UK ~d s Apnl 2, ei:do~e~t 
that. the University of _ Kentucky. of !lie Kmgh! Comm1ss1on _pnn':1-
president shouli:I' be able .to fire pies m~t, smce 'Y ethm~on sa1? 
coaches witi)out•gettjng pennission. the action wo~ld bnng no =eel!; 
from an athletics board. . ate chan!les. That's unfortunate, 
--- Creed-Blatj{,,.president. of,-the I Black said. 
Kniglit:F9tiiiruitioii/whicli financed Black took UK basketball coach 
the $2- millioii. Knight Commission Rick Pitino to task for complaining 
study, said;- "It sounds simple - ' in January 1990 that academicians 
the president ought to take control were interfering in sports issues 
- but that's the answer." they did not understand. Pitino was 
Black, former publisher of the THE COURIER-JOURNAL WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17, 1991 
Herald-Leader, spoke to about 40 ' 
higher-education officials from a cn•ti•ci•sm, prai•se· greet -dozen states who were gathered at 
Mariott's Griffin Gate Resort for a 
three-day meeting sponsored by the u of L est t . pl 
Southern Regional Education Board f rue ur1ng an 
of Atlanta. 
Among the Knight commis-
sion's recommendations was one to 
sharply curb the power of athletics 
foundations. The commission said 
• groups such as the l,;K Athletics 
_ Association should be brought un-
: der the university administration. 
; UK officials said the athletics 
-, association already is under the 
president's control, and income 
'. from UK sports is put into the 
'university treasury as the commis-
j' sion recommended. 
. Of the $13 million UK sports_ 
• make annually, $1.5 million has 
-been put directly into the academic 
;;operation each year since 1988. The 
'rest is returned to athletics. 
~ "I really believe a group like the 
_ athletics association tends to en-
1hance the.president's ability to exer-
wcise control over intercollegiate ath-
• letics," UK President Charles 
Wethington said. 
; The association was created as 
-a non-profit corporation in 1945 to 
get around the $5,000 lid on state 
salaries so Paul "Bear'' Bryant 
could be hired as football coach. 
"That's no longer a valid rea-
son," Black said. 
The association is governed by 
22 directors, 15 of whom are ap-
pointed by the UK president, who 
serves as chairman_ Seven belong 
by virtue of their positions, includ-
ing five administrators, the head of 
the K-Men boosters group and the 
faculty representative to the Nation-
al Collegiate Athletics Association. 
The association employs all 
sports personnel except the athlet-
ics director, whose hiring is con-
firmed by the trustees. , 
· Blacf-~ecailed a•-publ_;hed re-
port that former President- David 
Roselle broke down then-coach Ed-
die Sutton's resistance to resigning 
in 1989 by telling him he had no 
choice because Roselle "had the 
votes.". . 
''My "question is: 'Why should-
the president have to go around and 
round up votes to fire a coach?" 
By HOLLY HOLLAND 
Staff Writer 
A day after. President Donald 
Swain unveiled a plan to restructure 
the University of Louisville, faculty 
members and students were still 
trying to digest recommendations 
that tasted like sweet wine to some 
and stale beer to others. 
"There are going to be reactions 
from joy to deep chagrin, but I per-
sonally think it's a good system of 
recommendations," said history 
professor Arthur Slavin, who is the 
Justus Bier distinguished professor 
of humanities and a member of sev-
eral planning committees. 
However, geology professor 
George Lager is unhappy that his is 
one of several departments to be 
phased out. "This was a surprise," 
he said. "I think the university is 
shortsighted in this." 
The changes Swain recommend-
ed include eliminating several pro-
grams, consolidating others and 
creating new ones to yield $16.3 mil-
lion over the next three years for 
university priorities. The proposal 
recommends phasing out bachelor's 
degrees in education and business; 
disbanding the College of Urban 
and Public Affairs and moving most 
of its programs to other divisions; 
and eliminating the Government 
Law Center, the geology depart-
ment, the food and nutrition depart-
ment and the dance program. 
Additions include an interdisci-
plinary program in women's stud-
ies, an interdiscipliruuy environ• 
mental studies program, the Univer-
sity Center for Continuing and Pro-
fessional Education and a new vice 
president to oversee schools on the 
Health Sciences Center campus. 
: If adopted by the university's 
-board of trustees May 20, some ele-
ments of the plan would be effective . 
immediately and others would be 
· phased in over several years. 
The plan, released Monday, was 
-the latest phase in a university-wide 
restructuring process that began 
. last fall. Although some ,;ecommen-
dations - such as discontinuil!g the 
undergraduate degree in education 
-_were exp_e4:1ed, others_ were _n_~t. 
geology department was not part of 
previous recommendations, al-
though some had suggested it be 
merged with another department. 
The department has about 30 un-
dergraduate majors and six full-
time faculty ·members, he said. Al-
though job prospects for geology 
majors tend to go from boom to 
bust, he said, now is not the time to 
discontinue the department. 
Denise Fitzpatrick, U of L's direc-
tor of public information, said geol-
ogy courses still would be offered in 
other departments. But she said 
eliminating the undergraduate geol-
ogy major is consistent with the uni-
versity's efforts to strengthen the re-
quirements of its liberal arts de-
grees and offer subject specializa-
tions in graduate school. 
Employers also will have to go 
elsewhere to find graduates in food 
and nutrition, said Sharleen Bir-
kimer, director of U of L's dietetic 
program, which is scheduled to be 
phased out. The program has about 
30 undergraduates and two faculty 
members, she said, and its gradu-
ates generally are employed by hos-
pitals and schools. 
Although the university can't do 
everything, it should continue its 
undergraduate degree in business, 
argues Bruce Kemelgor, professor 
of management in the School of 
Business. The plan would replace 
the business major with a liberal 
arts degree and a concentration in 
business. The School of Business 
would expand its MBA program. 
Without business degrees, he 
said, U of L graduates will be at a 
"competitive disadvantage." 
Others found much to praise in 
Swain's plan. 
Holly-. Everett, president of 
U of L's student government, said 
sbe applauds- the plan's emphasis 
on treating students as "custom-
ers," · including accommodating 
non-traditioilal students by extend-
ing Ii ours·: of" student' services and 
simplifying registration. -
Slavin, who bad criticized some 
earlier proposals, said be particular-
ly likes the recommendation to de-
centralize the College of Arts and 
S~e~~- '.fh.e college ~~ been criti-
I '19 / Msu ARCH/Vf:8 
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MSU's search 
no fast break· 
By TONY CURNUTTE 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State University athletic di-
rector Steve Hamilton isn't 
overly concerned his school 
has yet to hire a successor to 
Tommy Gaither as men's 
basketball coach. 
"This is the first coaching 
job we've had to fill since I've 
been here where there was not 
pressure to get one hired 
quickly," Hamilton said. 
··We've signed three players 
(to national letters-of-intent) 
for next year so we have no 
scholarships available, so it's 
not affecting our recruiting 
season." 
Hamilton points out that 
there are drawbacks toward 
hiring later than sooner. 
"On problem is a lot of jobs 
have opened up at the same 
time and we mil.Y be in danger 
of losing someone who is a top 
candidate," he said. "Some of 
our candidates probably ap-
plied for several jobs. We 
could end up being one of the 
first schools to have an open-
ing and one of the last ones to 
fill it." 
The committee appointed to 
screen applicants is still in the 
review process. Extensive in-
terviews have riot yet been 
conducted. 
"We're involved in review-
ing," he said. "We've not got-
ten to the point where we're 
thinking about interviewing 
someone. 
"We've had good candidates. 
I think we have a good list." 
Coaching philosophy is not 
a consideration at this point, 
Hamilton said. 
"We're not looking at style 
at the present time, we'll wait 
until we get into the inter-
views," he .said. "I really was 
fond of (late baseball manager) 
Billy Martin as a manager. He 
went to Detroit and they had 
no speed and he made them a 
power-oriented team. He went 
to Oakland and they had no 
power and a lot of speed, so he 
made them a speed-oriented 
team. He was able to adapt to 
the material he had. 
"We will want a coach to 
adapt to the talent we have." 
While Hamilton declined to 
name candidates, assistant 
coach Allen Hatcher, former 
Austin Peay Coach Lake Kel-
ley and Murray State assistant 
Craig Morris, a former More-
head assistant, head the list of 
rumored prospects. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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u.-of · L's' b'Q:wl ·profits fall :short,·of,estfmate· 
-- . . ... . . . ·~- -:- ,--, - . 
By ROBIN EPSTEIN . . , ";s:: . 
Staff Writer 
. _J:117 Uni~.er_si!Y. · o! Louisville, wJU 
have $t25 mil11on m revenue from 
-ihe Fiesta Bowl .. after expenses ~ 
about $2_59,0_00 l.~s than the athletic 
association as51.lined it would get 
when_jt·_de1,ided how the pi:oceeds 
would :be spent._. . _ 
"The ~ottom line is we're going to 
have ·less· money than we thought 
we'd have when we made the allo-
cation;" said Malcolm Chauncey, a 
member of the finance committee of 
the University of Louisville Athletic 
Association Inc. 
A preliminary financial analysis 
of the bowl proceeds was presented 
to the finance committee yesterday. 
It will be presented to the full board 
of the athletic association today. 
The athletic association board of 
directors decided in February to di-
vide the estimated $1.5 million 
among a Martin Luther King Jr. 
scholarship fund, non-revenue 
sports scholarships, a proposed 
sports park, a program to aid for-
mer athletes whose eligibility has 
expired, and scholarships and travel 
for the cheerleaders, marching band 
and Ladybirds dance team. 
-At that time they also voted to 
make across-the-board reductions 
in the amount going to .each pi:d-1, ing,its .expenses down in compari-
gram should the net proceeds fall son with schools that have gone to 
short of the target figure. _ the Fiesta B,_owl in years past, par-· 
'.An exception was made for the ,1 ticularly,. when inflation was taken $:!00,000 -designated' for :a 'Martin\-; into acc'6urit'. \ ~ ,;,' ~ \', \ . 
Luther King Jr. sch'olarship fund for - In 1990 . Nebraska spent $790 000· 
disa~taged students of·all·races,-iii"l989;"N6freDame·spent $1.2° mil'. 
It will not be reduced, _ .• · _ _ _ "' lion. and West .. Vu-ginia · spent 
qros~ receipts for U'of L'ssp:a@11 ~88,000;} iIL't987; • Miami ·spent· 
J:!atlon m the bowl totaled $2.2 ~' $750,900; and in 1986, Michigan 
lion, and expenses tota!~ $954,0~~:2 ~ifeiit· ~5,0po.;; : · ·• .. 
Becau~e there are still _some bills Oilier schools paid the cost of air-: 
outstandi1% the final J'.iesta Bo"'.L fare, hotels, tickets and meals for. 
figures ~l not_ be ~vailable u~til between 500 and 650 people, includ-
Jun~, said Kevin Miller, athletics ing members of their official par-
busmess manager. · u f 'd 1 
In addition to the $2.2 million, the ties. o L pm at east some of ~e 
bowl's sponsors gave u of L costs for 470 people but only paid 
$200,000 for scholarships. The ath- all costs for 370 - the players; 
letic association matched that members of t~e band, dance team 
amount, bringing the total for the ~nd cheerleadill:g squad; and athlet-
King scholarship fund to $400,000. 1c staff ~d their ~pauses. 
Bill Olsen director of athletics The uruversity did not pay for the 
said the athl~tic association was just hotels,, and meals of ~he •:official 
guessing when it came up with the P~, made up of_ uruv~rs1ty offt-
figure of $1.5 million for allocation. c1als, U.S. Sen; Mitch McConnell 
"At that time no one was sure" he and guests. It did pay for the plane 
said. "Probably the estimate' was tickets,_ ground transportation and 
not as conservative as it should game tickets for 44 members of the 
have been." party. Other members of the party 
The largest outlays · were for chose to pay their own expenses. 
transportation, hotels, game tickets The game, played in Tempe, 
and team meals and expenses. Ariz., generated controversy be-
Finance committee members said cause the state's voters rejected a 
U of L had done a good job in keep- paid holiday honoring King. 
t, I ( 
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EK.U ~regents apprr0ve 10% 
I 
pay _fa1ses 
29% increase in budget 
reflects state's help 
Herald-Leader staff report 
Eastern Kentucky University regents ap-
proved a 1991-92 operating budget ye~terday 
that provides a 10 percent average pay raise 
for the second rear in a row. 
"We have worked hard o,·er the pa~L ,;1:-.. 
years to make :;alar'.- improvemem uur pm ,n-
t v. and we are pleased with •ht uh:--.'' 
~:astern Pn.:, t!<·t I H,tr 1 1 <1< rour ~ -.,1 d 
"\\'e thmk \L re- ,-ttp1r;~ 11 · ,t~· , 1 t 
,,e·re more ~(111 o.··1L1. e r ht m.i 
1ho!--e ,·aca1K1e-. ,,e 11.1, t' .. 
The Sl 11 n .. · -:wn '..r. .... ,, .. , 
percent higher ;han 1a-.t '.- t'ar 
,ubstantial nGea:'t"' in ,tatt' fun<l11•~ 
It abo mcludc- tU1t1on llllTeast'-. rt'qu1red 
bY the state Council on Higher Education and 
an percern increa e in room-and-board rate~ 
approwd by the regents. 
Tuition for Kentucky residents will be: 
• S650 a semester for undergraduates. up 
$60 or 10 percent. 
• 720 a semester for graduate students. up 
$70 or 11 percent. 
Out-of-state tuition will be $1,950 for 
undergraduates and $2.160 for graduate stu-
dents. 
Students who live on campus and buy the 
optional meal plan will pay an average of 
52.820 a year. It was $2,635 .. 
Funderburk said the back-to-back 10 per-
cent increases in the salary pool were unu!--U· 
al. They will inch faculty pay closer to that f 
compet111g uni,·ersi ties in surround111g -.ratt•-.. 
he ,.;aid. But Eastern , till 1s e,pected t,, l.1~ ,, 
couple of {)t'rrentage prnnts bd1ll'd · 1 t 
"bend1111ark mechan. · a --alan· ~•, 1 
tuck~··, regional unin•r-.itie!-- h:1-.,·<t 1 , r 
age pay at 26 similar universities in nearby 
states. 
"You've got to be pretty close to that (the 
benchmark median) to maintain quality," 
Funderburk said. "1 think you'll see salaries as 
the number one priority as long as we are 
behind those benchmarks." 
Eastem's average faculty pay this year -
$38,293 or 96.5 percent of the benchmark 
median - was the highest among Kentucky's 
five regional tmiversities and Kentucky State 
University. The next closest was Western 
Kentucky University at $36,595 or 92 percent 
of the benchmark. 
The raises for faculty and -.taff members 
will be di<::mbuted part h· nn the 1-,a,i-, of 
changes m the cost oi linm.! and 
partly on tht· 1las1s 111 111d1\ 1dual 
ment. 
Funderburk --aid llw budl{et 111-
duded several imtia11n•-. 1,, 1m 
prove academic qualr~. n:dlldmg: 
expanded ,rl-iolar--htp" · , 1w:ic: 
talented student:-. ,uppport ior pub-
lic school rt'form: 1mnrnved 1dv1s-
ing; expanded outreach •nto East-
em's 22-county region ;md bevond; 
and improvements m academic 
serv;ces such as the library. 
Eastern regents also approved 
bond sales to finance construction 
of a $13 million law enforcement 
training center and a $5.3 million 
renovation of the Roark Building. 
The 81,000-square-foot law en-
forcement training center, which 
will be connected to the Stratton 
Building, mainly will be used by 
the Kentucky Department of Crimi-
nal Justice Training. 
The 86-year-old Roark Building 
houses the College of Social and 
Behavioral Science-;. 
THE COUF-1=:R-JOURNAL, SUNDAY, APRIL 21 , 1991 
EKU regents raise tuition, teacher pay 
The Bluegrass Bureau and merit increases ~ up ·$60; nonresident undergrad-
July l. EKU President Hanly Fun: uate, $1,950, up $180; resident 
RICHMOND K East derburk said in a news release graduate, $720, up $70·, and non-
' Y• - em that improving isalari- •or the 
Kentucky University's board of re- school's l,650 full-time ';~1oyees resident graduate, $2,160, up 
pntl approved a $111 million was a top priority, $210. 
~ yesterday that includes Thia wu the second year for A S13 mDllon bond 1.-ie wu 
avenge aa1ary increases of 10 per- the 10 percent ,_ eppl'OYed to build an 80,869-
cent for faculty and staff. creue. Funderbw1' ~d ~ ; aquare.foot law enforcement 
The board also approved tuition creues were poaible becaUle ot tnming center that will be used 
increuel for the 1991-92 ---1 tuition increases and more ate by the Kentudr:y Department of - ,.,,.,H,.,,. Criminal Justice T..; .. 1 .... year and authorized the sale ot .,......... •• ........., 
more than $18 million in bond& The budget includes tuition in- Another S5.3 mllllon bond Issue 
for two campus building projects. creases that had previously been was approved to finance renova-
set by the Council OD Higher Edu- dGa ot the Roark Building, wbicb 
The salary ~ ~ co~ cation. The cost per aemester will ~ tbe College of Social and 
through cost-of-living adjustments be: resident undergraduate, $650. Beba,loral Sciences. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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New campus 
'freedom': 
'Just sh.ut up 
and· listen' 
"May'? "Could"? His criticism is too 
delicate. Restricting institutional autono-
my. Circumscribing individual freedom 
and !".'posi!'~ intellectual unifonnity is the 
exphc1t pchUcal agenda of groups making 
diversity demands. · 
. There is a_stonishing arrogance in a 
pnvate orgamzation asserting a right to 
make compliance with its pclitical pro-
gram a precondition for institutions to 
receive public fln:ds. Robert Atwell, presi- · 
dent of the Amencan Council of Educa-
tio!', th~ principal lobby for colleges and 
I 
n the current climate of pclitical 1:1m~~1;>1U~, d~fends Middle States by say-
extremism on campuses, a small mg d1_vers1ty is _a defensible ingredient to 
sensible decision made off campus educatmnal quahty and thus defensible as 
can have enonnous potential for an accreditation standard." That is, what-
good. In one such decision, Education ever we consider '•defensible" we have a 
Secretary Lamar Alexander has delayed ri~ht to impose as public policy. Thus, a 
renewing n;cognition of the Middle States private association's political preferences 
Association of Colleges and Schools as an acquire the force of law. 
agency empcwered to award to colleges Alexander says that when Middle 




" ,IIJ ., '!"·'O _,Ji t\t ✓. . 
~ff ,.,... 
which federal aid College of the City University of New 
depends. Alexander York and Westminster Theological Semi-
is alarmed by Mid- nary in Philadelphia, "apparently there 
die States' attempts was no question about the quality of 
to impcse iis pcliti- education provided in these institutions." 
cal agenda on Actually, Alexander underestimates the 
schools by making perversity of what the diversity-enforcers 
accreditation contin- are attempting. 
gent on schools The pclitical poison is in the way they 
complying with its assert ~nnections between (iiversity and 
"diversity" de- ed1:1canonal quahty. They say quality.re- ., 
mands. ~wres an_ academic quota system in hir-
w
,: ·,. ··,. Middle States, a mg, ,and mtellectual gerrymandering in · ILL · cum cul urns. ·• ·. , ;:,J ;,. .- . , , . pn,vate organiza- -
------. - tion, recently de- .. Alexand~ says proper accrediting de-
creed, Ql!,!)}~,\>i!s1s_9f no authority, and· , CJSl?ns.~ onlY; to "basic.indicators of 
_conn:rrr: to'p!AJ_?PI~ °!)f academic fioo- · an _m_s,titution•~·l!d.eq\iiicy"~'.proyjding ~ 
dQllll•~mP:ms~rut.-;.s showd:be co--, trammgand education." Buf:diversify§-
erced•mtoltomplymg·_wifu·:what it,deenis:'; enforcers argu~ that educational adequacy 
.~approp~t~J:' ra,qa)i:_e$ric and sexual, .. , depends on "appropriate"-racial, ·ethnic--
balances <in their faculty and governing,_;_'. !1I!cl sexual bl\lance.-They justify that idea 
boards: Alexander warns that' such i:liver: with reference to one' or more of five~-'". 
sity deniaruls·:''may: undermine institution• related· ideas: 
al llut</IIOillY and academic freedom and -· _f_irst, hiring by race, sex, etc. is incom-
cou)_d m fact lessen variety among the · pa~ble with a merit system, but in a .- -
nation's colleges and universities." ~~~ _sexist, _dass-riv~ soci~ty such as-
domination by members of the farnred 
race, s~ an~ da~. Therefore, a quota 
system m hmng 1s remedial "fairness." 
Se_cond, there is no common, unifying 
A'1:encan culture. Or there is one but it is 
an mstrument of oppression and any com-
mon ':1-'lture must be oppressive until 
Amencan racism, sexism, etc. are over-
thrown. Therefore the Balkanization of 
a~demi~ life along lines of victimization 
either wisely reflects reality or heroicly' 
advanc;es the revolution. 
_Third, ethnicity is d!!5tiny: American 
sOC1ety's racial, sexual and ethnic victims 
necessarily produce scholarship distinctly 
"aut~~n~c" and self-ratifying and immune 
t~ cnUcism from outside the circle of 
V!Ctims. Thus, it is rational to gerryman-
der academic life into intellectual enclaves 
corresponding to varieties of victimization. 
Fourth, ethnicity is a moral choice: 
½'.estern civilizations' "phallocentrism" is 
remforced by sexist curriculums dominat· 
ed by DWEMs - dead white European 
males. Blacks, hispanics, women. homo-
sexuals and others should choose to derive 
their identities from their group's experi-
ence of oppression. Therefore, they can 
best be taught by fellow victims who will 
sharpen their sense of victimhood. 
Fifth, self-esteem is a prerequisite for 
not a product of, achievement. It must ~ 
instilled by schools. And the inculcation of 
self~teem in victims (everyone except 
w~te:.rnales and.Asian,Americans) re-
qwres teachers who serve as role models 
frail! v_ictill! groups. Therefore, diversity 
of ~~-~~~P,S.Ql\__<:a!J!puses is a peda-
gogic pnonfy.: .. ,, . · 
The 'iritelloct:ua!'torie of Middle States 
arid other diversity-enforcers can be mea• 
,sured by,the.mind.of'!.eon Goldstein, 
chairman·of,MiddleStates Commission on 
Higher Education. ,Goldstein, who· also is 
president of a community college in 
Brooklyn, recently said that tuition in-
creases that would injure needy students 
"would be genocide." 
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f 0 ·--''· • ~•F "~'• ,ct;.f~t,d,i1r. i-.-~.;t-rn, . , , 
-.riA:seaincf.'court has' 'riJ!oo·:t11a.t 
,l:fun'us'\ H iii$;'rect>rns ,identifying 
. stud~nts'· ~ould 'not-ik 'closed,' but'.i 
Univ-efsity'.'of:Kenµicky .official said: 
UK -records- would not be reopened: 
·J·.',••uftlias-such a iaige monej:ary 
stike"·itf"froeriir' filrids'· · that · we 
~ould be greatlfaffected by a cut-
off," said Jolin Darsie, one of UK's 
legat counselors. 
The U.S. Department of Educa-
tion in February threatened to cut 
off money to UK and 15 other 
universities if the schools continued 
to disclose reports that identified 
students. 
UK receives almost $25 million 
in federal money. 
In a state court case in Arkan-
sas, Circuit Court Judge Harry F. 
Barnes ruled Wednesday that stu-
dents' records should remain open. 
A 1974 law, the Buckley 
Amendment. is designed to protect 
student academic records, including 
information about financial aid and 
scholastic probation. 
Barnes disagreed with the edu-
cation department's argument that 
disclosing student police records 
violated students' privacy. He said 
the Buckley Amendment did not 
extend to police records because 
they are not educational reports. 
Last month, a federal judge in 
Missouri-ntled, that- stud~nt polic.; 
records. slio_iJ)d. not be closed. . . 
Even before the order from the 
Education Department, the . Ken-
tucky attorney general's office ruled 
that schools have the right to deny 
access. 
A ruling is expected this sum-
mer in a lawsuit in Calloway Coun-
ty that challenges Kentucky's inter-
pretation of the open-records law 
and the Buckley Amendment. 
Q,o."" y "'-S ( f re. eJ.c rn) 
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Alexander has sent a sharp signal to 
~I six-regi?nal a=editing agencies, say- . 
mg,t:h;ltl\fiddle. States' diversity decrees 
"~uld con~iyably '!<!use violations bf fed, 
etati;ivil'riglii's'Jamfby, for exam I . ' 
I leiidgtg-fo'race,'fiased hiring . . . 'R, ,';, ' 
, x:au1c!'.conceivab1 · ·1 A q~o~., ' · : : 
:der is'too ieriianve lie so~vfo~~~ 
· he,:warns'.'.aga•" t:·" e now ".licit! .. advii-" 
· i:iitoo; #i:tiie,~~~f'diverseri- as} .. · · ': ·~•-IJ> ~ ............ , ,, • - ,tr, . ... . ;,;tyil,,! 
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alnl?dantr .and~_!,l_~\iV~:c•~'-fi,egi; · ·· ' • 6u'f ''ciihers, · frighteni 
- chat~ . . face,, th.!c •• Ji,l~l:5t,)$~11mto~ · have decided to ta! 
market m a decade or- more. 1.-,.,, , .·• ... _ ~~. . • 
. ... , .• , :;, <.,, ,-;·,·-,,s'✓' ;;,~·has','"'t:1'.mterul!••,J.obs,,.is;.clerks.or. Wlllte 
"-ught '" """"""0 1on'·•'-"-'t · · · · · '·· · ·•· "' ·, ·n · • · d · 'd •• -:'"", . ,.,,,,,,.,'-'~-.--,',-!'!!!,---..,....,""70(Just,go, ome an ·n e out u 
stripped the nation!s ecimom:;: of t5:;:, • · ... ,._,,, .· .:~••'.,:.t;'. ,·. -:.: .- . ~ 
'million jobs. since lili-siliiuner,. the'--. ~~ ,y,-,;-- -;-~•· '" -; . ---
cla , f. ,91 .. """"' ,,_.d_ ,_.;, ., .. ,_ ,'It feels as if were steppmg o ss o , rn,,; ,oun ·uu.-· ,ewer. th.· ,' c· · ' "· ,,,.. 'd Andre 
co- rate'reffiiiters·'on''clim·m/imd ., -~,, .. ,p~ptc:e, , ~ . . -, 
IP.<! d ""fi .. ;; v , . 1 1? Jl' } Abralllll of-Manhattan, a semor , fierce -com~ti Oil' ,or,_,_a poo of• Jcilms' Hopkins University in Ball 
entry-level Jobs that some experts more. "A few years ago, peep 
say has shrunk 30 P.eTcent,from last · were talking about how much mo 
year. ey they would make. Now we a 
Interviews with scores of se- just looking to be employed." 
niors and placement counselors at. How bad is it? "The job mark 
25 colleges and universities across is so bad I've been unable to find 
the nation and with government suitable job in North America," sa 
officials, corporate personnel direc- Glen Lockwood, a history major : 
tors and other job-market experts Princeton. He said that despite h 
show that the recession has eroded fluency in French, Spanish ar 
the market value of higher educa- Indonesian Malay and his near: 
tion. perfect grades, he had received n, 
"For many graduating seniors, one job offer from 42 intemation 
the door to the employment office corporations. 
has been slammed shut - and H. Edward Babbush, placeme, 
bolted," said Victor R. Lindquist, director at California State Univers 
director of placement at Northwest- ty at Long Beach, said he had nev, 
em University in Evanston, Ill., and seen an economic downturn with 
author of I:indquist-Endicott Re- more severe effect on graduates' jc 
ports, an annual study of employ- prospects. 
ment trends for college graduates. "We've been through up-anc 
Only weeks before commence- down cycles before, but this is tr 
ment, many traumatized seniors worst I've seen in 30 years," Bal 
have been forced to abandon or bush said. "Finns that were tryin 
postpone dreams of Fortune· 500 to hire 2,000 new ~'!!ploy~. Im 
careers born four years ago in the year may only be ~Inn!( 200. 
heyday of junk bonds and horizons . Du Pont, the d1versifie<! chem 
as unlimited, as corporate· profits, , cal manufacturer, has cut its can 
In tea' d th · 'ha · had t pus recruiting visits from 40 to 11 
s , . e sel!'ors YJ. · .0 said Richard Koffenberger, the con 
~ble for mternews, ~ en their pany's senior college relations st 
Job searches, lower their expecta- . · 
tions and - if lucky - settle for pervjsor. 
lesser jobs with smaller companies Gale \_'~a, a manager ~f co 
in more obscure locales. lege recrmtmg ~or AT&T, said th 
Some, finding a silver lining in 
hard times, are considering public 
service, the Peace Corps, teaching 
or other alternatives. 
But for many, the job hunt has 
become a disheartening struggle of 
resumes, rejection and uncertainty. 
Some say graduate school may 
company recnuts at 169 college 
and receives 100,000 letters a ye2 
from seniors seeking jobs. But thi 
year the number of new peopl 
hired will be cut drastically. 
"We are probably down 40 pe1 
cent in hiring," Vanna said. "Ou 
first commitment is to existin 
employees." 
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--~0 li· .4::4'.}e•f•b. It' smuo~,· ·Jools1resort . " . ,,;u_,}:J - l•~trf(l:25'C. ll 
-~~: ~~~~~,~1 "~I!; ·•~--i~t~-:. ~:.!•--~- ~ 1\~; _Jo_hns_Qn,_~~Virgini~'-~-~.9.w.h:.&s. ·k.: 
aQ~Jltn,-,e~ "11!0•· ~:1;1 _ _---f~; ','.lt2f1!· "the drunken poet of Danville," so_h~ · .c,,: 
•,ByaRI~.~QN,iu_~ ::_o.r ·: _erl! -~ had a couple of excuses. The libation'· : ·, 
t.S~,~~l~i;df!\,O~llt,l21_<J.. ,:l_tl1,_; -W,,a~ that inspired him was plentiful in"':,:•. ; '·i 
:4ll~rtfG~ V.11,.~jf ,r!:;,~~'l: tl,ln"" • , J?.!DV!l!e durjng i~-e~!i~j~~:~But it, 3. - · · yWi"":J:',' ·,~• •-_-,_~o, ;took_oilly 63 yearsfodlie;cliiliclies.to, 2, 
·,81.>/lut}?!P.. , !-:,, 1/{.'\";i'i' !l,rt-.· h "W.ii outnwnbereil:the taveriisjiifDimville' ,;;, •. 
'tb~~ salt . .,~•}'ff-.""~i"eti ~f'." :,, ~~ '"'~ ,, aiid,tod!IY there areii'f_·l!DYc_' • '.'ta"_-emii,at' ~}i,q 
• .Wlli. own ,~-.a. 0 .011:inue,. . ..all ' -., ~a••· .. , _, .• '¥' ., ',,, .. "" ..,. 
Jreciill:e<l·G:'• 1 •1es\J'lflio1effVe'ismlles . - ...... ,:r .- . ·•\"' .. ··~1}~~ .. -:-~~J;•_~?~f,t,;'./ 
, ·.:, ,..,..ii .. ~,J•.:w. · ·1··•,beco""'we•··· ·; !U<kb ~The city has been'dfy-for·more•thlili~ auuuc_,wo )'e!i/• ag_9 o_ m 40 . t, __ ,, red , ... -·' . 
Danville's: school 5':1,P8niltendent. "They Y~, we ,orce_s ,w,e a __ . . -·. 
were ri t on bothJ_ounts." • ·_., : reso_unding defeat m 1977 (the last time. · 
•"-Natlv~'are welraware~aftbis town' the ISSUe was on the ballot) and th!!~--: 
Jias'liii ·excepiil>111i'l_"'qtia11ty of1!fe," iliid' seems to be little sentiment to bring'·_·"" 
newcomers are qwi:k to recogruze the grog back._ - -
amenities. And even lf1lanville's ·• "· ·•. At Danville's restored McDowell 
sophistication does seem to border on House on South Second Street, _the first 
smugness sometimes, there is very little mo~ern surgery took place on . 
question that it has assets found in few, Christmas Day, 1809, when D_r. Ephraim 
if any, Kentucky cities its size. McPowell perfonned 8!1 ovanotomy O!) 
Local government and politics appear · Jane Todd Crawford without anesthesia. 
lo be scandal-free, The schools are good There ar~ ple1_1ty ?f other historicaj 
and the cultural environment exceeds landmarks m this city, an early frontier 
anything found outside Louisville or s(opover on the WIiderness Ro~d. Just 
· Lexington. The streets are clean and eight years after John Crow_ b~ilt what 
well-maintained. And growth, possibly may have _been the first cabm_ m 
because some people resent it, remains Kentucky m 1774, i:ransylvarua College 
moderate and orderly. was_ founded !tere (!t later moved to 
The local library is one of Kentucky's Lexmgton). Fme bn~k homes and a 
finest· residents and businesses raised courthouse were bu!lt. 
almo;t half a million dollars in 1989 to The town was an important frontier 
renovate and expand it. o~tp9st whe_n ~~n~cky became a 
There are few vacant storefronts in d1stri~ o_f V1rgtn\a m 1783, and the 
the color-coordinated buildings. that face coll:81it,ution making Ken~cky the 
each other across Main Street. Free n_ation ~ 15th st:ite :was wntten and 
parking is easy to find. Small signs on s1gne~ m. Danville m 1792. ~e . _ 
hitching posts ask motorists to limit Constitution Square State Histonc Site, 
parking to two hours, but it's little more on ~owntown's. ~em edge, has 
than a0 suggestion. replicas an~ onginal structures-from 
Reno\,ated old homes border early Danville. . .. 
Danvillll's tree-lined streets, and the. Bu~ Centre College is what reall):_Sets-
town might have more porches per Danvill_e apart. . . ·. _ . -, 
capita than any city in the state. "!t gives .us a ~;ns!on you just'. ."': . 
· Mayor John Bowling says the town can t substitute for, said Bruce - · · 
has two big problems: finding $1 million Montgomery? a 1949 Centre alummIS -~ .. 
to close two' old landfills properly, and an~ semi-retired president of a local .. 
finding a way to eliminate stonn water savmgs and loan company. 
runoff in some subdivisions. These Montgomery, a fonner state parks 
trifles must make him the envy of many commissioner, says the college "has 
Kentucky mayors. brought super people to Danville as 
Coffee drinking is a major pastime in stud~nts o~ faculo/ _members, _and a lot 
Danville. The Fanners National Bank of distin~1Shed citizens of this 
provides free java for employees, and commuruty came a,?d stayed here 
Nelson Rodes Jr., the bank's because of Centre. 
parsimonious president, says the Centre's Jane Morton Norton Center 
monthly bill runs about $100. for the Arts has drawn the town and 
It's a colorful town, and not just college closer together. World-class 
when the fall foliage is peaking. artists have perfonned there since the 
The "Old Goats Club" is mostly a center was completed in 1973. 
collection of retirees "who merely Whil~ Danville's ?usiness~s and 
observe and discuss, but don't resolve" profess10ns are spnnkled with: Centre · 
the range of community problems, graduates, the 152-year-old pnvate . . . 
according to old goat Tom Spragens, liberal. arts school has numerous other. 
retired president of Centre College. alumm whos~fame-has-spread far--,_"':.. 
A 7~year-old family~"'1).84 beyond Danville and Kenl'!tkr· Ad!~:~~-'-
department store, the,Hub Frankel at: Stevenson and_ Jolln B~dge _ ... _. , 
the corner of Main and ~- became U.S •. VICll pres1d~nts. l)o1S.-.: •.. : ,. 
P. nelilliatic',tubes to-send'transactions.up Supreme Courtjustices·!om.i r.fl!l'Shall.::, ' ·,tli ':tlilrd,fi ·· ... ""'-'-'"" -·· · Harlan-and·Fred-M.-Vinson•-were Centre: to e oor Om..,, . . .. . . '·• , I ,_,. · iA)local'f' .. , .. , -- rtedly haiila"· · ·-· grads:,The Cl)llege has''educated at' east· 
n .. c., .. ,_,_armb ...~f!'.1/sP? .. mg•· fi~tl;;i,c>! ·CP\ 12.-u,:s. senators 37con ....... •men,:52--,· ounsiw1 uswes rais a.u._'t:I, . . ., . . ~--- ..•. _ •...•... 
"tocim'foi'.~e'"itii'fufand·wt11e!'·,o~,-,, fedei'aland,state.judges,,sixgovem_ OIS'-,. 
ih'The c1ty1basi~'owii·li1115s'biuid aiict1bn .arid'28' co~eJe presicfe!l!s. -':,'•'.e. :-,~-" ;'.1 
will-hold:if$0secon<I GreafAmerican. . ·· ·1llll;there1S another-~ville;J3 ·:···:,:·, 
13iilss1B/m(l,Festivaf!ilils June;r1..: ,e~-i•~:J :::~Those who have it gQ;(\ct!ll D.an11i!le:J. 
· :,!flie'town'is'hiit1officia,lly a~e ~iisf·_ ha~•i!; re!ill.Y'. c:oo4 ~!1~ ,8.\l g!)?d-¥, .,Y-
-w~days until-follis'file into'Bitrlte's' ~ you're.gomg_to_~~·tt',~li,,~.'~fil.a;9l. 
·Bakefy'8i'Deliaitesseli for coffee.and _ att~rney Ephi'aftii Helt~n,;35;·!!-.DM,v!!Je:,; 
'Cilnfectroiis:'Tlfe-bakery's' reputatiotfl"n " native. ;''But the problem-15 ·that· II' lc!t'of" 
extenilli'far 1leyonif'Danville. Joe '·· people here don't.have it good." ·. 
· Martin, a local decorator whose 
J;'-;sWMe'J2aJ!Yille:s:rolli!fg:1~p1ant7omi':l 
{~Hill,Ball' 'lndUS!rial'Park'•N~ · .. ,. ;;, 




~-J~; ~e' "· ,.,hds:.:i:onths:-'And•.11 "~1.··- .,.t~·r~~i:..:;;;.••· ••·"lli'·,.,.ij ... ,t 
~-e1, c~n:en O 'ffie yo-!ers·m· e Cl :•, 
~,scJ].oo~rsyeftem;iiualifv._ ·:ro ·~_!Junclies;•?"_ 
~f.:;Tom\l'olaiid:.,.vice'.prJd'ent'raf'Cefi~-1 
-~Kenru,.w1Fec1Jnils.;:.:;..,.~ani:H.oiiif""'CTm 
-~~octatl'op,;;con~ if~l Danvilltfuls1 .r! 
\c~.ili~:~1rj!gi~11a1~ngm1e;c.iri1iir::anii ~ 
: im,diversified economt,of industrial;.1 .,.,,,. 
iretaiJ:and•agricilltuillJ:eiliployinent- --- n ,; 1na1ces'1t1,e·area·•- ·-.,~ . · r••:--....·-:- -~,.~ . .. . -i . . , J!S. on proo as . .,_ 
~le:1';']'h_e great~""iigel_llllve in1'. 
this liusmess to determiitho · th -· __ , 
recessiop. ,affects_ things is\«:!: ~pie ;, 
are ~~YJl!g thell'home.mortgages," ... : 
J'..Qland.saiif.-There-nave,been a few , · 
mo~.liit~payinents late;;'i lie added,.~- :i 
,,.;,~;;,., 'tlieni "little b'~s \!but no· '• 
th~"·· . . ... .,. . ':'J' • '•'\ tJiing _at1~~cant,,~ •. \.·, ·, -·, 
;;,,Tlie_city _s- racial enV!i'onment is. 
'seldqm)1 big" isstl,e, ~;it was biiefly a 
few.years ago wlien members of a 
·eentre·fraternity conducted a mock . 
hanging_ ~th.racial overtones. James 
~; the highly respected principal of 
Toliver Elementary School, says that 
blacks are as involved in local decision-
making as they want to be. He noted 
that some nearby houses went up for 
sale in 1978 when he bought a home in 
a white neighborhood. "How much of 
that would exist today, I don't know. 
But I don't think very much " Atkins 
said. ' 
The city school board and the city 
commission have one black member 
each, but interracial social contact is 
limited primarily to the schools and 
official occasions. 
Public problems are usually solved 
without much public controversy. 
Several years ago numerous residents 
were upset when the state decided to 
convert a nearby juvenile center into a 
medium-security prison, Northpoint. 
"There are still some people who think 
I didn't fight hard enough against the 
prison," said Democratic Rep, Joe 
Clarke, "but I'd say at this point If you 
tried to take the prison away, they'd 
fuss at you!' Clarke, the local legislator 
since 1970, is chainnan of the 
ilifluential House Appropriations and 
Revenue Committee. 
More recently, the. issue that has 
divided Danvillians has been growth, 
especially the use of fertile agricultural 
land surrounding the town for industrial 
expansion. In 1989 the city annexed 154 
acres in the county, a move upheld by 
the state Supreme Court. Now a new 
dispute has arisen over the rezoning last 
year of 400 acres from agricultural to 
industrial use. 
That case, pending before the state 
Court of Appeals, has kept the growth 
vs. anti-growth split alive and has even 
intensified other differences among 
some members of The Presbyterian 
Church, attended by many of the town's 
power-brokers, 
"Growth and more industry does 
bring some pressures on people who 
have lived here for a long time and who 
want to see the town remain the same. I 
~derstand that," said banker Louis 
, Prich~i a Centre graduate from . 
1 VersaiJI~ who ~~ "There are 
, people ~!lo· live liei:e; who don't want 
1 Danvill,c(t«i lose .wliiit has niiicle it" so •·-
I attractive.·~ ' ' '• • • • • !;,.;,'..') [_;..,.' . --~ ! 
1~,:Whe,o~:ta11i:1ibout ~ .. h ··, 
'th°"'re, . . -!al ·,·. . .... u.n...,, .. . 
••coh'tinufil~IDlf •· ~ ~-!(le ~" ·".' 
"t'"'• .M~,. !~~pf,n~,Jl!~!JSbY to·,. ;;: 
_f?..'-!JL • ... (!re. Juilf of. the nearly;-4,500; 
empl~·at· Industiial.Parlt:'planm are---·. 
fro!R neaiiiy cciililiiiis; andsome'· .... "":°1 
~~ents argue that further, _exp~on 
/,~9n1yc .i.'ff?rs_ettn:~~""°pgesti_op.,>1"1i ,i:i ,.-.,.·Cliu-.e;· a omey ,or the' locat-; ;_. 
industrial foundation, notes that he' got .,-'. 
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--•-. , ·---ee:..,·,..;t,., .. ;,\·,f' .. ~-~i ,~-.-i-lt••"( .. i...:'.io:;.q ... ~.~t.:-...t.L,.:,t;_\'t,t..!') , 
,. • .T'...._.,_1,u a,.,.. .,¢..J • ~ ,...,~. "-l•o· • ~•~i--.,-•, • , • ., - 1. ,.  . GO~G, ~d~~tl!i(µpi~~1,.to?, ~~tJ!?,g~; !Jlto•. ~ince. th_e -
=;'~ · versities do!ft:~!i)(!~ay, _µ eliriiliiation of eduClltion ll?d b~1-
. from c<introversY,, :and, ~,ness,'•.progrlllll!I· would· mte!15ify 
appropriately,• a·iplail.' to:,:gpr,es~::;.om~Arts·.~imd-:Sciences, 
restructure the University,ofcLou::,Mways· must• be ·found1 to· strengthen 
isville is sure to generate·ptijll}y'Of!:O.~it:;::H~?~t?90_ ~.J :~,._):-:_ . :'.~· .•. •3 • ....:-· •. 
it. The plan is bold; and it's'flilweii,'WJ!i?iD.rJ;.:Swalii- tielieves:'the college 
but it contains mariy;~~iindfiil~f{~wo~~]ti_~~¥(~~{~~-(by "reiri-
If ad?pted by the Board:~tTr!:1sr•\:;v£ln~g'.'Jts,;g~~!9!m~ ~ctu~. 
ees, 1t would sharpen U.orr;,•s·,fClt:.'..~!lt ~t•~ n11t.l/'.Jl!f_llpµ!ii?We,.°11~ 
cus, further delineate its_'.<ifferings;c~cpnce~ reJate~ _to·the:mw-ky p~ 
from other Kentucky: iinivei:sit!es·'_.pbsal fof a Division-of"Generiil'm: 
and make it a stronger institution .. · st:ructioh withln :llie:~college. Dr; 
;;:; The schools of education and'busi." .. .Swam: describes ifas a "home" for 
".'. ness would become unique in ~en~.'.. students in the cntical first years, 
tucky, and the College of Arts and - which sounds like an attractive no-
Sciences could anticipate some tion. But would that division be-
real progress. The emphasis on come an academic stepchild - a 
graduate pro- junior college 
grams would en- within the univer-
hance Louisville. · sity? That would 
From the be regrettable. By 
standpoint of diffusing general 
politics, the plan education 
is astute. By iden- throughout the 
tifying problems curriculum, the 
and implement- university under-
ing solutions, U scores its com-
of L signals mitment to pro-
Frankfort that it =·,..- viding a broad-
is managing ag- based liberal arts 
gressively. That exposure for its 
will reduce the students. 
likelihood of the General Assem- With mandatory retirement end-
bly imposing its own belt-tighten- ing, the proposal to initiate post-
ing measures. tenure'review is wise. Likewise, by 
Credit for most of the ideas in recognizing that women's studies 
"A Strategy for the 1990s" belongs have transformed the humanities 
to faculty, staff and students, but and social sciences, the plan 
President Donald Swain's imprint _boosts that vital intellectual disci-
is unmistakable. Clearly, he has · pline. But calling for a· "Women's 
decided to do sometjtlng , more Center'' is inadequate. The faculty 
than simply coast through the lat- should push for a women's studies 
ter stages of his tenure at U of L department. · · 
At its core, the plan strongly af. The proposal for a $50 fee per 
firms the university's role as a s~mester for libr;uy and computer 
place that offers students a firm services is distressing. The librar-
intellectual foundation with multi- ies need more money, but aren't 
pie opportunities for specializa- library services as essential to a 
tion. By phasing out some under- university as instructors? The use 
graduate programs in education of fees to fund libraries suggests 
and business, it would radically al- that someone considers them a 
ter those schools and make the frill. 
College of Arts and Sciences U of Taken as a whole, however, the 
L's centerpiece, which is proper. plan properly challenges the uni-
But parts of the college already versity to reshape and reorient it-
overflow with students - some self, while holding fast to its tradi-
classes are too big and others are tion and its basic mission. 
-MSU Clip Sheet 
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·THE C0URIER✓OORNAL:, TUESDAY;'APRJ_ll_ 23fi1!1§!1 l 
WKU'-'facu11v,to'. re· elve" a -•raises 
,,..-., 4,-J'-.~lt, .1. .. ..,.,..,,., •• ,..9;•- , • •,t . f ,,,,,.r:~'J•! ~;,=:~·-· n •.. · .• ·:';,ll!'~•--;;-
.. iBOWUNGiGREEN, Ky,;Westem Ken"•~1m •. uruvemty,. facul!Y., 
members will receive a·5.percerit 'i>a· ~fi~1- for satisfacio' . 
performance; withlan' additional 3 ~n:ent 'possible for outstan:C.· 
iDg performani::e.~m3m~:i;1fJt -·- . ' .•. 
,i!J.IJ~J~~~i;it,Tl!omas Me~~s'iil,d}h~ trustees author-. 
,~ !Ji~h)___~siQl!p!lg,a;J~leph_one'Jl~ll 81jd will formally ap-· 
PJl!Y.!! .. _ .~lfu!l1;,!!\el!" m~\i!)g ID 1.fay •. '·;'. _ :: · ... " ·_ . 
,,fl1,C1ilty•salari~ at .Western are the lo'.!!eyt. ID !he state, accord-
ing to-The Chronicle of Higher Education; an.d that is making it 
diffi_cult-for the school to keep teachers and"to attract new ones, 
faculty members and administrators said. 
The average salary for assistant professors in 1990-1991 was 
$31,800 - fifth of the eight state universities. Average salaries for 
associate professors and professors were $36,400 and $42,500, 
respectively. Those are the lowest in the state. 
Spring enrollment at Western Kentucky University is 14,375, up 
3.5 percent from the 13,890 students enrolled in the spring of 
1990, Registrar Freida Eggleton said. This marks the first time 
spring enrollment has surpassed the 14,000-mark. 
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KET director Press to retire next year 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - 0, Leonard Press, the first and only execu-
tive director of Kentucky Educational Television, has announced 
plans to retire' from the netw~rk June 30, 1992. . . . 
Press, 69, was instrumental ID KET's development begmrung m 
the late 1950s. The network went on the air in 1968. 
"Len Press is KET," said Lexington lawyer Terry McBrayer, 
chairman of the KET authority, the network's governing body. 
"He is directly responsible for Kentucky's national recognition as 
a leader in public broadcasting. Len possesses vision and imagina-
tion, and thousands of young people throughout tbis nation have 
benefited from that." 
Press started plans for KET while a faculty member at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky. From 1958 to 1963 he headed UK's depart-
ment of radio, television and films and was director of UK's 
broadcasting service. He became the network's chief executive in 
1963. 
McBrayer said a search will be conducted for Press' successor. 
.'(EXINGTON'HEAA&O:Al:iERn:EXINGTON;:K'(;nJESOAY; Al'l'UL, 23, 199t 
WK01siJ'!'.l~g:"f~t~11"1ent 'hits"a higti . · "· 
,.,, ~~-'.f'.~l~G,!3RE.~~-''·' Spffeg,~ollinei1't.)t. ,W.e'stern Kentucky., 
Universify JS/14,3'l5; ujJ ~.g_.;:.;;;;lnt,f\"011,1 the\13,890,students.enrolled· 
in '!he<spru\'g\i(•I990: Regi~Freicla Eggleton' said:' "·•·· . · · · 
"""""This-marks0 tlle,first-tiine:springJeriiollrnent has surpassed the 
i~Ji<~ijmr[,c°Enrollinent;top~ 15,0Q01fiit:tliiNi~t time during the 
ra,l'l-990'''· '·• 1· - ·• : · '. t .. •'c,'>•\ ,~t.,• -~ ,,o - , 
I~+_,. __ --~~~ ~.·_-,-_.', •,,,_..
1
,2,"!f ··1- '\"-.~--'•;'I:,'. ..., .. ,\ ~ 
··/Tbis',spripg there ai:ec12,258 imdergraduate students and 2,117 
graduate•sfudents, Eggleton:said. Filll-tinie students number 10,222 
and'.4,1$,}are attend~g. schQOl part time. ·-' 
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Ex-Eagle tailback Shime1 
to drive Olympic bobsled 
Special to the Herald-Leader mined after trials July 5-1 ➔ at Lal 
Brian Shimer, a former More- Placid. Contenders include profe 
head State University football play- sional football players Hersch 
er, has been selected to drive a two- Walker and Willie Gault, plus tw-
man sled for the 1992 U.S. Olympic time Olympic gold medalist and ti 
bobsled team. world recordholder in the -100-met, 
Shimer, from intermediate hurdles, Edwin Mose 
Naples, Fla., was Shimer, brakeman on the Unitt 
selected based on States' No. 2 four-man sled at tt 
trials at Lake , 1988 Calgary Olympic Games, w, 
Placid, N.Y., last - a Florida state high school wre 
month. Also !ling champion at 159 pounds. f 
picked to drive a wasi"Iiamed· Morehead's Rookie , 
two-man sled was . tlie Year as a tailback in 1981 
Brian Richard5<!n · i3" ~2~~~ ;_-:-;'i!!foJ.<!'V!!!, ~,ee injuries limited hi 
of San Jose, Calif. ·Shifne("',;,-r,~-;.;,~P~Y;:11/d~'! full seasons and tw 
Charles . . l, ,., .... , ··'·'"""'·'''•·d,partial-seasons. for ·the Eagles , 
Leonowicz , of : Clifton Park, N.Y., 'running back and wide receive~. 
and Randy Will of ~ndwell, N.Y., Shiinei-,' earned a degree in ir 
were named to drive four-man dustrial· technology from Morehea 
sleds. in 1985. 
Other team members - push- Shimer became involved in bot 
ers and brakemen - will be deter- sledding after the U.S. Bobsled an, 
Skeleton (Luge) Association stage, 
a recruiting drive in 1985. seekin· 
to introduce athletes to the sport.· 
In 1987, Shimer teamed wit! 
Scott Pladel, Jim Herberich am 
Matt Roy to win the overall Worl, 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
Cup championship in 1987. Th, 
same foursome finished 16th at th, 
Calgary Olympics. 
The Daily Independent, Asl1land, Kentucky Monday, April 22, .19;91 
Groups strive to give UK 
students local employment 
By ROGER ALFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPE~DENT 
ASHLAND - The une-
mployment rate may be high 
in eastern Kentucky, but there 
are summer jobs in the region 
for students from the Univer-
sity of Kentucky and its 
community colleges. 
The university's financial 
aid office and the Cooperative 
Extension Service in the Col-
lege of Agriculture are work-
ing together to provide job 
opportunities in extension of-
fices in all 120 counties. 
The jobs will be open to 
students in the UK work/ 
study program. Students 
whose parents meet the in-
come. requirements for finan-
cial aid are eligible for the 
program. 
Bob Halsey, interim director 
of the UK student financial aid 
office, said he thinks the ap-
proach is unique in the na-
tion. 
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' • Based on median of average salaries at 
similar.schools in•nearby states.· 
•• Excludes medical school. 
Source: Council on Higher Education ••• Excludes law.school. 
Herald-Leader I Frank Taylor 
Colleges improve faculty salaries 
but are unable to close pay gap 
By Jamla Lucke er Education. 
Herald-Leader education writer ult took US ten years to get into 
Kentucky colleges generally this position. You can't expect tci 
gained on their competitors' faculty get out of it in two years. Plus, it's a 
salaries during the last year, but moving target We know other 
· states are having difficult financial 
there was-still a pay gap. times. We could make more prog, 
An historic tax increase provid- ress'' in the coming budget year, 
.ed the healthiest raises at Ken- Cox said. 
tucky's public universities and com- Many states are having revenue 
mLinity colleges in seven years: shortfalls that could hold down 
Increases in average salary, salaries. But in Kentucky, in the 
ranging from 5 percent at Northern second year since the legislature 
·Kentucky University to 11.5 percent raised taxes, public universities are 
at Morehead Stale University. halt- expected to give average raises of 7 
ed the erosion in the state's ability percent to 10 percent. 
to compete for teachers. The challenge now, Cox said, is 
above 10 percent, she said. 
Rogers is chairwoman of a com-
mittee of the UK chapter of the 
American Association of University 
Professors that compiles an ann~I 
report on salaries. She said the 1990 
consumer price index was 6.1 and 1s 
projected at 5 percent in 1991. '. 
Nationwide, faculty pay rose S:4 
percent in 1990-91. 
At UK, the increase was 10 
percent, leaving UK $3,854 behind 
the bench-mark median. That is a 
$1,000 improvement compared with 
the 1989-90 gap. 
That's the good news. sustaining the financing effort in 
The bad news is that even with · the legislature "for more than one UK moved from 10th to ninth in 
the improvement, average salaries biennium so we can catch up.'' average pay among 12 bench-mark 
universities. UK is ahead of the lagged 4 to 14 percentage points JoAnn Rogers, a professor of 
below competitive targets. information sciences at the Univer- University of Tennesse in Knox-· 
ville, the University of Missouri in 
The salary targets are set at the sity of Kentucky, said,"This is the. Col b' d w t v· · · u · ti!" 1a an es rrg1ma m-mid-point of average salaries paid first year in_ a long time that w_e've versity. 
by similar schools in nearby states. seen an mcrease substantially , 
The goal, which varies from school above the consumer price index. .. · · iJK trails North Carolina State, 
to school, is called the bench-mark P,,.t's ve!"Y positive. yte're usua!IY(,:,Indiana pniv~ity. in Bloomington, 
median. Just runmng to stay.m pl;tce.witn:~:ctlfe Universicy-!of.North,Carolina in 
The failure to catch up with the(~. inflation.':· , .. , . - ·· . ," · · :•?;J•, '\ ~:C!iiipeEHill; Piiniµe:Uiii~ersity, Vir-, 
competition in 1990-91 should• not•·!, 'Th .';last 'tini'4 liif 1acu1Jl · ~gµili;Je(;lj;::,Ohio'.State University, 
c!isa~int, 0sai!l:, j,ary ~x, ex~- ceived ea doubll!;!iigifraise'.;.~1:tJ.:tiI~f:IJlii_'v~.!o/~ofi.~ojs ahd .ti)ej 
tiwditect?rof_the Collilol on High- the ear(y.f980s,,v;h~.~tion;~~,:~~!t'.Pt,M!r~~.:.;;.:-i,?~ JA 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
itnf1~tanvJ5a~~@~~~,iWie0@~Y. ~®!la~ · ·,-.---~-i;m~·~a·: ;•· ~- .. · -- "· •"'--'~r1~u1~1· ·lj
I ~- -~"'·" ~"'·~~,:,· Cl£iCfft~ . . ; r, ga ·i -. .. 
. r:c,:I!'~~-~ "W.~;.ir,,_ .. ·. :~~,~}~Ji§~. ";~'le . · . : ~~•~-,r .,.,~ -~<~) 
OffllQ;lil' t11tl·f!f :'!flfffftJ/1i'Jf.Ne>f, •.··,,·.•,•. '.:I" ~;~1!8Wiilii>t,\.c•,'· ·:' e· "•···· ,,'·,; i:"' ~,i i;,u.>tMo'·::·,,-.,.-e· .·  k~~~': "r ';; tr~-sirrsnEJBb;~~{!fl. .. 
~:in.1:$, ~ ··, , 1~. 1.-~-·. 1 1 0.(3• rt.i,,,_ II:. ·r ... 1,·•:1-.,•1:--..-~ ·/.b~ .-c-'",'! -(~) --:.,I)...._ U ~ (:;_.J1!~. <.-<.,t~•- \7_l,- ';.( r.' - f,,JJ;r;:;1. t~ • ,"'.,."'.<. ,, j ti. •,-.r,! w-'-1-fl ~ "Ci. ~-• • •. •• ./'.J ') 1'.11,.;.._-:'J J •1~1 li!~r.:--n3t!;--0s;_. ~:\1 )!•1~-.';._,,,_. . .. . . . • . . ' . , -· "'"-'.d'a•m· en'~'. /;L\ma.1,;;.,· t~Je. '.v. al_ ii.··.· .. , ili;i_v. e.l"''bu.,.·._we. '.re .. ·. 'n .. ·.. o. t .gomg .. t,Q .. 1
9,_~}r···.t·E~.i.'~-;_~A~!,!!L}.'."1:Ntpn·:•.' .. E' Ep:::E:NfD:;;-E,.~N\Ti~'.~''9.1.·._::._::_1, . ~lii'your iciunger i1~yers:iµiji[' i re~lac~ C)lr1~~QV~¼11!g_li,!, ?!,e'r,~ 
s. ,, '-' !:... " . seifwliere tliey"wilMi~ji~fif't!jf . ' !})ad~. spme_ ~~de\ftl]~4¢n:;',;! 
v .. ,, '"" ,,~,~ .,.,,.,, ,, ., 0 ,, .. ,c, · program. If y~ want ,to(;clG' . ,·.Pa1~tsv11Ie_;J,!I1g1i.• ,~c,hool 
·,,rM OR·E·H 1,iA,D,•-,,;:..; W,hen, , some experi!rienfatr6i'i/?''OU' ' gra· aua:tii":Jerem. yOHolb'rook:is 
rvtoreJjea\t~4i}i!''tlperloo; spfi:!J.ik caii.,'.try::s6me'. new th#i~;':gif , the~ troht<rim)i_er,'aWquarter! 
11ractice 0lastr.wee~ ,,second,. offense-''and•.:rlefe.nsetani:F•.1se1f J l'>ack'.mtotfglilT.Jeff·. K-iiig 1it1of: 
,l,e'ar" :c· p''.a''.cn·c'o!'e'·Pr' octoi''Was ·a ' ' .,:e',Nnc·-•,;, ·;,~)Y '"'""'' ' • '' ·'' "t ....... h·""'. 'hGif .•·o ... 
.1i.. - •• ~,, :,i ... ~-. , , ,!'.u ~ .. - how 1t looKS.i.:A-_·.~1._•i-'1Y'.:.;.--·..-h·t•1?-fit --~ fer.1ng ;a stlll,',C_ cUJ.enge .. _ .µ~u, 
'b~~y ~an-: .. '.'<• -.. (Ai''"':":-'" Sp,ring prai!tice'!'al$1>~•p't_O''' f -•~H~1ffr9ok•:Wo~d .. ,ll/i~th~'orie 
.... _l,;!1.,£.~}'. co~Ji a-~~_1!1~!1- .. vides .an .. opportunity-to;:,see~who--:would .. start".if:. . I.;~ad., to. 
(defe~1ve Ime), ana l guess how players have. deyel()pedc .;Play,.~,~ame t~mop-oy,-, · f'.roc-
,.you:could· say I m a. hands-on over the offseason. - . , 1 ,. , -,;/ •.. , tor said: .'.'Jeff. is coming along 
'c?i{i:~,:' Proctor said:.· '- "Usually, you'll' "s"et- lfids, ·.•·an-:it;)ias,donEl:a_Pretfy_good job 
.~e- former Utah State as- step to the forefront .m: tlie, · tlJlf! SI?,l'.mg,.I; '\VISh. o.ne. of, them 
si~tant · and _Eagle . ~lumn~e, spring_. .because,.Jhe:/"v.~~Ja,cl,,.; wouldc;-Jl\mp· tip· and- 4ke,.•o!'.f 
will be trying: to•:;s.ust~m : good .Jifting•tiinif.~dilliey:_~e 'i. (an\l,.\\i,µi:lt4e,po~!!_on.)")~!;.'.?,1 
whatever enthusiasm, r\lmam_s · been; iri, the, i.yeight,rd9.inf ~d.j .:·P.~octorJ_ha,g].';!,1,!?\~aJ9r !n• 
~rom Morehe~d States shock- know the system~,.a, lot1,Ji.~t_t~r;,.:J junes .~tit1n~:i,5.P111lgJ pr11ctice. 
mg upse~ Oh10 Valley Confer- than they did/' Pi;-octor ~!l!.d, :t· :-- .; and w1ll:,;Jiave· an,,.1,nfl4x. of' 
ence wrn· over top-ranked Positions aren't, entirely·, freshmen',coming in during 
Eastern Kentucky University won or lost in spring practice._' ' the fall ·workouts, Eagle vet-
to close the 1990 season. however. erans may or may not have a 
"You try to build on the "If a kid goes home in the strong influence in developing 
confidence the kids have," summer and works hard you the youngsters. 
Proctor said. "You also need can see a real change in !,hem, "It really depends on the 
to watch, though, that they especially in freshmen turned freshman," Proctor said. 
don't get fat-headed and 11:ave sophomores who are still de• "Some varsity guys will help 
them roll m next year thmk- veloping." Proctor said. kids and some won't. If a 
ing since they knocked off the With spring practice now freshman comes in real cocky 
No. I team in the nation they concluded, Proctor can dwell and acts like he knows it all. 
can win automatically. It's on a number of things, in• the vets will usually see if he 
another seaosn and we'll have eluding the search for a suc- can't help him fall on his face 
to go out against Samford cessor to graduated record- a couple of times. But if he's a 
(season opener) and play our breaking quarterback Chris good guy and it looks like he's 
best." Swartz. got a shot to play, the vets will 
The main goal of Proctor's "I felt pretty good about step in and try to help them.'' 
spring practice is clear. . practice, though we have a The Eagles will open in 
"Don't get anybody sen- ways to go offensively," he Birmingham on September 7 
ously hurt," he said. "What said. "I'm pleased we're going against Samford in a non-
you try to do 1s to work on to be more experienced defe• conference game. 
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N KU regent asks not to be reappointed 
Associated Press, 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS - Ken 
Lucas who has been appointed to 
the N~rthern· Kentucky University 
Board of Regents by five governors, 
has sent a letter to Gov. Wallace 
Wilkinson asking that he not be 
reappointed. 
Lucas' term ends this month. He 
was named to the NKU board by 
Louie Nunn, Wendell Ford, Julian 
Carroll, John Y. Brown Jr. and 
Martha Layne Collins. 
Bruce Wilkinson, appointments 
secretary for the governor, said he 
met with NKU President Leon 
Boothe several weeks ago to dis-
cuss pending appointments to the 
board of regents. 
Boothe lobbied for the reap-
pointment of both Lucas and Elmer 
Haas. They are the only two re-
gents who have served the entire 23 
years since the university was es• 
tablished. 
Bruce Wilkinson would not 
comment on whom would be ap-
pointed, but he said he di? not 
anticipate prolonged delays m the 
appointments. 
Lucas said he had two marks 
against him in his support of Lt 
Gov. Brereton Jones for governor 
and the NKU dorm controversy, 
Governor Wilkinson's wife, Martha, 
is one of four Democrats running 
against Jones in the primary. 
However, Lucas said that be-
cause of his work with the Northern 
Kentucky University Foundation, 
he does not take an active part in 
any political race. 
Lucas also was thrust into a 
controversy when Governor Wilkin-
son suspended a contract for con-
struction of a dormitory complex. 
The action was taken after allega-
tions surfaced that state officials 
exerted political pressure on behalf 
of a firm that has contributed to 
political causes supported by the 
governor. 
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Regent doesn't want;reap"Jiitm.ePI~ 
HIGHIAND HEIGHTS,' Ky::--· Ken .Lu\:IIS/'wliifl1ils beeh~C, 
pointed to the,Northeril'Kentuclty Ui!We'rsi1¥l,>panN~f1regeilts,by:1 
five'govemors,•has'senfal~tterto Gi>~tWlilf!i,ce'~~n~? 
that he not be reappointed,'·.:.. . ~- ''?'l()f:~'.°'. f':':'" o,/iJ •!··I 
.1.ucas'. term.ends lhiS'.montliJie-was,~ed,to-tfie NiqJ ~! 
by'Louie Nunn, Wendell Ford,'Julian Camill;1JohtrYl\Brown}r.~ 
and ·M•-" • ·t.ayne """'••·:' '.•. · .d ;h-"N ot 001/i/:W /,.n b'u:,m1 a.I.' l . \,,,Ul,ll.lLIJ•.. ,. ,,,- , , J , ·- • 1 _ , '. 
,:
1,IJriiet. .• tilkinson; Gov; Walla(!' WilltiilSon's'ilpJ.lalrilm~~lf~•j 
taey- . would not comment' on who·would be apwmted, but• he SB,1~ l 
be·doesn'fanticipate·prolongecfdelays. , .. , .. ,: b-~i"c'~<l>i .,,_ {,.~'1 
:Js'aiil'S-Willn:was-~orif,,um.~ 
l .,fB :sli' ' '•d'Sill.l'~~l'pf.N j-~~,.\!Jie 1>~. ·· •,,,af~V~il 
!ol~liii .... • . '•.t9,,Jie,tlie b0 ., Y,:\~i 
IJioii~!l>r~lnW'o"n•t"· /ine,~~':l I ,~··••'"'·:->«f-·... ";i-.-.,:,,,.1tl,,,~~.-~•t,~."-;i:"H,'.>Wi_ :''fl 
l ......... ,P,l'OCeSS ··., -~-...... ,,. l !;, '"-' " -~~--~ A ~ 1,i:,'ri.U' ~~tt<P,1~ ·)f~"l.~11',:~ -~fn~ ,,.,.e11,....,-p_l'OP,(1 -:was, ... ,,.=· 
'1' ·,_ • .,..,;,,~li' ;;.;-:;,. "'!'' 0.'d'.·''' ·,ur•'th~"_'~ . eascu 'NJ ..,.,;.,av or• ean,u .· e; 
b . ~-.. ~a\;.u ·•1''.'1.·i:t~~··1'1;'~'' "use•·•-·u. ~ usmess,°""oo, uaucu• . , , .u1 
d. ,th .•. sch... 1•· ,,. ;..,lh,"'''""" has ma e: e· oo s-,a~ ... ,.,.Sillll_; 
. . ·-d· ' • .,,..,,....,,"-,;:;i __ "'~'-"-'-''."'. '.""' and·· .stu enu;- Ulllll<•, IUJUUL·, we, 
school's 0accoinplislimeiitii ,.,-,' and) 
goa1s-:~-.;.~?~1J.;:·,1-~:. :··:~ ~ :·:-.i:~ 
·m· contacts :wltli'inore, than:JQO_( 
bwimess people/1,'a~Jof:-::slilcr,;'_lie; 
foun~- large COJ-pora!!.o~,;' ~~po_rt.i 
the· idea. but·_smal]c. !ID~im,tjli~:J 
sized businesses rely ·on ,the:,b11S1:J 
ness school to, -teach· ~llllll'keting;\ 
-management'aild'fiilarice:ilkills •. ,, '.lj 
'l'•"lor-·said; the business ·school\ 
win probably opito~ttl\efll!~:~-illl-! 
res· onse-lo;s · "·"hiit~it,will'also~ 
pro':iosew_ays ~ngilie~]ie.IibH 
era! arts componentof.busmess stu-
dents' edllcatiOn.·.>,.,. . ....., ~:.~:."-:~~~-:;' · .· 
S:wain has said he. will rethink the 
proposal if the business community 
opposes it. On May 20 he will pre-
sent his final restructuring plan to 
the board of trustees for ·approval. 
The trustees, who discussed the 
business school proposal at their 
meeting earlier this week, were split 
on the matter and asked Swain to 
carefully poll the business commu-
nity before making a decision. 
Ar yesterday's protest the stu-
dents,' showing they had paid atten-
tion in marketing class. wryly sug-
gested the administration had not 
done much market research about 
the proposal's impact. 
Parrish noted that for the 1988-89 
academic year, there were 139 de-
grees awarded in management -
more than in any other subject uni-
versity-wide. Finance. with 107 de-
grees awarded. came in third, and 
marketing, with 96, came in sixth. 
.~f:lilicwooTdffi!ge": a·,senrirt"'ililit= 
•l'i~".' "••' · ,I ·.,.. , •·. , I,:c•m_:.'it · •o--- i' v ·.ma,ot. noted,wa,Iwe·"d~' 'il!jalA':l~to•' ~: int" ., 'tii'. •. --·b·-· "·~•i · · -.• .. ..,.,. o.- e,, ess, 
rsc1t t~ili1k""'"''tfttiai''ffieffl&t 
lll_"""-"". · .... ,;;s•;, ,...._l!re.!1_ ''"i!''t_'"" 'm" 00 :· i-.,, · ,. .. ,, ''"""'""°"" '"'''""' e ·po t•avem--tf'.-:~;.~:;.,:..:;!t""l•;...;.t;~:+, .. )~ n ·s·A'm·' , ..~~?a ·•euuama,:l'Pnn=menrto .u· ·order, 
?f{w _ ttie'~llliiiim',r1;200:~"t'1 flil21,:.-~- '•"" ...,1.,,.,, .. -a:::,;-;;l.t"f+:~:'.idt',,N'!f\','. , · ,:(matOl'S, are: wo,;unuuU"'4' Dt:1-, 
1',~e1s ·g· 'oin· 'to °""•'aif!t1uf,=ll 
.if~~-~ ·,;·.'·•,'h· . . .,.. ,f.!~~-, ""'II·•.·.,. ,,t'."'"i?~'f .. .f'i· -,.en .. - s e sai...-· 'We ·see \iifm•s1 
~ffig~Oien!';.!''j~~-t1t1p?.E·~1n~V!frw 
'"'·AfierJ!W'4iliii?tro~.tiie,iliwd~' 
f'*hooH '"ilfe':'acinilliistniti''' :llilll' r 
'"Jri '·; som~'of ~~• "rote'sfeis~~l Mru' n,. _g __ 'st'' nrOn' .. J1,, .• ,,;.:..1.,»H·"•,·· "Id'. · ro "mwace . •~¥'I~ - e· "tO ' ,, ptlj."iffl--_·"'"'>'-:.. ·;:.:·",•'~',"=, .• , ,.,d., -~-.. ,,~-,, -~-e ... ,,we.-a=uuu n • re-
; ce1voo .nilii~·~ews trom ... e·llusi~' ¥.ness·,~.®HUDttnljy,:· ·an~:)~'.ncil' !. • ~,. ·! 
~if!emfiit'se~d·:their'.''oli'ecii~: 
~-t•a.-:.r.· .. .,.._ • •t_n.~ro.:.,.::!lil.'4i}I fr•J-'t.,.f9•v· · , •-writing O·"wam;·. , .• ,, _,,;,·• "·'' · 11,:.v,;;.,:mu..,-,.•,,wi'itf'~ ,.: .. ~--· , -d· -• •1·. nOlDllli; IS· en ui o<une' an ¾.-~ur ·.reacfion!·F?iiii' ·· ·rf'sl~t-., :Mann·-
toid.ttiem:rifo~f~, '1"'J'J 'there is·· 
a 'griiwi#g emphasL!I onile liberal 
· ·amfacross·thin:ountiy.-1,-:- · 
The students· concedell that an 
eaiicated·-person · must iie. alile to 
write. tliink, analyze and· communi-
cate. but insisted they get a broad-
based education in the business 
school. 
Tipping his hat to the students' 
articulate presentation, Mann said, 
"I admire your ability to communi-
cate orally." But he added, "If 
things can be made better, we have 
a responsibility to ask those ques-
tions." 
Wooldridge suggested that the 
curriculum could be changed to in-
clude more English courses without 
doing away with business degrees 
altogether. "It's OK if they want us 
to be more well-rounded," she said, 
"but without specializations, we're 
not going to get a job." 
Business students will be voicing 
their concerns, -again today at two 
meetings with ,Taylor. The faculty 
will be meeting-with him tomorrow. 
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UK 6th among medical schools 
that specialize in primary care 
The top _10 .- , 
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"The Dally)ndependent, As~la~;:;~~;y -~~~rjl 23, 1991_ _i,. "1it :· ])eyp_e an·___ _ '.')·" 
a~: ;l.%11!11it'. '. %%%."'¥' );'tt{!NifflWj~~tt~~t~\1~~~:S~itm,:~ff 4 r: -"~ '--~~i~~dtJot:er . -1-~· -: ,-;,_: ,.,1 -; s., ·coF-' • _ ·_ _ ~is trii: · _ ."",.,. _ -; .. .. -_. -:::r;_ -,_ , l(,:qat • ;__ - N__,, .:. name has cropped up 
_ . . • _ , - ..• -----"-''-'-'- ------'-'=-i -~--,'i=: - concerning the men's .. .----~~:~-~';;::~d: 's· ··~tof ~-p-.. r(a~~SC:f~;~ tt~: _:. e:s~~~~t~~~~~~~d State l: :;J~y--0.L--:- . - ,; :··· -·,·r'~ -~-~~:,cl;ir,i;,f -l<,~-ig , .1Jniyet$lty_; I!pn Devoe. 
· ----- ---- ---- -- · - - -- -- ·::,., (:>.:Jfj,, - .. ,n:A{or.;n~r-coach at 
MSU also won the national ·, : . -~, : Southeastern Conference 
en 
C) 
.i1J:~:;.it0heers r :..;:- •:r, -- ~ '-";~;-':~::J~~g ~~M~;~~~i~l 
State University basketball 
and football games would be 
wise· to take note of the 
school's cheerleaders. After 
all, they have proven for the 
second time in three years 
that they are the nation's 
best 
The MSU varsity cheer-
leaders won the Division 1 
national title at the College 
Cheerleading Championships 
April 5 and 6 in San Antonio, 
Texas, an event televised on 
ESPN. The national partner-
stunt title was won by Suz-
ette Hignite of Flatwoods and 






By Glenn Rutherford 
:::.::: Herald-Leader Louisville bureau z o LOUISVILLE - When compos-
t:, er John Corigliano lost a 30-year-
z friend to acquired immune deficien-
~ cy syndrome, he said, "It was the 
.J 
"' last straw for me." 
:!5 So Corigliano created a work for 
i:5 the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
--' music intended to capture "both the 
:3 vastness and intimacy" of such a 
~ problem and such a loss, 
~ Yesterday, =~-,-,-__ ., 
z Corigliano was '-:. .. 
f:! introduced as 
jg the 1991 Grawe- -;, __ 
x· ·meyer Award 
~ . ~winner for mti-
:sic .at a·· news 
; conference on 
. the University 
. of ''0 "1'.miisville . 
!campus, Hick 
Other win' .. • '· ' . 





cheer leading title -in 1988. : · · school~ •rermessee and 
When you consider all the ~• ~Florida, Devoe has been out 
major cheer leading .. titles,. g •··of coaching for one year. He 
middle school, high school'' c: had replaced Norm Sloan 
l 
and college squads from this ~ ~~t:si~~8:ci:;\~a{i;9~t~~e 
area have won in recent -g Krueger replaced Devoe 
years, only one conclusion :2 after a 7-21 season. 
"' In an 11-year career from 
can be drawn: That area ~ 1979-89 with the Volunteers, 
teams have the best cheering c Devoe won 204 and lost 137 . ., 
squads in the country, -c While Devoe is a 
In addition to Hignite, area ai candidate. assistant coach 
students on the MSU squad g- Allan Hatcher is considPn·d 
are Brad Ross, Karis Cooper ~ the front-runner for the 
position opened when 
and Kris Holbrook of More- i Tommy Gaither retired. 
head, Kandi Johnson of Cat- o Other candidates inctuc!p 
lettsburg, Michele Fannin of 1 former Morehead State 
Van Lear, Candi Brown of >- assistants Craig Morris and 
Clearfield, Robert Eskridge of Jeff Berkhamer. 
Phelps, and Stacy Mercer of 
South Shore. 
Cheers to the MSU cheer-
leaders for another national 
title. 
· Corigliano, a ~ 
distinguished : 
professor of mu-
sic at Lehman Egan · 
College of the 
City University 
of New York, 
won the compe-
tition for the 
Grawemeyer 
music award 
over 14 7 other 
entrants. 
The Grawe-
meyer Awards Corigliano 
- each worth 
$150,000 - were created in the 
mid-1980s by Louisville industrial-
ist Charles Grawemeyer, and were 
intended to honor ideas and works 
that make the world a better place, 
The award in education, chosen 
from 40 entries, went to Canadian 
Kieran Egan, for his book Primary . 
Understanding: Education in Ear/y»c 
Childlwod, . ,, - -1,ti 
The booR emphasizes. storyfe!l- ' . 
ing· ·as· a means of· education,.-and-,if 
stresses·the need to•reach a'child's11h 
imagination and his willingness tb,., 
believe in fantasy. · ,:;,cc ._.. ·,·,, 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
"I believe we need to build an 
appreciation of children's imagina-
tions," Egan said. 
The award in religion, present-
ed by U of L and the Presbyterian 
Theological Seminary, was given to 
John Harwood Hick, Danforth pro-
fessor and chairman of the depart-
ment of religion at Claremont Grad-
uate School in California. There 
were 42 entries in the category. 
Hick's book, An l11terprrtatw11 
of Religion: Human Responst, to 
the Transcendent, notes that all of 
man's religions "share a commit-
ment to the transcendent." 
The Grawemeyer Award for 
Ideas Improving World Order drew 
28 entrants, and the winner was the 
U.N, World Commission on Envi-
ronment and Development. The 
commission was headed by Norwe-
' gian,J'rime Minister Gro Harlem 
l
f~~dtlan\L ' ,, 
fiJYJfl-~:; ,., ~ . 
,'_r_/M~l3riuid-·t1ancti' ·was not present 
if~t-erday;1_' biit"' U of L President \J¥~!if,S~ain said he was hopeful 
l:}lµ,\,t;!l!_l.\r!toul!l s<:eme to Louisville in . 
-;,Qc):ober.:.when ·the awards are· for-
""iiia!Iy'pffiiented, . ---- . 
~:·1w~·!·,,.:.-i .-i• • . :...·: ,?·:..· ·., 
, ,:,,,_,01;Qe. ill'f;i:9mmitti:e's, work pro-
duced a-book.called Our Common 
Ii'utµre, whicli ;id\lressed environ-
'!lentaL problems caused by over-
population and poverty, as well as 
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By GEORGE WoLFFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND -· A year-old law 
mandating health insurance 
for Kentucky college students 
is under attack from several 
sides, including legislators 
who enacted the law and have 
now taken steps to limit it 
State Rep. Tom Kerr, D-
Taylor Mill, chairman of' the 
Administrative Review Sub-
, committee, said that panel has 
refused to approve regulations 
designed to implement the 
law, but can't stop them from 
being enforced · through April 
1992. That leaves students to 
deal with the mandate starting 
in the fall semester, when the 
law kicks in. : 
A group of Ashland Com-
munity College students has 
collected 1,200 names on a pe, 
titian opposing Section 24 of 
Senate Bill 239, which makes : 
hospitalization insurance a 
prerequisite for enrolling in 
any public or private college 
in Kentucky. 
And David Holton, a Louis-
ville attorney representing a 
board of student body presi-
dents, has as_ked Attorney 
General Fred Cowan's office 
for an official opinion on the 
constitutionality of the law, 
Colleges and universities 
say they have accepted a long-
neglected responsibility and 
arranged for low-cost policies 
for their students. 
. "Not a member voted omission of technical and vo-
against it," Bailey said of un- cational schools from the 
animous votes in the House mandate but Bailey said as 
and Senate. "We discu~sed !t . far as he was concerned, all 
on the floor and I explamed 1t.1 post-secondary schools were 
I don't kno'.R. how many· included except for proprl-
times," · .. ~~ • : tary hools 
Rep. Rocky· Adkins, D-Sandy · e Joh: Fraz~r 'of Lexington, 
Hook,' who talked this week\ executive director of the 
with the protesting ACC stu- Council of Independent Ken-
dents, said he was aware of tucky Colleges and Uni-
the provision before the bill versities, said that group has 
passed, "but it wasn't talked not tried to block enforcement 
about- as much as it shoul~ of the law. • -,,. •; r · 
have· been.- That · 'mandatory u "We have developed a Joint 
part has concerned ·me_ ever-: policy to meet minimum de-
since, but l feel better aliout It mands, plus a second level if a 
now because fow-cost policies student wants to include out-
have beell devised and flnan: patient care," he said. · 
clal-aid students will have the· Frazer said the basic policy 
'cost figured into their aid ·will cost $89 a year, the sec-
packages." · · ond, optional level an added 
't Kerr said legislators on his k chr· ti c J 
iubcommittee "J·ust don't like $120· Kentuc Y 15 an °: 
lege at Grayson would be in-
the law. Most legislators didn't eluded among insti!.utions of-
realize it was in there and fering those policies, he said. 
would like to change it. He said the General Assem-
" Our subcommittee was bly's action forced schools to 
very unhappy to learn about do something they should 
the mandatory Insurance, and have considered earlier, mak-
our find.Ing. that. the regu]a- •ing affordable hospitalization 
tions were deficient was a insurance available .. , 
kind of statement on our part, "But I have qualms about 
But under present law, no how it's being done .. The 
committee or subcommittee mandatory part bothers me," 
can head it off now." he said. . 
Four ACC students - Clay Debbie McGuffey of the 
Willis of Ashland, David Kentucky Council on Higher 
Leach of Summit, Bryan Sal- Education said public colleges· 
yers of F1atwoods and lv!ike will offer policies for $35 to 
Coburn of Greenup - have $40 a semester beginning in 
manned a table in the lobby August. ACC and Morehead 
the past several weeks to col- State University will be 
lect signatures on their peti- among those offering that pol-
lions against the law. . icy. . , 
Willis said they considered Both Frazer and McGuffey 
the law "untenable on grounds said people covered by pareri, 
of affordability, without gov- , ta! policies can waiv(! the 
ernment subsidy or automatic coverage. Officials" at. ACC 
school sponsorship. . ; said 69 percent of students 
' "If one student is kept out there were covered this year. 
because of the money, it Figures from Morehead State 
would be wrong," he said. were not available,,,,:, ,?},.;:,~ "i;: 
/ 
State Sen. Bennie Ray 
Bailey, D-Hindman, included 
the requirement for ~tudent , 
health insurance :in, Sf!',23~;; an·, 
omnibus , health\,bil~ ;,ne;,tn<•l 
traduced during 'the :1990 · ses-/ 
sion. Rep. 'Harry Moberly,,) n:J 
Richmond, said he_ andlother 
legislators simply overlooked 
that provision when the 
measure came through the 
Appropriations and Revenue 
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111@11\tgi:-:stil~ .bac_ks _ law 
· · students' pollc1es will be a 
Committee. ' 
. "It was such a major piece 
of legislation with so many 
points of rnral health car1:, It 
slipped by me," Moberly said. . 
' By GEORGE WOLFFORD bargain. 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT Even students who are pro-
1 
HINDMAN - The man re-
1 sponsible for Kentucky's law 
:!requiring·lliat, all ,college stu-, 
rdents ,carri:"Jiospltalization 
insutance' says lie . stands by 
;, ' ' 
the measure. · :::t:
1 
·,._; .,, • 
State Sen. Bentiy ,Ray, 
Bailey, D-Hindman, says the 
_$8 a month ,av7rage _ cos,t ,of' 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
testing the requirement be-
lieve hospitalization insurance 
is a good idea, "they just don't 
want to HA VE to pay for it," 
Bailey said. 
Student coverage was part ' 
of an omnibus heaJth-care bill 
passed without negatives votes 
in the House and Senate last 
year. Some . other lawmakers 
►Legislator,: 
say they weren't aware of the 
provision when they voted for 
Senate Bill 239, but Bailey said 
he understood perfectly what 
he was proposing. 
He said the bill specifies 
minimal levels of care - 14 
days hospitalization and 50 
percent of doctor bills for 
admitted patients, plus some 
emergency-room expenses. A 
policy for state universities 
and colleges had to be secured 
from a Texas company, Bailey 
said, because Kentucky com-
panies don't specialize' in stu-
dent plans. , 
Half-price policies will be , 
made available to students 
whose families are below·• the , 
poverty level, he said. 
The policy excludes costly 
coverages for diseases like di-
abetes or alcoholism, he said, 
and avoided university-sought 
add-ons like dental or op-
tometric care. 
"Because students are 
young and healthy, they can,, 
be insured relatively cheaply. 
I think the students under'. 
stand that now," he said. 
"The question is: Should , 
people be responsible for their · 
own health care? If they are, Is : 
It wise or not to have insur- · · 
ance? If you say no, you are 
saying the taxpayers of Ken-
tucky ought to pay them, and 
that's not fair." 
Bailey said colleges impose 
charges for activity cards that 
admit srudents to ball games 
and concerts. 
"I don't know anyone who 
ever had to drop out of school 
for missing a ballgame, but I . 
do know some who had to be-• 
cause they got sick," he said. 
"That peace of mind. ought to 
be worth $8 a month." 
He said 700,000 Kentuckians 
- half of them working every 
day - have no hospital plan 
"Hopefully, this will cause 
some major debates on health 
issues on college campuses. 
I've been told that a basic 
hospitalization policy, which 
is far out of reach for so many 
today, will be $20,000 a year by 
the year 2000." 
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Picking up the.: pace ,; 
New hiring plan should cl~se UK's salary,-gcip · : ' ~ : , . 
~T: h~ good news for wo~~n · ~P in general with the sal~es paid 
; • who teach at the Univer- at comparable institutions in other· 
~. : . · sity of Kentucky is that states., • , • "· . ··, ,r, i· ;.~ , , 
\ ; thei~ pay ,relatiye,to male , . There's no quick fix fo~ that 
<faculty members has gone up. The• , problem. But UK should be able to 
.bad news is tlmt if it had gone up . ;. narrow the •gap between male· arid . 
1any 1~, it woul~n't ~~~,-~one up.J(female faculty members by)n'or_~;;j f,atall ... ,,, ......... ,_;: 1 ,. •:,:t;,,-;, ,;;,,: ,( thanonecentonthedollarper ,";ii 
I . In 1990'.91;; female fa~lt?ril~- /'.i year: And t~at's exactly_ what l!Ili- j 
hers at UK: will make about 83 :-,,, /'' vers1ty President Charles Wethmg-
(cents f9r every 'dollar their male'~f{ ;, t~n. pas in mind with a new set of 
~ountel])arts get. That's a :whoJi;: hmng and salary_p:ocedures .. : : 
.Ping l-ce11t.imP,royement fyorn the . . These cha11ges·are ov~due and 
.previous year::; ... J; \ \!·· ;.· . . · should produce r~sults qmckly)f, 
• . t . • , , •• ,;: ., .f','·.':/ . . they don't, Wethmgton should try 
fi 7'hat'~·only.on~.problem with · · . other approaches. No one. expects·. 
;.UK s fa°:'lty :salanes. A broader . · , instant progress, but the pace of 
nrnhl.nm •~ +.1-.n+. 4,-1,.,,...,.. .-1~-'.i.. __________ • - . - - • - . -
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UK business 
col leg~}.9,§ts ; 
1$2~rni 11 iorv·g"·· ift\1· 
I :.-.. ' • -~· ' I 
!from fi rms·.t:,i, J 
' I• •.• ' ·JI. '"' .• ,f,l ,.. 
• "• ', ~.,[ ' • ,.: •1 [ ,' ,u 
By Ameet Sachdev''y\ I l •/. 1,; ,,\ 
Herald-Leader staff writer•:' ·
1'r ·. Y,<.· \ I A 
Two of Kentucky's lar~t cor5 
porations announced a. $2 milliorl 
• gift to the University of Kentucky"s·: 
College of Business and Economics·, 
yesterday. . . :f 
Ashland Oil' Irie. and Humana' 
Inc: each will give $1 million to the 
college. A~hland's donation will ·be 
spread over five years; while Hu-
mana's will come over four, years. 
"This will have a significant 
impact on the quality of education 
in our college for the next genera-
tion of students," said Richard 
Furst, dean of the college. · ·, ·-- ,, .. 
The corporations; whii:h niad~ 
the announcement at the Keeneland 
Sales Pavilion, ' said , their , gifts 
·would be used to enhance programs 
in the college. It serves 3,000 gradu-
ate and undergraduate students and 
has 8.5 faculty members. . ·. . •1 
. "We look forward to having 
more and more of Kentucky's grad, 
uates come with us,'' said John Hall, 
Ashland's chairman and chief exec, 
utive officer,. , , 1·,1 ,,.;·r;;,i' .j. 
Humana President Carl Pollard,. 
a UK graduate, said, "I think it's 
symbolic that two of the state's 
largest corporations at the· same 
time are announcing $1 million gifts 
to the University of Kentucky's. 
College of Business and Econom-
ics." :.1 
The gifts are part of the $8 
million being raised by the UK/ 
. Business Partnership Foundation. 
Inc., an organization of state corpo-
rations involved in fund raising for 
the college. Ashland and Humana 
are part of the foundation. 
. Including yesterday's gift, the 
foundation has raised $6.5 million, 
Furst said. ·· 
"The funds, first· of all, will:' 
allow us to complete the building 1 
1 and renovation project," Furst said. ' 
"The major part of the funds will. be 1 
for: equipment to furnish the busi-
ness information center, wnich will 
be located on the ground floor of 
the new facility." ' 
An addition to the college's 
building is under construction 
· along with renovations to the exist-
ing structure. The three-story, 
40,000-square-foot addition, which 
will contain the information center 
and classrooms, is expected to open: 
in- the fall semester. . 
"The business information cen-' 
ter is primarily a new library, but it 
has no books," Furst said. "It will 
be a high technology library." 
In 1988 the state legislature 
provided $8 . million for the con-
struction. Th'e foundation decided 
to match the General Assembly's 
appropriation for the college's "Pro-
gram for Excellence." 
One goal of the program is to 
create at least 20 professorships: 




.Ashland. Oil, llumana 
;pteage\;$2:miIIion-·ti·oost ,:.:~:-
to UK's .. business· scli601.· 
' ' ' ' • : ( ! ': :.:: ; / t l.'1 / I 1 , -~ ; -:-- - -- . • 
By JAY BLANTON., ,•.1 · 1 .i, ",1.: ;, ,, .. b ,UK graduates, and he noted that he 
· Staff Writer . · .,.-i , ·,. ;_, •'• . · .. ,, ; .- ·1 :Is one, too. • , · , 
. ··" ,. .. ,,, .. ' .... ' . -Mst fth . '. 'edthro h • .1,.,.'.-.-i·,~~~--.r 1,·•.-~11J,!·:i t· o o emoneynus ug 
·. ,LEXINGTON, Ky. - The state's two big- •the fund drive will go toward pro-
gest corporations gave a helping hand yes-- ;ressorships, endowed chairs, schol-
, terday I~ the University of Kentucky's ef-.. ;arships , and faculty,, development, 
forts -t~_ unprove and expand its business :Furst said. The school is creating at 
_ school. .. .. , .. . ; . : . ·,,. , · : : least' 20 professorships - positions ' 
•: Ashland 0~ ~c;and Humana Inc. each• ;that use private funds to boost.the, 
pledged $1 million to assist UK's College of :faculty member's .salaJY. The school 
Business and Economics in funding en- - ·now has· 15 professorships. ·. '- . , 
dowed professorships and scholarships. -: . : Part of the Humana gift will b'e 
· . The money also will make it easier for the" fused to award grants for outstand-
college t_o_ buy equipment for its !arge ~U!ld- 'Ing faculty, Furst said.' The school ls 
in~C:.ddition, ~d. ~ renovate. its existing also considering ·establishing an 
sp . · -- , .... -. : · award for Innovative teaching. 
· The first installments, $200,000 from Ash-.. Money also will be used for , 
land and $2~0,00_0 . from HUJ1l!111a. have al- equipment in the addition's busi-
ready been received, \ said: Richard Furst, r.nf · · • · dean of UK's business school Ash! d' gift ness,1 om_ialio~ ce'!ter, Fu,:st ~aid. , 
will b d fl 
· an s The center pnmarily consists of a 
. , e sprea over. ve years, and Hu• "h - b-t hn I gy· l'b .. th I will i mana's over four years. , . , . tg ec o o 1 ra~ a 
. : "This announcement marks 8 very, veiy have n~ books, Fu~ srud. ~omput- . _important day for . \ . the College of Busi- er ternunals In the library will allow 
ness and Economics," Furst said at a news · students to hook' into ~mputers 
C?nference at Keeneland to announce the across UK's camp~ •. be srud. , 
gifts. The gifts ''will have 11 significant Im• The thrust of additional fund rais• · 
pact on the quality of education in our col• · Ing will be to incre!158 the school's · 
1
_ lege for the next generation of students." j en~owment for ~ority scholar• 
·,:-· ln_I988,. f!ie General Assembly_appniprl•;- ships lll!d international pro~. 
\ · ated $8 million for an addition and for ren-• Furst said. 
oV!!tlons of the. school's existing building,: 
, which was built in the mid-1960s,. :~ : · 
P~ of.the three-st01y, 40,000-square-foot'· 
addition JS expected to be open for the 'fall 
semester. It will contain a computer library,: 
classrooms and computers for faculty. ; ·. 
,' The UK Business/Partnership Foundation·· 
' Inc. bas been conducting a fund-raising 
drive to match the appropriation. It has , 
raised $6.5 million so far, and the-:rest. 
should be raised by November, Furst '.said .. 
, The business school has about-3,000 
graduate and undergraduate students; 85: 
. faculty members and 60 teaching assisla!)ts.' · 
, ",M~and Oil has to compete in a tough< 
wqrld, said John Hall, Ashland's chairman 
and chief executive officer. "In order to do' 
that we need ~e very best people, anil we : 
109k to the Umversity of Kentucky • , • to·; 
, supp)Y us with lots of its graduates." •· 
i S1ini!~rly, .Gari Pollard, HuIQana's pres!-': 
\ dent, said his company hires e number of-: 
l ., ' 
,, 
. ;• 
f , ,,, 
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U of L's CHALLENGE 
BY DONALD C. SWAIN . ·, , 
' ' ,J ' ) 
• , ' I I~ 
The wrtter le preeldent of the Unlvorelty of ' faculty and students to be more productiv~; 
Loulsvllle. I" A renewed commitment to cultural di;, 
The University of Louisville generates versity and to Initiatives that will make u~. 
controversy. with surprising ease . these · more welcoming and hosp(table t9 all I'll;" 
days. · . ' · · cial group"s: . ' ·- . , :: 
As president, I wouldn't want 11_ any oth- . I" An annual reallocation process to a~; 
er way. . . . · · sure that millions of dollars will flow to 
Our faculty and students pit themselves high priority programs and selVices. · ~ 
against tradition nearly every day, They de- ' . . · 1, 
bate ideas openly and passionately. They ', I" A will~gnes_s to face ~p to ~npl~asanl 
demonstrate for and against causes. I be-, .• choices - 1Dcludmg the d1Scon1inua11on_ o, 
lieve these are unmistakable signs of U of prog_rams - for the sake of protect1D~ 
L's vitality and emerging self-ronfidence. · quality. · : .. 
A few days ago, U of L unveiled a re- I" A vision of the future that assume~ 
structuring plan that also reveals consider- that risk-taking and Innovation are necet 
able vigor. (l's 1:1" am~\tious pl~. Fu~y im- sary and desirable, _ f 
plemented, 11 will pos1t1on the uruvers1ty f?r _ . u of L has a long history of ailaptatio~ an~ . 
t~e 1~90s and cha!1ne! m?re than. $1~:3 rm!- change. Even so, this Is an extraord1Dal)' 
lion ml? our top msbtut!onal pnontie~. package of proposals, which ~oes well be; 
· In f?1s age _of educational ref?[lll, 11 !s ·yond the norm for universities ID the_19,90s.~ 
~ev~al1~g, I thmk, to :,vatch a maJor public . Too often, public un_iversities, :·resi~ 
msbtubon grapple \Ylth the lmperallve to ·. change and are unwilling to renew !hem_l 
change. At U of L,, the momentum ls , self- selves. Such stubbornness· can reslilt it! 
gen~rated. r:io ou,~s1de gr~~p or, autho!'lty IS . regulation by statute or direct politi<;al i1' 
forc1Dg us 1Dto_ , reform. We re_ domg It tervention. · · ·. . , 
ourselves,. a~d 11 s not ~asy. , , . , · , , u of L's strategy is to maintain its· ind~ 
'. 1'1!e m~1D·1~eas for this plan sprang from pendence liy facing up' to its own tough d~ 
the unagmations of U of L people. Here , , cisions. If we take the lead Ill the process <if 
, they are: · . . . . . · : ,. change, we will be able to shape· our o➔ 
• I" A new emphasis ~n the liberal. arts ID destiny. That's a large payoff for the· pru11 1 
undergraduate education, which will lead that change brings. , · , , · , : : , ~ 
. to fundamental changes in several schools :· I Invite interested citizens to ·wrtte m:i 
and colleges. · about their reactions to , the proposed 
' "'A sharper focus on doctoral and ad: changes at u, o! ~: I "'.Ould be pleased '-~ 
vanced professional programs at the gradu- , have the public JOID us 1n our self-lmprove,-
ate level. . men! effort. , , · . · ,· . 
I" A stronger mandate for lnterdlscipli~- ~Vhen the curre~t process of change ii; 
ary programs and research. . , finished, I want this urban area to be ab!~ 
. . . • to say that U of L - Kentucky's urban uni, 
": An_ ms1st~n~e th~t every part ?f. the versity _ has looked boldly to the future 
Uruvers1ty part1cipate m the urban µnssion. and moved deliberately toward its goal of 
' I" A determination to re_deflne the role of .· becoming one of the best urban uniyersl;, 
faculty to encourage a wider range ·of re- ties in the United States. . , :, 
sponses to urban needs. , · ' I'm biased, of course, but I'd say 'we're 
I" An Insight into information resources · a!ready close. ..; 
(libraries and technology) that can enable , ... ,., to Tho Courlor.Joumal ; 
Student refus~s 
to give police ,;:}{ 
phot?graphs qf 
IlJ d1sturbanc¢;, 
'' . 't•<.' 
Associated Press , J 
1 
, . . 
0! :5 i ! 
' l ', ~ ' .'. ',: 
, BLOOMINGTON, 'Iiid . ..:.. A ph§-
tography student who took pictui:es 
of a disturbance· following . 1.ast 
weekend's Little 500 bicycle nice' is 
refusing to give police his film.:Cir 
photos as a matter of "basic Jo\11': 
nalistic ethic." · r:,: · ; .t~•,;;, 
"I don't think they ·can fon:e '.me 
to· do It," said Richard Schultz, ,a 
_senior journalism major at In'\!&?¥ 
University. · 1 • ;i',~r}:· ~; 
His photographs· were subpoe-
naed Wednesday as· part of a pcili~ 
Investigation of the incidents foµojy; 
Ing the annual race. One of his .P~C/:' 
tos appeared on the front page; of 
the Indiana Daily Student nei~~, . . ),',' per. , . , . ·, , , .,1:,,-
The Monroe County pros~tg(s 
office ordered Schultz to pfDiluce 
'the _photo~phs ~y 9 a.~. ~o~~y 
or mk go1Dg to jail, Investigating C?f; 
fleer John Klnlngham said. r;·. ::_. 
Schultz said he wiJJ fight the SU~ 
I l ·1 
poena. · • <' 
Police arrested · more than: 350 
people after parties and gatherings 
got out of band during the weeke1,1d. 
Early Sunday, more than 40 officers 
carrying shields and night sticks 
were sent to the Varsity Villas apart• 
ment complex after recei~ r;e-
ports about an overturned CBr/l!!ld. 
hundreds of people out of control:' 
Several officers received minor ,In~ 
juries during scuffles with stud_e,nts 
and from bottles and chunks of con-
crete thrown at them. /.' · · 
Schultz was on assignment for 
the JU yearbook, Arbutus, when: he, 
shot the pictures of the disturban_ce. 
"I wanted to give well-roundild 
coverage to the whole weekendt ~e 
said. . t.., •· 
Dave Adams, publisher of.the•IU, 
newspaper and yearbook, said , n~ 
will do everything he can to,get a• 
judge to quash the subpoena:··; . : : 
"It's a very dangerous precedent 
when the media is perceived, as be-, 
Ing an Investigative arm of the'•pp', 
lice," he said. ''i, :-,., 
He hopes to prove to the jildge, 
that police did not exhaust all their 
possibilities In investigating the-'ii}'. 
cident before asking Schultz for his 
pictures. Those possibilities lnclu~e 
video surveillance and infraijid 
cameras, tools Adams said police 
should have been expected to i!Se._. --- ,.~-
~{;; : 
' ', ··~· •4· ,, 
:,..f'. -~ 
A /99/ 
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U of L trustee criticizes plan to tighten 
some admission standards 
By ROBIN EPSTEIN 
Staff Writer 
The chainnan of the University of 
Louisville board of trustees and oth-
er prominent African-Americans 
have criticized a decision by the 
College of Arts and Sciences to 
raise its admission standards, say-
ing it will adversely affect minor-
ities. 
"It seems to me we are getting 
further and further away from our 
urban mission," Woodford Porter, 
who has served on the board for 24 
years, said Friday. ''We're making it 
harder for inner-city youngsters to 
get an education. I'm really very, 
very disappointed." 
The Arts and Sciences faculty vot-
ed April 16 to raise the high school 
grade-point average required for 
au:omatic acceptance into the col-
lege from 2.0 to 2.5. As before, stu-
dents also must have standardized 
test scores at or above the national 
mean. The new standards, approved 
by a voice vote, go into effect in the 
fall oi 1992. However, exceptions to 
the standards might permit the ad-
mittance of up to 20 percent of that 
year's freshman class :who don't 
meet them. 
A report on the new standards to 
the college's faculty ·predicted the 
change will reduce the freshman 
class by about 300 students each 
year and expressed the hope that it 
will not adversely affect minorities. 
With more than 11,000 undergrad-
uates, the college is overcrowded 
and was directed last summer to re-
duce enrollment. . 
To see what impact the new stan-
dards might have on minority repre-
sentation, the college looked at 
what the coniposition of the past 
three years' classes would have 
been if they had been in effect. 
In 1990, a much larger percentage 
of blacks than whites would not 
have met the standards. The two 
previous years, almost equal per-
centages of blacks and whites 
would have been affected. 
Diversity of the student body will 
figure .int9 the college's_ acceptance _ 
decisions for students who do not 
meet the standards, the report said. 
Among the criteria for exceptions 
would be leadership, extracurricular 
activities, hardship, athletics and 
minority status. 
Kevin Cosby, who is pastor of St. 
Stephen Baptist Church and who 
runs several programs for black 
youths, praised the criteria for the 
COMPARISON OF BLACKS AND WHITES 
UNDER OLD AND NEW CRITERIA 
Would still 
be enrolled 
Cunentty under new 
Year enrolled 
1988 Blacks 134 
WMes 1405 
1981) Blacks 149 
WMes 1568 
1990 Blacks 165 
WMes 1462 
exceptions, but said the new stan-
dards for automatic acceptance 
send a negative message to young 
African-Americans. 
Standardized tests and GPAs 
"don't measure potential, aspira-
tion. devotion and . commionent." 
Cosby saicL "I think that you could 
be restricting some potentially bril-
liant students." 
State Sen. Gerald Neal, D-Louis-
ville, said he isn't sure the provi-
sions for exceptions will work. "I 
just don't" know what they mean. 
You have to see how they play out. 
The tale ·is going to be told at some 
point in the future." 
Porter said the trustees should 
have been told about the plan to 
change the standards. He said he 
did not know about the decision un- , 








Would not be 
automatically 
enrolled under Percent 







rise to the new sta.,dards. "The de-
cision was made with an inten, to 
increase the quality of the student 
body and balance the concerns of 
the community." 
In addition to making it more dif-
ficult for high school students to get 
into the College of Arts and Sci-
ences, the college may make it 
harder for students enrolled in 
U of L's Preparatory Division to 
transfer into arts and sciences_ 
Currently, if students in the prep 
division bring their math and Eng-
lish skills .up to college level, they 
can transfer into arts and sciences. 
However, the college's standards 
and honors committee has proposed 
requiring students to stay in prep 
for a year before transferring into 
arts and sciences. The college's fac-
ulty council is expected to vote on 
the proposal early next month. "I have to say that right off the 
top of my head rm opposed to it, 
and probably I'll put up a strong ar-
gument and light it," he said. 
Neal also questioned whether the 
change would be a retreat from the 
school's urban ·mission. 11To insti-
tute these arbitrary standards that 
would exclude. rather than include 
raises serious concerns for me." 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON, KY., 
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John Cumbler, a history professor 
and one of a handful of faculty 
members who opposed raising ad-
mission standards, said the college 
failed to consider the implications 
of its actions. "They made the deci-
sion and now are trying to explain 
away its adverse impact on the 
black community and on the white 
working-class community." 
. Shirley Willihnganz, chairwoman 
of the committee that recommended 
the standards, said the purpose of 
the change was to help students do 
better in college. 
"Quite a few students being dis-
missed after the first year were stu-
dents who fell below these new 
standards," she saicL 
And Thomas J. Hynes, acting 
dean of the Arts and Sciences col-
lege, said he believes students will 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
U of L admission 
changes opposed 
Associated Press 
LOUISVILLE - The chairman 
of the University of Louisville 
board of trustees says a decision by 
the College of Arts of Sciences to 
raise its admission standards will 
· adversely affect minorities. 
Woodford Porter said the. trust-
ees should have been told about the 
plan to change the standards. He 
said he-did· not know about the 
decision until a reporter told him. 
The Arts and Sciences faculty 
voted April 16 to raise the high 
school grade-point average required 
for automatic acceptance into the 
college from 2.0 to 2.5. As before. 
students also must have standard-
ized test scores at or above the 
national mean. The new standards. 
approved by a voice vote. go into 
effect in the fall of 1992. However. 
exceptions to the standards might 
pennit the admittance of up to 20 
P:""cent. of. that year's freshman 
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!Kurth inaugurated as Murray president 
, By MARK SCHA VER 
Staff Writer 
MURRAY, Ky. - During a cere-
mony officially inaugurating him as 
Murray State University's eighth 
president, Ronald J. Kurth said yes-
terday. that students should learn 
"the dynamics of making choices." 
"Students must learn to be re-
sponsible for their own learning in 
college - for their own intellectual 
growth - for passive learners can 
never expect to be truly educated," 
Kurth said. ''What kind oi society 
can we expect if the most we can 
say of our graduates is they did ev-
erything we made them do?" 
Toe ceremony, during which new 
presidents traditionally present 
their vision for the institution, took 
place before more than 500 faculty 
and staff members, students and 
alumni in Lovett Auditorium. 
Kurth, a retired Navy rear admi-
ral with a doctorate in political sci-
ence from Harvard, became presi-
dent of Murray in July after serving 
three years as the president of the 
Naval War College in Newport, R L 
The university also awarded an 
honorary doctorate of letters to 
Rhode Island Sen. Claiborne Pell, a 
friend of Kurth's during bis tenure 
at the war college. Pell, a Democrat, 
then gave a speech decrying cut-
backs in student aid during the last 
decade. · 
In 1965, Pell was the sponsor of 
the bill that created the Basic Edu-
cational Opportunity Grants, later 
renamed Pell Grants in his honor, 
that have provided money to stu-
dents across the country, including 
more than $30 million to those at 
Murray. 
Kurth's wife, four children and 
three brothers were watching yes-
terday as board of regents Chair-
man Kerry Harvey placed the sym-
bolic gold presidential medallion 
around bis neck. 
Kurth said he and his wife, Char-
lene, have confronted no surprises 
since they arrived at Murray, al-
though "to be thoroughly honest, 
people here may be more interested 
in us than we had anticipated." 
He told a story about going to a 
video store to rent three movies 
only to be told by the clerk, a Mur-
ray student, that an R-rated choice 
was unacceptable. "My president is 
not going to see this movie. It's 
trash," Kurth quoted the clerk as 
saying before she put the video 
back on the shelf. 
Kurth also told of going to a cam-
pus event in which various student 
groups compete in singing contests. 
He said the pedormance that most 
impressed him was by the Alpha 
Sigma - Alpha sorority, -which. • 
dressed up in red, white and blue 
and stood so as to form an Ameri-
can flag. Other students voted the 
sororitf first place among women's 
groups for its singing about "coun-
try, community and values." 
"I knew then, as I know now, that 
I belong at Murray State Universi-
ty," Kurth said. 
Universities often place too much 
emphasis on career preparation, he 
said. "A graduate who has learned 
to pedorm his first job after college 
very well. but who has learned 
nothing else, bas been short-
changed - or perhaps bas short-
changed himself." 
"An education 
that attempts to 
give students a 
hard and fast 
blueprint for re-
sol,ing any is-
sue that may 
arise is bound to 
fail at crucial 
moments," he said. 
Kurth stressed the need for a 
broad education that will develop 
"an analytical mind, a strong per-
sonal system of values, a sensitivity 
to cultural differences, a respect for 
a tradition, a willingness to accom-
modate, even pwsue, change." 
"As a university we have missed 
in our conttibution whenever we 
generate a graduate who couid be 
capable of wandering aimless!y 
through life, being carried by the 
currents surrounding him or her," 
Kurth said. "If you do not know 
where you are going, any road will 
do. At the end of one's career I can-
not imagine anything more disap-
pointing than the realization that 
one's life was spent on the road to 
nowhere, a lifetime spent devoid of 
contribution." 
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New Murray president 
calls fqr active learning 
in inaugural speech 
Associated Press 
MURRAY :.... Colleges often 
place too much emphasis on career 
preparation, Murray State Universi-
ty's eighth president cautioned at 
his official inauguration. 
"A graduate who has learned to 
perform his first job after college 
very well, but who has learned 
nothing else, has been shortchanged 
- or perhaps has shortchanged 
himself," Ronald J. Kurth told more 
than 500 faculty and staff members, 
students and alumni in Lovett Au-
ditorium. 
Kurth stressed the need for a 
broad education that will develop 
"an analytical mind, a strong per-
sonal system of values, a sensitivity 
to cultural differences, a respect for 
a tradition, a willingness to accom-
modate, even pursue, change." 
Students .should learn "the dy' 
namics of making choices," .Kurth 
said Saturday during the ceremony 
in which new presidents traditional-
ly present their vision for the insti-
tution. 
"Students must learn to be re-
sponsible for their own learning in 
college - for their own intellectual 
growth· - for passive learners can 
never expect to be truly educated," 
Kurth said. "What kind of society 
can we expect if the most we can 
say of our graduates is they. did 
everything we made them do?" 
Kurth, a retired Navy rear admi-
ral with a doctorate in political 
science from Harvard, became pres-
'Students must learn to be 
responsible for their own 
learning in college.' 
- Ronald J. Kurth, 
Murray State University president 
ident of Murray State in July after 
serving three years as the president 
of the Naval War College in New-
port, R.L 
"As a university we have 
missed in our contribution whenev-
er we generate a graduate who 
could be capable of wandering aim-
lessly through life, being carried by 
the currents surrounding him or 
her," Kurth said. "If you do not 
know where you are going, any 
road will do. At the end of one's 
career I cannot imagine anything 
more disappointing than the realiza-
tion that one's life was spent on the 
road to nowhere, a lifetime spent 
devoid of contribution." 
The university also awarded an 
honorary doctorate of letters Satur-
day to Rhode Island Sen. Claiborne 
Pell, a friend of Kurth's during his 
tenure at7he- war college. --- · -
In 1965, Pell was the sponsor of 
the bill that created the Basic Edu-
cational Opportunity Grants, later 
renamed Pell Grants in his honor, 
that have provided money to stu-
dents across the country, including 
more than $30 million to those at 
Murray State. 
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~bland collegians 
protest requirement 
for health insurance 
.ssociated Press 
ASHL\ND, Ky. - A group of 
.shland Community College stu-
ents has collected at least 1,200 
ignatures on a petition opposing a 
ear-old state law that makes hospi-
ilization insurance a condition for 
nrollment at Kentucky colleges 
tarting this fall. 
"If one student is kept out be-
ause of the money, it would be 
mmg," said Clay Willis of Ashland, 
,ne of four ACC students who have 
:ept vigil at a tahle in the school's 
Jbby_ for several weeks to collect. 
~e signatures on a petition. 
David Holton, a Louisville attor-
,ey representing a board of student-
lOdy presidents, has asked Attorney 
jeneral Fred Cowan's office for an 
1fficial opinion on the ·constitution-
:1.ity of the law. ____ _ 
And Rep. Tom Kerr, D-Taylor 
,fill, chairman of the legislature's 
l.dministrative Review Subcommit-
ee, said his panel has refused to ap-
1rove regulations designed to im-
1lement the law but can't stop them 
rom being enforced through April 
.992. 
Sen. Benny Ray Balley, D-Hind-
nan, included the requirement for 
;tudent health insurance in a health 
Jill he introduced last year. 
Bailey said the $8-per-month 
lverage cost of students' policies 
Nill be a bargain. 
Even students who are protesting 
:he requirement believe hospitaliza-
~on insurance is a good idea, "they 
iust don't want to have to pay for 
it," he contended. 
Under the law, students covered 
by their parents' insurance can 
waive the coverage. Half-price poli-
cies will be available for students 
whose families are below the pover-
ty level. 
Balley said the law specifies mini-
mal levels of care - 14 days' hospi-
talization and 50 percent of doctor 
bills for admitted patients, plus 
some emergency-room expenses. 
The policy excludes costly cover-
ages for diseases like diabetes or al-
coholism, he said, and avoided uni-
versity-sought add-ons like dental 
or optometric care. 
"Because students are young and 
healthy, they can be insured rela• 
tively cheaply. I think the students 
understand thaf now," he said. 
"The question is: Should people 
be responsible for their own health 
care? If they are, is it wise or not to 
have insurance? If you say no, you 
are saying the ta'<J)ayers of Ken-
tucky ought to pay them, and that's 
not fair." 
Debbie McGuffe'J, an official of 
the Kentucky Council on Higher 
Education. said public colleges will 
offer policies for $35 to S40 per se-
mester beginning in August. The 
cost will be somewhat higher for 
students at small private colleges. 
''We have developed a joint policy 
to meet minimum demands, plus a 
second level if a student wants to 
include outpatient care," said John 
Frazer of Lexington, executive di-
rector of the Council of Independent 
Kentucky Colleges and Universities. 
The basic private-college policy 
will cost $89 per year, and the sec-
ond, optional level "'ill cost an add-
ed $120, he said. 
Frazer said his group has not 
tried to block enforcement of the 
law. He said the General Assembly's 
action forced schools to do some-
thing they should have considered 
earlier, making affordable hospital-
ization insurance available. 
"But I have qualms about how it's 
being done," he said. "The manda-
tory part bothers me." 
It also bothers Rep. Rocky Ad-
kins, D-Sandy Hook, who talked 
with the protesting students in Ash• 
land last week. 
He said he was aware of the in-
surance provision before tile bill 
passed, "but it wasn't talked about 
as much as it should have been. 
"That 'mandatory' part has con-
cerned me ever since, but I feel bet-
ter about it now because low-cost 
policies have been devised and fi-
nancial-aid students will have the 
cost figured into their aid pack-
ages." 
Kerr said his subcommittee. de-
clined to approve regulations gov-
erning the student insurance as 
"kind of a statement on our part." 
But he said lawmakers are power-
less to stop the law from taking ef-
fect. ' 
Kerr said members of his panel 
"just don't like the law. Most legis-
lators didn't realize it was in there 
and would like to change it.'.' 
Bailey looks at tile insurance re-
quirement from another perspec-
tive. He noted that colleges impose 
activity fees on students for sporting 
events and concerts. 
"I don't know: anyo_ne_ who. ey_er 
had to drop out of school for miss-
ing a ball game, but I do know some 
who had to because they got sick," 
he said. ''That peace of mind ought 
to be worth $8 a month." . 
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McGowan at Bellarmine 
adds 'mood of excitement' 
By ROBIN EPSTE1~ 
Staff Writer 
When he became Be!larmine College's 
third president in July, Joseph J. 
McGowan Jr. thought the school's logo -
an abstract flame - was too corporate. So 
he changed it back to the original seal, 
complete with a shield and a Latin insig• 
nia meaning '.'in love of truth." 
McGowan said the seal reminds him of 
the lith cenrJrv era of St. Roberto Bellar-
mino, for whom the college is named. 
The new logo is just one of many 
changes McGowan has made at the 40-
year-old school on Newburg Road. Some 
of the changes, such as re-emphasizing 
the liberal ar.s and sciences, have been 
subtle. Others, such as breaking ground 
for a $3 million nursing ;ind education 
building, have been dramatic. 
J. 0. Kampschaefer Jr., Be!larmine's ex• 
ecutive vice president, called it "a year of 
adjusting and learning. n 
Jim Patterson, a Bellarmine trustee for 
15 years, said McGowan has brought "a 
mood of excitement and exhilaration" to 
the college. "He has terrific support from 
the faculrJ, and the students all love him. 
He's young and handsome and vivacious 
and he's just really an inspiration on the 
campus." 
Ten years from now, if McGowan suc-
ceeds in implementing his plans, Bellar• 
mine will look like a different place. It 
will have increased its student en-
rollment from 2,600 to 4,000. It will 
have shifted from a commuter 
school to a residential one. It will 
have a $9 million library with -ca-
pacity for 250,000 volumes (up from 
the current 125,000), two new dor-
mitories, and a sports and recrea-
tion building. 
Bellarmine is in the midst of a $20 
million fund-raising campaign for 
those improvements, and has re-
ceived $17 million in pledges. · 
McGowan, drawing on his experi• 
ence as vice president for student 
affairs at Fordham University in the 
Bronx, N.Y., also intends to improve 
campus life at Bellarmine. 
Toe school is seeking someone 
for the new position of vice presi-
dent for student affairs, and a new 
director of residential life has been 
hired. A counseling center has been 
created and the search is on for a 
clinical psychologist, so that stu-
dents can get professional coulll!el- . 
ing on campus. He's also plaruung 
improvements in food services and 
the student center. 
Next fall Bellarmine for the first. 
time will have a student-activities 
fee. The school's 1,170 full-time stu-
dents will be charged $50 per se-
mester. That will add about 
$100,000 annually to the budget for 
___ clubs, organizations ancl cultural 
events. 
In a recent meeting with students 
in a dormitory, McGowan agreed to 
push back from II p.m. to 2 a.m. 
their curfew for having visitors, in-
cluding those of the opposite sex, in 
their rooms. 
On the academic side, McGowan 
eliminated the position of provost 
and hired instead a vice president 
for academic affairs. 
He said Bellannine is too small 
for a provost, who tends to take 
care of operational matters and 
leave the president to deal with ex-
ternal affairs. McGowan wants to 
keep up with internal matters like 
tenure recommendations. 
"You don't want to micro-man-
age, but you do want to be sure any-
thing going on of importance re-
flects your own goals," McGowan 
said. 
David House, recently. of Johns 
Hopkins University, is the new vice 
president for academic affairs. 
McGowan wants House to set up an 
academic advising system and "in-
ternationalize" the college by in-
creasing study abroad options and 
recruiting more foreign students. 
House will also be asked to revise 
the liberal-arts and sciences cur-
riculum. Instead of requirements or-
ganized by disciplines - the natural 
sciences, social sciences, human-
ities - McGowan would like them 
organized by themes - environ-
mental awareness, global perspec-
tives and self-esteem. 
__ McGowan said he has assured the .. 
faculty - some of whose members 
questioned whether Bellarmine is a 
liberal-arts school with a business 
program attached or a business 
school with a liberal-arts program 
attached - that arts and sciences 
come first 
"I don't think he wants education 
at Bellarmine to be just vocational," 
said Robert E. Daggy, director of 
Bellarmine's Thomas Merton Study 
Center. "He wa.,ts the college to de-
liver a Renaissance person." 
McGowan has paid a lot of atten-
tion to the nursing school, which 
has had a rocky history since its 
founding in 1977. 
Since McGowan's arrival, a deci-
sion was made not to offer two-year 
associate degrees in nursing, de-
spite requests from several area 
hospitals to do so. McGowan said 
associate degrees are more appro-
priately offered by junior colleges 
and that Bellarmine will stick to 
four-year nursing degrees and mas-
ters' degrees. 
Last fall,. McGowan helped re-
form the curriculum in the nursing 
school. It had been a "hodge-
podge," he said, and had contribut-
ed-io high failure rates among Bel-
larmine students on standardized 
tests in 1989 and 1990. This past 
February, 100 percent of the stu-
dents who took the test passed. 
- While most of the changes have 
generated little controversy, a 19 
percent tuition increase recom-
mended by McGowan and approved 
by the board of trustees in March 
could cause some disgruntlement. 
-But · when tuition- -goes-from ___ -
$6,000 to $7,160 next year, it will 
still be 20 percent lower than the 
national average, Kampschaefer 
said. 
The difference for returning stu-
dents will be offset by $73,0.00 in 
special grants, reducing the in-
crease they actually pay to about 
$560. And increased financial aid 
will help offset the impact of the 
price hike on freshmen students, 
McGowan said. 
Excluding loans and grants, stu-
dent aid for next vear will exceed 
S3.5 million, compared to Sl.6 mil-
lion last year, Kampschaefer said. 
Much of it is generated by tuition 
increases, and more state and feder-
al aid becomes available as tuition 
goes up. 
While McGowan has spent most 
of his time on campus, he also 
serves on the Partnership for Eco-
nomic Development board of direc-
tors, the Chamber· of Commerce 
education subcommittee and the 
Speed Museum development com-
mittee. "The thing with being a pub-
lic figure in Louis,,i!le, unlike in 
New York, is that you feel you can 
actually make a difference," he 
said. 
McGowan says that the year has 
been busv; that he "underestimated 
the incredible variety of constituen-
cies, the incredible demands on 
your time, and the political vulner-
ability of the position." 
But he's not complaining. "I feel 
like rm going into my second year 
with even more enthusiasm than I 
had in July and I wouldn't have be-
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Companies 
team up for 
$1 million 
gift to UK 
ASHLAND - Ashland Oil 
Inc. and Humana Inc. an-
nounced Thursday that each 
would give Sl million to the 
university of Kentucky's Col-
lege of Business and Econo-
mics. 
Ashland Oil spokesman 
Roger Schrum said the com-
pany gift, to be delivered in 
five annual installments. con-
tinues a policy of giving to 
area universities. 
"This is a new but contin-
ued effort, reflective of our 
past effort at UK and with 
other universities." 
Ashland Oil gave $750.000 to 
Morehead State University 
earlier this month and Sl mil-
lion to Marshall University 
last year. 
"Five years -ago,-we made a 
million-dollar gift to UK.- and 
this is a continuation of our 
policy," Schrum said. 
The gifts will be applied to 
the college's "Program for 
Excellence," announced in 
1988 and now nearing suc-
cessful conclusion. 
John Hall, Ashland Oil's 
chainnan and chief executive 
officer, and Carl Pollard, 
president of Humana, an-
nounced the gifts •during a 
Lexington meeting of the 
university's Business/ 
Partnership Foundation. 
Both companies said · their 
gifts will be used to enhance 
programs in the college, which 
serves about 3,000 graduate 
and undergraduate students 
and has 85 faculty members 
and 60 teaching assistants. 
The Program for Excellence 
coincided with the General 
Assembly's action providing 
$8 million to build a major 
addition to the college's build-
ing on UK's Lexington campus 
and update the existing struc-
ture built in the mid-1960s. 
As part of the program, the 
UK Business/Partnership 
Foundation Inc. began a fund-
raising effort to match the 
General Assembly's appropri-
ation. 
Among the enhancements 
will be excellence-in-teaching 
awards and furnishmgs and 
- - --equipment -foF -the -new-and---
renovated structures. Another 
goal of the program is creation 
of at least 20 professorships. 
Part of the three-story, 
40,000-square-foot addition, 
which will contain a library 
and classrooms, is expected to 
be open for the university's 
fall semester. 
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lvlorehead down 
to final five 
::-.IOREHEAD - Former 
Tennessee Coach Don 
De Voe heads a list of five 
finalists for the vacant 
basketball coaching 
position at ::-.Iorehead State. 
Also in the running for 
the job are current 
:\lorehead State assistant 
Allan Hatcher. former 
assistant Jeff Burkhamer. 
Murra,· State assistant 
Craig ~!orris and 
Northwestern assistant Tim 
Carter. 
The post came open when 
Tommy Gaither resigned on 
:\·larch 31. He had a 52-64 
record in four years with 
the Ohio Valley Conference 
school. · 
Devoe said he was 
interviewed for the job 
Wednesday. 
DeVoe served as interim 
coach at Florida in 1989-90. 
Before that, he compiled a 
20-l-137 record in 11 years at 
Tennessee, which did not 
renew his contract after the 
1989 season. 
Devoe. a native of 
Wilmington, Ohio, said he 
was familiar with Morehead 
State because he had 
several friends attend the 
eastern Kentucky school. 
Hatcher had a 262-72 
record in sLx years at 
Williamson (W.Va.) High 
School and sLx seasons at 
Marshall County High 
School in Benton. He was 
an assistant at Western 
Kentucky in 1990. 
LEXl~~G iQ~J ~ERALD·LEADE!l LEXING70N. i<Y. 




By Ameet Sachdev 
Herald•leader slalf writer 
l.t,xington Community College 
had its cake yesterday and ate it 
too. 
In its first fund-raising drive. 
the school raised more than 
-5100.000 for an endov.ment that 
will be used for student scholar-
ships. Raising the money qualified 
LCC to receive a $100,000 matching 
grant from the U.S. Department of 
Education. 
"We've ne,·er had an endow-
ment fund, and the college never 
had any way of providing scholar-
ships on an ongoing basis," said 
Allen Edwards, LCC president, at a 
news conference at the Oswald 
Building. 
A cake in the shape of a dollar 
.bill was served to celebrate the 
occasion. The amount the school 
has raised so far. $100,540, -was--
written in green icing. 
Edwards said money was still 
coming in. 
Because of a tuition increase 
next fall. Edwards said he did not 
know how many scholarships 
would be pro,~ded through the 
endowment. Tuition for full-time 
students will be S922 a semester an 
jncrease of $67 .25 from spring. ' 
"We'd like to provide full-tuition 
scholarships plus books," he said. 
"But then half our students are 
pan-time students, and they also 
need scholarship dollars. 
. LCC's enrollment this semester 
1s _4,500 students, Edwards said. He 
said he expects it to be over 5 000 
next fall. ' 
